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Abstract 

Invasive meningococcal disease resulting from infection by Neisseria meningitidis is the source 

of a substantial burden of bacterimia and meningitis in both the developed and developing 

worlds. Within the human host, N. meningitdis encounters a hostile environment deficient in 

freely available iron. In order to survive, N. meningitidis has evolved two receptor systems that 

sequester iron from the host iron transport glycoproteins transferrin and lactoferrin. Both the 

meningococcal transferrin and lactoferrin receptor systems consist of an outer membrane 

embedded A protein and a membrane anchored B lipoprotein. Both proteins of these systems are 

highly immunogenic and functionally important. The opposing selective forces of host immunity 

and functional necessity have resulted in complex patterns of sequence variation in the genes for 

these receptors. The research discussed here investigates these patterns with a focus on 

understanding the functional and structural factors that constrain variability.    
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Chapter One: INTRODUCTION  

1.1 The adaptive antibacterial human immune response 

The mammalian immune system that defends against pathogenic microorganisms consists of two 

separate, but occasionally overlapping, branches identified as innate and adaptive immunity 

(Medzhitov 2007). Several components of innate immunity are constitutively present, non-

specific and function as the host’s first response to invading organisms. These components 

consist of mechanical barriers such as the skin, and existing host microbial flora. Other 

components of innate immunity become active in response to host pattern recognition receptors 

(PRRs) detecting the presence of pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) (Akira, 

Uematsu et al. 2006; Medzhitov 2007). The patterns recognized by recognition receptors are 

broadly identifiably as non-self, and are typically highly conserved surface exposed components 

of the pathogen, such as bacterial cell wall features. While there are many classes of PRRs 

capable of inducing a wide variety of antimicrobial response cascades, a very generalized end 

result is localized inflammation (Akira, Uematsu et al. 2006; Medzhitov 2007). In contrast, the 

adaptive immune response is specific to the nature of an invading organism, and can take several 

different forms (Medzhitov 2007).  

 

An antibody-mediated adaptive immune response is initiated when an invading organism present 

in the peripheral tissues is internalized by one of a number of antigen presenting cells (APCs), 

typically macrophages or dendritic cells (Schulz and Pabst ; Jensen 2007; Medzhitov 2007). In 

non-auto immune circumstances antigen presenting cells endocytose entities recognized as non-

self, and subsequently degrade engulfed antigens into peptide components (Schulz and Pabst ; 

Garrett, Chen et al. 2000; Trombetta, Ebersold et al. 2003). These peptides are coupled to one of 

two major histocompatibility complexes (MHCs) and presented on the surface of the APC outer 

membrane (Jensen 2007; Paul, van den Hoorn et al. 2011). Peptides presented on MHCII 

activate T-helper cells (TH cells) within lymph nodes, which in turn triggers B cell activation. 

During this process B cells possessing receptors specific to the pathogen’s antigens are activated. 

A subset of the B cells enter circulation and produce broadly reactive, less specific, IgM 

antibodies, while another subset migrates deeper into the follicle and forms a germinal centre. 

Within the germinal centre, B cells undergo rapid, highly selective proliferation and 
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differentiation, leading to high affinity antibody secreting plasma cells, and long lasting antigen 

specific memory B cells (Gonzalez, Pitcher et al. 2009; Cyster 2010; Shlomchik and Weisel 

2012). IgG antibodies produced by plasma cells provide antigen specific, and effective, 

antimicrobial immunity through activation of the C1q dependent classical complement pathway, 

and through Fc receptor mediated innate immune activation (Schwab and Nimmerjahn 2013). 

Indeed, in vitro assessment of IgG response levels is the current standard for assessing the in vivo 

efficacy of a particular antigen or potential antibacterial vaccine components (Frasch, Borrow et 

al. 2009).   

 

However, B cell antigen recognition is a complex, and as of yet, poorly understood process. 

Unlike T cell antigens, which in many cases have been associated with specific amino acid 

sequence segments (Tong, Tan et al. 2007), B cell antigen recognition is dependent on three 

dimensional peptide conformations (Yang and Yu 2009). As a result, drastically different amino 

sequences may induce identical B cell antibodies and conversely peptides with nearly identical 

amino acid composition may be immunologically distinct. Colonizing bacterial organisms have 

capitalized on this property and evolved systems to modify the shapes of specific host immune 

recognized components. This ability enables bacteria to effectively evade and escape established 

host immunity (van der Woude and Bäumler 2004).  

 

1.2 Mechanisms of bacterial antigenic variation 

Antigenic variation in pathogenic and commensal bacterial species is an adaptive process that 

can counter host immunity (van der Woude and Bäumler 2004; Wisniewski-Dyé and Vial 2008; 

Deitsch, Lukehart et al. 2009). It is characterized by intra-population phenotypic variations of 

immunogenically distinct components. In that antibodies against one variation of a specific 

bacterial feature will not react with a different versions of the same feature. In some cases, 

antigenic variation describes specifically situations where a particular population possesses a 

finite number of variant components, and individuals within that population readily and 

reversibly alternate between variant states. This type of variation is often referred to as phase 

variation. Notable examples of this process are the Neisseria gonorrhoeae pilin structures (Criss, 

Kline et al. 2005), and the Streptococcus pneumoniae capsule (Serrano, Melo-Cristino et al. 
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2006). These processes allow individual bacteria within a population to selectively modify the 

alter components that may be under host immune selection, within the lifetime of that specific 

individual. Due to this property, changes from to this process are described as rapidly occurring 

and characterized as being reversible in the life span of the bacteria. While many diverse loci 

undergo this form of variation there are only several common mechanisms through which it 

classically occurs such as: slip strand mispairing, epigenetic methylation of transcriptional 

regulation genes, the presence of multiple variant gene versions in the genome, and gene 

conversion (Deitsch, Lukehart et al. 2009). In the literature, antigenic variation has often been 

used either interchangeably with phase variation, or described as a more inclusive form of phase 

variation. This use of the terminology can be quite confusing and more consistent usage of the 

terminology would improve understanding of these concepts in the literature. 

 

In a broader sense antigenic variation can been interpreted to define any processes resulting in 

variant versions of microbial components under host immune pressure, regardless of the speed 

and propensity for reversibility. (Deitsch, Lukehart et al. 2009). Under this definition, phase 

variation is a form of antigenic variation that specifically applies to the classic ON/OFF systems, 

while general antigenic variation describes any processes that result in variable populations of a 

particular antigen. In this more general sense, antigenic variation occurs through the mechanisms 

of genetic recombination and genetic drift; both of which introduce mostly random changes 

throughout bacterial genomes (Fraser, Hanage et al. 2007; Fraser, Alm et al. 2009). Genetic drift 

deals with spontaneous base pair substitutions, additions, and deletions that are introduced during 

cell replication processes. The rate at which genetic drift occurs can be very similar within 

species groups, many DNA based microbes experience 1 mutation for each 300 genomic base 

pairs per replication, but can vary greatly between species groups (Drake, Charlesworth et al. 

1998).  

 

Genetic recombination events are differentiated from drift by the lack of ancestor dependence. 

Recombination events, often interchangeably referred to as horizontal exchange in this context, 

mediate transfers of genetic material between organisms that may only be distantly related (Feil, 

Holmes et al. 2001; Thomas and Nielsen 2005; Andam and Gogarten 2011). Horizontal transfer 
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is a complex process that occurs through a variety of mechanisms, many of them organism and 

context dependent. Horizontal exchange occurs in bacterial species through three general 

processes: conjugative transfer (Llosa, Gomis-Rüth et al. 2002), bacteriophage mediated 

transduction (Canchaya, Fournous et al. 2003), and natural transformation (Thomas and Nielsen 

2005). Each process is briefly described here. Conjugative DNA transfer conveys genetic 

material, commonly as plasmids, between donor and recipient cells via direct cell conduct. 

Donor cell DNA is cut at an origin of transfer site and unwound, one of the strands is replicated, 

resulting in reformation of the initial double stranded DNA and a single strand that subsequently 

rejoins at both ends (Llosa, Gomis-Rüth et al. 2002). The circular single stranded DNA is 

coupled to a protein that chaperones transferable DNA to a type 4 secretion system complex at 

the cell membrane. This secretion system mediates the transfer of genetic material to the 

recipient cell where it will either persist as an independent plasmid, or be incorporated into 

recipient’s genome. Transfer by this mechanism plays an important role in the spread of 

antimicrobial resistance genes (Llosa, Gomis-Rüth et al. 2002; Thomas and Nielsen 2005; 

Smillie, Garcillán-Barcia et al. 2010).  

 

Transduction of genetic material by bacteriophages is initiated by lytic cycle excision of the 

phage genetic material from the bacterial genome. During this process components of the 

bacterial genome are also excised and packaged into newly formed viral particles. Following cell 

lysis, released bacteriophages infect other bacteria, and introduce donor cell DNA to the 

recipient cell during viral genomic integration (Canchaya, Fournous et al. 2003). Gene transfers 

by this process have played an important role in the spread of pathogenicity islands throughout 

bacterial microenvironments (Chen and Novick 2009).    

 

Natural transformation gene transfer is initiated when extracellular genetic material becomes 

environmentally available to the receiving cell (Thomas and Nielsen 2005). This results from the 

degradation of dead bacteria in the environment, or through active DNA excretion by living 

cells. Environmentally available genetic material is imported into the recipient cell by outer 

membrane machinery, for some species this process relies on specific exogenous DNA 

sequences being present, while for others no specific sequence is required. Translocation of 
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extracellular DNA to the cytoplasm varies between species and has yet to be fully characterized 

in many cases (Chen and Dubnau 2004). During transport across the inner membrane double 

stranded DNA is converted to single stranded as it enters the cytosol. With the exception of 

plasmid DNA, which persists in a replication proficient form, imported DNA must be 

incorporated to the recipient genome. This is achieved through homologous recombination, in 

which stretches of 25 to 200 base pairs of imported DNA pair with complementary regions of the 

recipient cell’s genome and initiate strand exchange (Thomas and Nielsen 2005). Alternatively, 

imported DNA lacking homologous regions to the recipient genome can still sometimes be 

incorporated through illegitimate recombination. The process of legitimate homologous 

recombination has been documented in E. coli and is mediated by members of the Rec family of 

proteins (Ikeda, Shiraishi et al. 2004). Of the two systems, homologous recombination occurs at 

a higher frequency, but both methods are capable of importing small and large segments of 

extracellular DNA; the sizes of incorporated DNA segments can vary from a few bases pairs to 

several thousand, and introduce changes as small as single regions within a gene to replacing 

entire capsular synthetic operons (Thomas and Nielsen 2005; Andam and Gogarten 2011).  

 

1.3 Computational approaches for investigating genetic variation 

In silico modeling and bioinformatics approaches have been widely used to understand the 

impacts of genetic drift and recombination on speciation and intra-species variation. One model 

that investigated the impacts of drift and recombination proposed that even under conditions of 

neutral drift, where all variations are considered neither beneficial nor detrimental, ongoing 

spontaneous mutation would eventually result in genomes sufficiently differentiated to negate 

the impacts of homologous recombination. While the neutral drift model is very simplified, and 

ignores the impact of selection, the genotype clusters resulting from repeated evolution 

simulations behaved similarly to some current bacterial species (Fraser, Hanage et al. 2007).  

 

Other investigations have compared modeled genetic variability under neutral drift to variability 

under selective pressure (Fraser, Hanage et al. 2005; Boni, Gog et al. 2006). One influenza 

epidemic mathematical evolution model demonstrated a clear difference between neutral, and 

immune selected evolution at antigenic loci. The results found that the immune selective model 
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more accurately described the observed real world strains (Boni, Gog et al. 2006). In another 

study, in silico modeling was used to explore evolution in the population structures of Neisseria 

meningitidis, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Staphylococcus aureus during localized epidemics 

(Fraser, Hanage et al. 2005). The results of the model indicated that during these epidemics, the 

observed patterns of mutation were more accurately described by neutral drift, rather than 

selective pressure. The specific genes used for evaluating variation in this model were a series of 

house keeping genes, for which there was little reason to assume host selective pressure. As a 

result, the conclusions drawn from this model appear biologically consistent. The results 

described by these studies indicate that comparisons between neutral drift models, and real world 

observations can be an effective way to identify and quantify the impact of immune selective 

pressure on genetic variation.   

 

The impact of genetic variation on specific genes and antigens has also been investigated with 

classical bioinformatics approaches. Several recent analyses have clearly demonstrated the 

effectiveness of sequence alignment and phylogenetic methodologies in understanding 

biologically important patterns of variation in bacterial antigens. These studies have provided 

insights ranging from identifying variable components in vaccine antigens to understanding 

population level constraints on homologous exchange (Hollingshead, Becker et al. 2000; Pajon, 

Beernink et al. 2010; Calmettes, Yu et al. 2011; Curran 2012). Briefly described these 

bioinformatics methodologies employ sequence level data (nucleotide or amino acid) to infer 

biologically relevant relationships. Sequence alignment methods organize sets of sequences such 

that individual characters in each sequence are vertically aligned based on a score of their 

similarity. In this context the score refers to experimentally observed probabilities of change 

from one amino acid/nucleotide to another. For example, identical amino acids would have the 

highest score, whereas amino acids with opposite properties would have lower scores. Similarly, 

phylogentic methods use the differences in sequence composition to cluster sequences together 

based on similarity, or on likelihood of relatedness assuming specific statistical models of 

evolution.  
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1.4 Neisseria meningitidis and invasive meningococcal disease 

Genetic variation is an important process in the survival and proliferation of many bacterial 

pathogens, such as Neisseria meninigitidis (Lo, Tang et al. 2009; Joseph, Schwarz et al. 2011). 

N. meningitidis is a Gram-negative diplococcal -proteobacterium and a member of the 

Neisseriaceae bacterial family (Rouphael and Stephens 2012). It is the etiological agent of 

invasive meningococcal disease, and contributes substantially to the global burden of meningitis 

and bacteremia (Lewis, Nathan et al. 2001; Trotter and Ramsay 2007; Cohn, MacNeil et al. 

2010). N. meningitidis is also highly host specific and colonizes only humans, predominantly 

along the mucosal surface of the upper respiratory tract known as the nasopharynx (Stephens, 

Greenwood et al. 2007; Melican, Michea Veloso et al. 2013). Transmission between hosts occurs 

when an un-colonized individual is exposed to respiratory droplets from a colonized individual 

(Rouphael and Stephens 2012). During transfer N. meningitidis is proposed to exist in an 

encapsulated form; this provides protection from desiccation but also may obscure the function 

of some surface proteins (Hill, Griffiths et al. 2010). As a result, initial colonization is mediated 

by type 4 pili structures that extend beyond the bacterial capsule and adhere selectively to non-

ciliated epithelial cells (Stephens and McGee 1981). It is currently thought that meningococcal 

pili adhere to CD46 receptors, but there is evidence to the contrary and the identity of the binding 

receptor remains elusive (Hill, Griffiths et al. 2010). 

 

Colonization by N. meningitidis most often results in asymptomatic carriage for a period of 

several days to months, allowing for the development of host immunity (Yazdankhah and 

Caugant 2004). During the carriage state a dynamic equilibrium is established, as N. meningitidis 

employs a variety of strategies to persist and evade host immunity, such as phase variation, 

blebbing, and transient epithelial cell invasion (Hill, Griffiths et al. 2010). Carriage is most 

notably characterized by persistence of N. meningitidis on the surface of, or within, mucosal 

epithelial cells. Some evidence indicates that the carriage state also involves sub populations of 

N. meningitidis persisting in equilibrium with host immunity in the sub mucosal space 

(Sadarangani, Pollard et al. 2011). Invasive meningococcal disease occurs when N. meningitidis 

traverses through the epithelial cell layer via a host specific Opa protein – CECAM receptor 

interaction and invades the circulatory system (Kuespert, Roth et al. 2011). Once in the 
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circulatory tissues, N. meningitidis is able to rapidly proliferate and disseminate throughout the 

host. The presence of highly toxic lipopolysaccharide (LPS) on the meningococcal cell surface 

triggers systemic inflammation that is often fatal without treatment. Circulating N. meningitidis 

is also able to penetrate the blood brain barrier. When this happens an inflammatory response is 

initiated within the meninges tissues that surround the brain, leading to severe neurological 

damage or death (Stephens, Greenwood et al. 2007; Hill, Griffiths et al. 2010).     

 

1.5 Meningococcal disease epidemiology 

Invasive meningococcal disease is most prevalent in three age groups: children under the age of 

two, older children (primarily during epidemics in the developing world) and adolescents 

between 15 and 25 (Kaplan, Schutze et al. 2006; Cohn, MacNeil et al. 2010). In seeming 

contradiction with its propensity to cause devastating disease, Neisseria meningitidis is 

commonly found as an asymptomatic colonizer in ~10% - 25% of the adult population 

(Cartwright, Stuart et al. 1987; Durey, Bae et al. 2012). The annual incidence of endemic 

invasive meningococcal disease is quite rare, typically 1 – 5 per 100 000 people in the developed 

world and 10 – 25 per 100 000 people in the developing world (Stephens, Greenwood et al. 

2007; Cohn, MacNeil et al. 2010; Rouphael and Stephens 2012). However, during periodic 

epidemics, the incidence can drastically rise to as high as 1 case per 100 people (Rouphael and 

Stephens 2012). It is currently unclear exactly what conditions trigger N. meningitidis to switch 

from harmless commensal to epidemic pathogen, but environmental factors and co-infecting 

respiratory viruses have been implicated (Artenstein Ms 1967; Young, LaForce et al. 1972; 

Sultan, Labadi et al. 2005).  

 

Neisseria meningitidis strains have traditionally been classified based on the immunogenic 

specificity of their capsular polysaccharides. Each distinct capsular type is identified as a 

serogroup (Rouphael and Stephens 2012). More recently, meningococcal strains have also been 

classified by multi locus sequence typing (MLST) (Maiden, Bygraves et al. 1998; Yakubu, 

Adadi et al. 1999; Brehony, Jolley et al. 2007). This approach is based on the identity of a set of 

seven housekeeping genes, two strains are considered to have the same sequence type if all seven 

genes are identical. Novel combinations of the seven genes then result in novel sequence types. 
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Both methods have been used in investigating the epidemiology of meningococcal disease, and 

they appear to be independent of each other; in that a particular sequence type is not limited to a 

particular serogroup or vice versa.      

 

There are currently thirteen serogroups of N. meningitidis, of which 6 are associated with 

disease: types A, B, C, Y, W-135, and X (Rouphael and Stephens 2012). Sergroup A is 

predominantly present in meningococcal disease found in the sub Sarahan region of Africa 

referred to as the meningitis belt (Marc LaForce, Ravenscroft et al. 2009). Serogroup C strains 

were more prevalent in the developed world until the advent of the conjugate vaccines (Balmer, 

Borrow et al. 2002). Serogroups A, C, Y and W-135 are now effectively prevented in the 

developed world (Cohn, MacNeil et al. 2010; Caesar, Myers et al. 2013). In the developing 

world, particularly in sub Saharan Africa, there are currently initiatives under way to implement 

an effective conjugate-capsular group A vaccination program. At the time of writing there are 

several broadly protective vaccines for serogroup B meninigococcal disease in various phases of 

development, but none have been widely implemented (Caesar, Myers et al. 2013). Group B N. 

meningitidis strains have been observed as the dominant source of meningococcal disease in the 

developed world, and have been responsible for recent epidemics in Cuba and New Zealand 

(Rodríguez, Dickinson et al. 1999; Oster, Lennon et al. 2005).  

 

1.6 Genetic variation within Neisseria meningitidis 

Variation has been observed extensively in the surface components of Neisseria meningitidis 

(Virji 2009). This is a result of meningococcal strains possessing a combination of highly 

efficient transformation systems and several phase variation systems. Phase variation in 

Neisseria is the result of slip strand mispairing, and results in reversible, high frequency 

switching of expression within a set of genes. This type of variation is particularly evident in the 

N. meningitidis adhesion proteins. In general, phase variation allows for selective transcription 

and translation level control of the expression of variant gene versions (Deitsch, Lukehart et al. 

2009). 
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Transformation systems within N. meningitidis allow for the highly efficient selective uptake and 

incorporation of exogenous DNA into the meningococcal genome (Bowler, Zhang et al. 1994; 

Joseph, Schwarz et al. 2011). Neissiera’s Type IV ComP, pili structures recognize and bind to 

exogenous DNA at a specific DNA uptake sequence motif (Chen and Dubnau 2004). The DNA 

is then transported across the outer membrane through a PilQ secretin, and conveyed through the 

periplasmic space by the ComE periplasmic DNA binding protein. This protein shuttles DNA to 

the ComA cytoplasmic membrane channel. During this process one strand of the double stranded 

DNA is degraded and only a single stranded DNA molecule enters the cytoplasm. Imported 

DNA is incorporated into the recipient cell genome through RecA mediated homologous 

recombination (Joseph, Schwarz et al. 2011).  

 

The processes of natural and phage mediated transformation have resulted in a number of 

identifiable genetic islands in the meningococcal genome, but none of the islands appear to 

define pathogenicity (Joseph, Schwarz et al. 2011). Natural transformation has allowed for 

dramatic alterations of the surface components of N. meningitidis. These changes have been 

clearly documented in a number of important virulence factors, including the polysaccharide 

capsule (Swartley, Marfin et al. 1997), surface adhesion pili structures (Ryll, Rudel et al. 1997), 

nutrient uptake proteins (Bennett, Thompson et al. 2009), and immune protection proteins 

(Beernink and Granoff 2009). Variations induced by this mechanism not only provide a powerful 

and rapid means of escaping natural host immunity, they can also mitigate the capabilities of 

vaccine-induced immunity (Sadarangani and Pollard 2010). 

 

1.7 Meningococcal vaccines and antigenic variation 

The current, and arguably most effective, strategy for preventing invasive meningococcal disease 

employs a tetra-valent conjugate polysaccharide vaccine (Sadarangani and Pollard 2010). This 

vaccine is composed of the purified capsules from types A, C, Y, W-135 and a mutant diptheria 

toxin adjuvant (CRM197), and has been highly effective at preventing the spread of disease due to 

those serogroups (Harrison 2008). Polysaccharide based vaccines have not been developed 

against group B meningococcal disease as the group B polysaccharide capsule is very similar in 

structure to polysialic structures present in human fetal neural tissues (Finne, Leinonen et al. 
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1983). As a result, a protective antibody response is not raised by this capsule and any strategy 

that could raise antibodies would likely lead to an auto immune response.  

 

During two recent group B epidemics in Cuba, and New Zealand, strain specific outer membrane 

vesicle (OMV) vaccines were employed to stop the spread of the disease strain (Rodríguez, 

Dickinson et al. 1999; Oster, Lennon et al. 2005). OMV based vaccines are distinct from the 

outer membrane blebs naturally released by N. meningitidis as they consist of a  detergent-

resistant preparation of integral outer membrane and relatively low amounts of LPS and 

lipoproteins. This strategy proved effective in managing epidemics due to a specific group B 

strain, but was not able to provide broadly preventative protection against other group B strains. 

The lack of cross protection was the result of variation in the immunodominant porA component 

between different strains (Sadarangani and Pollard 2010). These observations, and others 

suggesting poor early child immunogenicity of OMVs (Oster, O'Hallahan et al. 2007), have 

shifted the focus of group B vaccination away from OMVs and capsular polysaccharide 

components towards sub capsular protein antigens. Selective, and well planned usage of these 

antigens has the potential to be highly immunogenic and broadly protective against a variety of 

strains regardless of capsular or porA type (Sadarangani and Pollard 2010).  

 

N. meningitidis genetic variation presents an important challenge to the development of 

meningococcal vaccinations. With only protection against four of the thirteen serogroups, and N. 

meningitidis’s ability to exchange capsular types, it is a reasonable concern that capsular 

exchange events could lead to vaccine escape in a manner similar to that observed with 

Streptococcus pneumoniae following the introduction of the seven capsular type vaccine (Pillai, 

Shahinas et al. 2009). Genetic variation can also present a challenge to OMV, and protein based 

vaccination strategies. Of the proteins comprising OMV vaccines, porA has been identified as 

the immunodominant component, and the lack of cross protection against other strains is a result 

of variant versions of porA between strains (Martin, Ruijne et al. 2006). This challenge extends 

to many of the surface exposed immunogenic proteins, and suggests that the variability of these 

components must be accounted for in order for a successful vaccine to be developed 

(Sadarangani and Pollard 2010). One strategy for avoiding variability is to select components 
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whose functions are necessary for the survival and pathogenesis of the bacteria, as functional 

constraints may limit possible variation.  

 

1.8 Human transferrin and lactoferrin  

Due to its ability to function as an electron donator and receptor, iron is an essential mineral for 

electron and oxygen transport (Worwood 1989). Within the human host iron is often stored 

intracellularly by ferritin and the oxygen carrying protein hemoglobin found in erythrocytes. 

Extracellular iron is sequestered and stored by host transferrin glycoproteins, such as transferrin 

and lactoferrin (Andrews 2005). Human transferrin (hTf) is an 80kDa bilobed glycoprotein 

synthesized in the liver and secreted to the serum. hTf sequesters ferric ions (Fe3+) absorbed from 

dietary intake as well as iron stored by the liver. Each transferrin protein is composed of two 

homologous lobes (N and C) and each lobe is further divided into two sub domains (N1, N2 and 

C1, C2). Fe3+ ions are reversibly coordinated in each lobe by a combination of a carbonate anion 

and four amino acids: one histidine, one arginine, and two tyrosines (Gomme, McCann et al. 

2005).  

 

Under normal conditions as low as 30% of the potential iron binding sites of hTf are occupied, 

creating an environment in which free iron in the serum is rapidly sequestered (Gomme, McCann 

et al. 2005). Iron coordinated by human transferrin is delivered to human cells, in particular 

hematopoietic cells, via a homodimeric transferrin receptor. This receptor binds two hTf proteins 

and absorbs the transferrins via receptor-mediated endocytosis. Within the resulting endosome, 

iron release is initiated by a decrease in endosomal pH to ~5.6. Released Fe3+ is reduced to Fe2+ 

prior to exiting the endosome, at which point it will be available for use by the cell. After iron 

release, hTf is recycled to the cell surface where it dissociates from the transferrin receptor and 

returns to circulation (Andrews 2005; Gomme, McCann et al. 2005).  

 

The importance of cellular iron uptake from transferrin has been demonstrated in murine models 

and a human clinical case (Larrick and Hyman 1984; Camaschella, Roetto et al. 2000; Fleming, 

Ahmann et al. 2002). A transferrin knockout murine model demonstrated that the lack of 

transferrin led to iron deficiencies in hematopoietic cells, and iron overloading in non-
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hematopoietic cells (Fleming, Ahmann et al. 2002). This condition manifested clinically as 

severe anemia and indicated that while non-hematopoietic cells evidently acquired iron from 

transferrin independent mechanisms, the transferrin mediated iron cycle was physiologically 

necessary for iron homeostasis. These observations were further supported during a human case 

study in which the presence of antibodies against the transferrin receptor led to severe acquired 

anemia (Larrick and Hyman 1984). The efficient transferrin mediated iron cycle not only 

regulates iron homeostasis and hematopoiesis, it mitigates the toxic impacts of iron accumulation 

in the serum and creates a hostile, iron deficient environment for invading organisms (Gomme, 

McCann et al. 2005).   

 

Similar to transferrin, human lactoferrin (hLf) is 80kDa bilobed glycoprotein with a high affinity 

for sequestering ferric iron (Anderson, Baker et al. 1987; Anderson, Baker et al. 1990). It was 

initially identified as a component of bovine milk, but has been subsequently found in a variety 

of other biofluids, such as serum, tears, saliva, sweat, and nasal/genital secretions. 

Concentrations of lactoferrin in these fluids varies greatly, with low concentrations (0.18 – 1 

g/ml) in the serum and high concentration in tears (1-3 mg/ml) (Vogel 2012). In spite of the 

high degree of structural and apparent functional similarity with transferrin there is little 

evidence for lactoferrin’s role in iron transport. In fact, studies with lactoferrin knockout mice 

have suggested that lactoferrin is not required as an iron source (Ward, Mendoza-Meneses et al. 

2003). Further studies, have indicated that while holo-lactoferrin does interact with receptor 

components on mucosal epithelial cells, these receptors are very different from those that uptake 

transferrin, and there is little evidence to suggest that they are involved in cellular iron uptake 

(Cheng, Zak et al. 2004; Vogel 2012). Despite this, it is apparent that lactoferrin is a predominant 

iron binding protein present on the mucosal surface (Vogel 2012). 

 

Considerable effort has since been invested in elucidating the function and importance of 

lactoferrin. These studies have shown that lactoferrin production increases during some bacterial 

infections, and that lactoferrin is found in abundance in the secondary granules of neutrophils; 

alongside a number of other host defense proteins (Masson, Heremans et al. 1969; Levy 2004). 

Lactoferrin has also been identified as playing a role in the immune response to a variety of 
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disease states ranging from bacterial infections to cancer (Vogel 2012). These observations 

support the now commonly held view that lactoferrin is an important component of innate 

immunity. 

 

Both lactoferrin and transferrin contribute to immunity by limiting iron freely available to 

colonizing invaders (Gomme, McCann et al. 2005; Vogel 2012). However, there are important 

differences between proteins with regards to this function. As a component of neutrophil 

granulocytes, lactoferrin is abundantly present at sites of inflammation and infection; this in 

combination with the lack of an observed iron regulation role suggests that lactoferrin’s iron 

uptake function may be specifically employed to clear available iron from a site of infection. 

Conversely, transferrin’s antimicrobial iron uptake may simply be a by product of its role in iron 

transit. The additional host defence properties unique to lactoferrin have been attributed to the 

highly basic, positively charged region at lactoferrin’s N terminus. This region has been shown 

to interact with variety of bacterial components including lipopolysaccharides (Appelmelk, An et 

al. 1994), glycosaminoglycans (El Yazidi-Belkoura, Legrand et al. 2001), and DNA 

(Kanyshkova, Semenov et al. 1999).  

 

Human lactoferrin can be enzymatically degraded by pepsin to release the positively charged N 

terminus lactoferricin peptide (Kuwata, Yip et al. 1998). This peptide is ~50 residues in length, 

positively charged and is mostly unstructured in aqueous solution. While a detailed model has 

yet to be established, it is currently believed that the N terminus region of lactoferrin behaves 

similarly to cationic antimicrobial peptides. These positively charged peptides accumulate on the 

surface membranes of invading bacteria leading to membrane puncture and subsequent cell 

lyses. In vitro evidence suggests that the lactoferricin peptide is actually a more effective 

antimicrobial agent than intact lactoferrin. In addition to the lactoferricin peptide, other 

combinations of enzymatic alterations to intact lactoferrin can result in sub fragments with a 

variety of antimicrobial and immunoregulatory properties. However, it is currently unclear which 

combinations of these sub fragments occur in vivo (Vogel 2012).   
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1.9 Iron regulation of the meningococcal transferrin and lactoferrin receptors 

Bacterial survival within the human host depends heavily on the organism’s ability to scavenge 

essential nutrients, and the dependence of Neisseria meningitidis on iron availability has been 

well established (Archibald and DeVoe 1978). Iron deficient N. meningitidis were shown to 

suffer from reduced replication and respiration rates. A murine model comparing intraperitoneal 

meningococcal inoculation with iron supplied by a co-injection of human ferritransferrin, to a 

meningococcal inoculation lacking an iron source demonstrated that the group with iron co-

injection suffered lethal infection, whereas the iron deficient group suffered only transient 

bacteremia (Holbein 1981). To overcome the challenge of free iron sequestration N. meningitidis 

has developed human specific, specialized receptor systems to acquire iron from host iron 

sequestration proteins. While Neisseria spp. possess systems to acquire iron from several 

proteins, two of particular importance are the transferrin, and lactoferrin receptor systems 

(Schryvers and Morris 1988; Schryvers and Morris 1988; Perkins-Balding, Ratliff-Griffin et al. 

2004). 

 

Expression of the meningococcal transferrin and lactoferrin receptors is regulated by 

environmental iron availability (van Ulsen, Kuhn et al. 2009). Experimental and in silico 

evidence indicates that the transferrin and lactoferrin receptor systems are regulated at a 

transcriptional level by the ferric uptake regulator (FUR) protein (Grifantini, Sebastian et al. 

2003; Jackson, Ducey et al. 2010). FUR functions as an important global regulator, capable of 

inducing or repressing expression of a number of iron uptake mechanisms and virulence factors. 

For the purposes of the transferrin and lactoferrin receptors, as well as most other iron uptake 

related systems, FUR inhibits expression at the transcriptional level. Intracellular ferrous iron 

forms complexes with FUR and binds to specific a specific DNA motif in the promoter region of 

iron-regulated genes. Under iron abundant conditions expression of iron acquisition machinery is 

repressed, while in iron restricted conditions, such as within the human host, expression becomes 

upregulated (Grifantini, Sebastian et al. 2003).  
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1.10 Neisseria meningitidis transferrin receptor system 

The transferrin receptor system consists of two component proteins: transferrin binding protein A 

(TbpA) and transferrin binding protein B (TbpB) (Schryvers and Morris 1988). TbpA is a 

transmembrane pore like protein embedded in the outer membrane. Structurally, it consists of a 

22 strand beta barrel, 11 flexible unstructured loop regions that extend beyond the outer 

membrane, and plug domain situated within the transmembrane pore (Noinaj, Easley et al. 

2012). TbpB is an extracellular membrane anchored lipoprotein that consists of two structurally 

similar lobes identified as the N and C lobe, relative to terminus positioning. Each lobe consists 

of a beta barrel domain, and an adjacent series of beta strands designated as the handle domain. 

The lobes are joined together by a flexible, unstructured linker region and the entire protein is 

attached to the outer membrane by a flexible anchor peptide, that under some circumstances may 

be wrapped around the C lobe (Calmettes, Alcantara et al. 2012). TbpA and TbpB bind to hTf in 

distinct regions but given the orientations of the proteins, it does not appear that all three (TbpA, 

TbpB, and hTf) ever exist as one complex. (Silva, Yu et al. 2012).  

 

TbpB is highly exposed to the extracellular environment and preferentially binds to the C lobe of 

iron loaded host transferrin; as such it is proposed to play an important role in the initial capture 

of host transferrin (Noinaj, Buchanan et al. 2012). Following capture by TbpB recent 

experimental evidence has suggested that the anchor peptide region interacts with TbpA to 

convey host transferrin from TbpB to TbpA (Yang, Yu et al. 2011). Structural studies of the 

interaction between N. meningitidis TbpA and human transferrin have proposed that iron 

liberation from hTf is mediated by an alpha helix present on the third extra-membrane loop, and 

a plug domain loop of TbpA (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012). The L3 alpha helix inserts into the cleft 

between the C1 and C2 domains hTf destabilizing iron coordination. A yet undescribed 

interaction between hTf and TbpA is proposed to then trigger interaction with the TonB 

complex, providing protonmotive forces to the outer membrane. These forces are believed to 

initiate sequential unfolding of the TbpA plug domain, opening a negatively charged 

transmembrane conduit and transporting positively charged ferrous iron through the 

outermembrane to the periplasmic surface of TbpA. Iron is then conducted through the 

periplasmic space by ferric binding protein A (fbpA), which complexes with ferric binding 
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protein B and C (fbpB/C) on the outer surface of the inner membrane to complete iron transfer to 

the cytosol (Mietzner, Tencza et al. 1998).   

 

At the time of writing there is no effective animal model for meningococcal infection and 

pathogenesis, although a mouse model is currently completing development. This is partially due 

to the highly host discriminatory iron receptor systems (Lee and Schryvers 1988). The 

importance of the transferrin binding proteins to survival and pathogenesis within mammalian 

hosts has been experimentally demonstrated in two notable studies. A gonococcal infection 

model of male volunteers demonstrated that strains lacking the full transferrin receptor system 

(and naturally lacking an effective lactoferrin receptor system) were unable to initiate urethritis 

(Cornelissen, Kelley et al. 1998). The importance of each transferrin binding protein component 

was investigated in a porcine infection model with Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae mutants. 

Strains lacking either, or both, of the transferrin receptor components were unable manifest 

clinical disease, and no immune response could be detected 21 days post infection (Baltes, 

Hennig-Pauka et al. 2002). However, the necessity of both proteins for meningococcal 

pathogenesis has not been fully demonstrated, as in vitro experiments have provided mixed 

results. Strain B16B6 required both proteins (Irwin, Averill et al. 1993), while strain M982 

subsisted solely with TbpA (Renauld-Mongenie, Poncet et al. 2004). 

 

The N. meningitidis transferrin receptor proteins were shown to be immunogenic in human hosts 

during natural colonization by Gorringe et al. Their study made use of sera from volunteer 

subjects who had been previously colonized, and demonstrated that antibodies against both 

TbpA and TbpB were present. Interestingly, these antibodies were observed in both cases where 

subjects experienced asymptomatic colonization and invasive disease (Gorringe, Borrow et al. 

1995). These results support the now common understanding that asymptomatic colonization 

leads to natural immunity (Oliver, Reddin et al. 2002). This evidence, in combination with the 

apparent necessity of the transferrin binding proteins makes them attractive candidates for 

vaccine development against group B meningococcal disease. 
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Early research into vaccine efficacy revealed a number of challenges. While bactericidal 

antibodies were highly protective against their parent strain, they were less effective against 

others, particularly in the case of TbpB (Ala'Aldeen and Borriello 1996; Rokbi, Mignon et al. 

1997). Differing responses have been observed for the A and B component proteins as well. 

During an intranasal gonoccal murine model experiment, antibody generation initiated by TbpA 

and TbpB were measured and compared. These results indicated that TbpA induced substantial 

lower serum antibody levels than TbpB. Additionally, TbpA predominately generated IgA 

antibodies with only sporadic IgG production, as opposed to the high levels of both IgA and IgB 

generated by TbpB. Serum bactericidal assays performed on the same dataset indicated that 

TbpB generated antibodies which were poorly reactive to different variants. Interestingly though, 

the TbpA antibodies proved highly effective and also broadly cross reactive (Price, Russell et al. 

2005). Other in vitro studies with meningococcal TbpB evaluated the potential of different TbpB 

sub components. These studies have suggested that the C terminus region generates more 

broadly cross protective antibodies (Rokbi, Mignon et al. 1997).  

 

One of the important challenges facing development of transferrin receptor based vaccines is the 

variability of the proteins, in particular TbpB. Less work has been done on the sequence 

variability of TbpA. However, when compared to TbpB, the results have suggested that the 

transmembrane barrel domain is conserved, with the variable regions located in the large, 

extracellular loops (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012). The variability within TbpB is substantially more 

extensive and has been documented through both antigenic and informatics studies (Rokbi, 

Mazarin et al. 1993; Mazarin, Rokbi et al. 1995; Rokbi, Maitre-Wilmotte et al. 1995; Legrain, 

Rokbi et al. 1998; Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008). TbpBs have been shown to belong to one of 

two distinct lineages, denoted as isotype I and isotype II (Rokbi, Renauld-Mongenie et al. 2000). 

The isotype I tbpB gene is ~1.8Kb in length and some evidence has suggested that it is 

immunologically distinct from the ~2.4Kb isotype II tbpB gene (Rokbi, Mignon et al. 1997). 

Bioinformatics analyses of tbpBs from a broad collection of Neisseria species identified that the 

isotype phenomenon appeared to be unique to N. meningitidis and further implied that the 

isotype I variants may be the result of horizontal exchange events between co-colonizing N. 

meningitidis and commensal Neisseria strains (Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008). This conclusion 
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does not seem unreasonable, and evidence supporting the presence of common gene pools in 

particular niches has been presented for a variety of systems and organisms ranging from 

antibiotic resistance genes to capsular synthetic operons (Coffey, Dowson et al. 1991; Pillai, 

Shahinas et al. 2009). These conclusions suggest that development of effective transferrin 

binding protein based vaccines require an understanding of how the component proteins are able 

to vary, and what impact this may have on cross reactivity.         

 

1.11 The lactoferrin receptor proteins 

Similar to the transferrin binding system, the lactoferrin receptor consists of A and B protein 

components (Beddek and Schryvers 2010). Based on sequence homology and functional 

similarity with TbpA and other TonB dependent iron uptake structures; lactoferrin binding 

protein A (LbpA) is proposed to consist of a 22 strand transmembrane beta barrel, 11 extra-

membrane loops, and a plug domain (Noinaj, Cornelissen et al. 2013). However, lacking an 

experimentally determined crystal structure, the details of loop conformations are primarily 

hypothetical. Sequence alignments between the sequence for the solved structure of the 

Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae TbpB and the N. meningitidis lactoferrin binding protein B 

(LbpB) identified high scores in the regions corresponding to core structural elements; those 

being the beta strand regions comprising the barrel domains. Recent work has also used the 

published structures of the N. meningitidis transferrin binding proteins (Calmettes, Alcantara et 

al. 2012; Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012), and the Moraxella bovis LbpB N lobe (Arutyunova, Brooks 

et al. 2012)  to generate structural homology models of the Neisseria meningtidis lactoferrin 

receptor proteins (Noinaj, Cornelissen et al. 2013). Based on these results LbpB is currently 

believed to consist of an N and C lobe, with each lobe further sub divided into barrel and handle 

domains, with the entire protein extending out beyond the cell and anchored to the outer 

membrane. There are however, very notable structural differences between LbpB and TbpB. 

LbpB possesses two stretches of negatively charged acidic amino acids in the putative C lobe. 

The first negative region is highly variable, 70 – 90 amino acids in length and is located in the 

handle domain of the C lobe. The second negative region is smaller, 30 – 40 amino acids in 

length and is located in the barrel domain of the C lobe (Beddek and Schryvers 2010).       
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Both LbpA and LbpB have been shown to bind to human lactoferrin (Wong and Schryvers 2003; 

Beddek and Schryvers 2010). Homology modeling work has recently proposed a similar model 

of iron acquisition of that observed with the transferrin receptors (Noinaj, Cornelissen et al. 

2013). In which lactoferrin is initially captured by LbpB, shuttled to LbpA triggering a TonB 

mediated change in the plug domain. Iron complexed to the C lobe is then released to pass 

through the LbpA pore where the FbpABC system conveys iron to the cytosol. However, 

experimental evidence has indicated that only LbpA is required for growth with lactoferrin as the 

sole source of iron; the presence of LbpB provides only slightly better growth in vitro (Bonnah, 

Wong et al. 1999). LbpA binds to both domains of the C lobe, which led to the interpretation that 

LbpB must interact with the N lobe of human lactoferrin (Beddek and Schryvers 2010). 

However, hydrogen deuterium exchange experiments in the transferrin binding proteins revealed 

substantial overlap between surfaces of hTf bound by TbpA and TbpB (Silva, Yu et al. 2012). 

These results suggest that LbpB may also bind the C lobe of human lactoferrin. If this is the case, 

current thinking regarding the transition from LbpB to LbpA may require the complete 

disassociation of hLf from LbpB prior to binding to LbpA. 

 

The importance of the lactoferrin receptor to the survival and pathogenesis of Neisseria has been 

assessed through human gonococcal infection experimentation (Anderson, Hobbs et al. 2000). In 

the absence of the transferrin receptor, the lactoferrin receptor system alone was sufficient for 

infection to develop in male volunteers. Strains possessing transferrin receptors did not require 

the lactoferrin receptors to cause infection. Indeed, approximately 50% of clinical gonococcal 

isolates were shown to not possess either lactoferrin binding protein, and among those that did 

70% did not express LbpB. However, those strains possessing both the transferrin and lactoferrin 

receptors were demonstrably more fit than those possessing only transferrin. These results 

demonstrate that in N. gonorrhea possessing the lactoferrin receptor is advantageous but not 

necessary. This may not be the case for N. meningitidis as all strains investigated to date possess 

the genes for both lactoferrin binding proteins (Beddek and Schryvers 2010). 

 

The apparent lack of importance of LbpB in iron uptake, it has been suggested that this protein 

may possess an independent function (Beddek and Schryvers 2010). In addition the presence of 
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two negatively charged regions, LbpB is further differentiated from TbpB in that it can be found 

unattached to the outer membrane and present in culture medium (Roussel-Jazede, Jongerius et 

al. 2010). The proteolytic autotransporter NalP has been shown to mediate the release of LbpB 

from the outer membrane. Interestingly, the presence of NalP released LbpB reduces the efficacy 

of complement mediated antibacterial activity. Experiments with the LbpB like pneumococcal 

surface protein A (PspA) demonstrated that PspA provided protection from the cationic 

antimicrobial activity of lactoferricin (Senkovich, Cook et al. 2007). Recent experiments by 

Morgenthau et al confirmed that, like PspA, meningococcal LbpB does provide protection 

against lactoferricin (Morgenthau, Adamiak et al. 2012). In PspA, protection is mediated by a 

collection of negatively charged, acidic residues binding to host lactoferricin (Senkovich, Cook 

et al. 2007). These results suggest that the protection provided by N. meningitidis LbpB may be 

provided by the same mechanism. The recent studies suggest that the primary role of LbpB may 

be in mitigating host immunity rather than iron uptake. While more work is needed, this 

hypothesis is consistent with the observations that LbpB is not essential, but does confer an 

advantage to survival in the host. 

 

Previous studies, with limited numbers of sequences (~10), demonstrated that LbpA was highly 

conserved within N. meningitidis, 93% - 100% amino acid sequence identity, and LbpB was 

substantially more variable, 70% – 80% amino acid sequence identity (Beddek and Schryvers 

2010). Both LbpA and LbpB are immunogenic, but investigations in to the bactericidal potency 

and cross reactivity of the antibodies yielded poor results (Pettersson, Kortekaas et al. 2006). In 

spite of the high sequence conservation of LbpA, the antibodies showed little cross reactivity, 

and antibodies raised against LbpB showed poor cross reactivity against cell surface accessible 

LbpB epitopes. The authors suggest that this may be a result of antibodies being predominantly 

produced against particular immunodominant, highly variable surface exposed loops (Pettersson, 

Kortekaas et al. 2006). Similar to the transferrin receptor proteins, the high degree of variability 

observed within the lactoferrin receptor proteins suggests homologous recombination systems 

are playing an active role in genetic variation and subsequent immune evasion. The evidence 

discussed here indicates that a better understanding of lactoferrin receptor variability would not 
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only be crucial to potential vaccine development, but may also provide insights into an important 

and diverse interface of host – pathogen interaction.  

 

1.12 Research objectives 

In addition to performing functions important to the survival and pathogenesis of N. 

meningitidis, the transferrin and lactoferrin receptor systems are surface exposed and 

immunogenic during natural colonization. These factors place the receptor systems under 

contradictory evolutionary pressures. Host immunity selects for strains possessing antigenically 

unique receptors and functional necessity selects against variation. Under these pressures, 

complex patterns of variation arise that can be detected in the nucleotide and amino acid 

composition of each receptor gene/protein. Patterns resulting from these pressures provide 

insights into which protein subcomponents are structurally and functionally important, and 

therefore conserved against variability and they allow for the identification of immunodominant 

regions experiencing immune selective pressure. Understanding of the patterns generated by 

these pressures not only improves the basic scientific understanding of two important 

meningococcal virulence factors, it can also allow for the development of improved rationally 

designed preventative vaccines, and the potential development of therapeutic treatments. To that 

end, the purpose of the research described here is to use bioinformatics tools and approaches to 

characterize the variability of the Neisseria meningitidis transferrin and lactoferrin binding 

proteins, within the context of structural, functional, and immunological properties.  
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Chapter Two: METHODS 

2.1 Transferrin and lactoferrin receptor sequence sources 

Transferrin and lactoferrin receptor sequences for this study were obtained from two independent 

sources. The first source was a collection of Neisseria meningitidis strains maintained by the 

Schryvers Lab at the University of Calgary. These strains were originally provided by Dominque 

Caugant and are epidemiologically diverse with respect to serogroup, sequence type, year of 

isolation, country of origin, and infection type (carriage or disease associated). Sequences for the 

transferrin and lactoferrin receptor genes were obtained from these strains as described in the 

following section.  

 

The second source of sequence data was the Neisseria Bacterial Isolate Genomic Sequence 

Database (BIGSDB). (http://pubmlst.org/neisseria/) (Jolley and Maiden 2010). BIGSDB is an 

online, publically accessible database of phenotypic and sequence information for Neisseraceae 

strains. The data set was collected from the full isolate database. Sequences for the transferrin 

and lactoferrin receptor genes were included from this database only if they were unique in the 

collection, and were associated with strains clearly documented as Neisseria meningitidis. This 

selective measure was included to improve the reliability that a particular sequence was from N. 

meningitidis and not another member of the Neisseriaceae family. As many of the sequences in 

the other more general section of BIGSDB are not clearly differentiated with respect to Neisseria 

species source.  

 

In both datasets some epidemiological information is present for the strains from which the 

sequences were obtained. This includes serotype, multi locus sequence type, clonal complex, and 

in some cases whether the isolate was obtained from a carriage or invasive case. A full 

investigation of the correlations between the available epidemiological variables and the receptor 

protein variation is currently beyond the scope of this thesis, and confounded by substantial 

amounts of missing data. As a result no conclusions regarding correlations between 

epidemiological factors and receptor variants can be made.  

 

http://pubmlst.org/neisseria/
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2.2 DNA extraction and sequencing from local strain collection  

Strain growth and DNA extractions were performed by Dr. Amanda Beddek as part of another 

study and made available for this project. The methodology used is detailed here for 

completeness. All isolates were grown on BHI agar overnight at 37°C in the presence of 5% 

CO2. DNA template was prepared in one of two ways.  Bacteria were harvested from agar plates 

and re-suspended in sterile PBS.  The cells were centrifuged at 13,200 x g for 30 seconds and the 

pellet re-suspended in fresh PBS to wash.  At this point, the cells were either heat killed at 55°C 

for 1-2 hours, or DNA was extracted using the DNAEasy kit (Qiagen) and eluted in 200µl of 

sterile distilled water (SDW).  

 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used to amplify the tbpA (transferrin binding protein A), 

tbpB (transferrin binding protein B), lbpA (lactoferrin binding protein A), and lbpB (lactoferrin 

binding protein B) genes from the prepared genomic DNA. Amplification and sequencing of the 

lbp (lactoferrin binding protein) genes was done by Drs Amanda Beddek and Rolando Pajon 

Feyt prior to commencement of this thesis project. The amplification and sequencing of the tbp 

genes was novel work undertaken specifically for this thesis. Table 2.1a details the PCR solution 

used for amplifying the tbp genes. Table 2.2a and 2.2b detail the thermocycling conditions used 

for amplifying each gene. DNA amplification and sequencing primers for tbpA (Table 2.3a) were 

designed in house, while the tbpB (table 2.3b) amplification and sequencing primers were 

adapted from a previous study (Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008).   

 

Taq and Pfu DNA polymerases, and their buffer solutions were prepared in lab (Table 2.1b). 

Note, the buffer solution described is appropriate for use with both Taq and Pfu enzymes used 

either independently, or in the same solution. The presence and correct size of the amplified gene 

products were verified with gel electrophoresis. PCR products were run on a 1% gel at a voltage 

of 110 volts for 30 minutes. The products were purified using the Omega Biotek E.Z.N.A Gel 

Extraction Kit as per the manufacturers instructions. Purified PCR samples were sent for 

sequencing by automated Sanger chain termination method (Sanger, Nicklen et al. 1977) at 

either Macrogen USA (Rockville, Maryland) or the University of Calgary DNA Services. 

Sequencing of each primer set for each gene was tested at U of C DNA Services to determine if 
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the primers sequenced the appropriate region. This was done prior to large scale batches being 

shipped to Macrogen. The quality of each sequencing result was evaluated by visual inspection 

of the chromatogram results (Fig 2.1), and those sequences with unclear or ambiguous peaks 

were repeated.  

 

 

A 

 

B 

Figure 2.1: Sequencing chromatogram result samples 

A) Example of a high quality sequencing result chromatogram that clearly indicates the order 

and identity of base pairs in the sequence. B) Example of a sequencing result chromatogram file 

with a low quality read. In low quality reads it is unclear which base pair is identified by a 

particular peak at a particular position. 
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Table 2.1a. Polymerase chain reaction solution 

Reagent Quantity 

10X PCR Buffer 2.5l 

dNTP 2mM (deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate) 2.5l 

Primer 1 5.0M 2.5l 

Primer 2 5.0M 2.5l 

Taq polymerase 1.5l 

Pfu polymerase 0.5l 

Sterile distilled water 12l 

DNA template 1.0l 

   

Table 2.1b. 10X Polymerase chain reaction buffer solution 

Reagent Quantity 

KCl 1M 5ml 

(NH4)2SO4 1M 5ml 

Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 2M 5ml 

MgSO4 200mM 5ml 

10% Triton X-100 5ml 

Sterile distilled water Up to 50ml 

 

Table 2.2a. Thermocycling conditions for amplifying transferrin binding protein A (tbpA) 

from isolated N. meningitidis genomic DNA 

Step Temperature oC Time (seconds) 

Initial melting 94 120 

Melting 94 30 

Annealing 60 30 

Extension 72 180 

Repeat steps 2-4, 35 times NA NA 

Final extension 72 300 

Storage 4  
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Table 2.2b. Thermocycling conditions for amplifying transferrin binding protein B (tbpB) 

from isolated N. meningitidis genomic DNA 

Step Temperature oC Time (seconds) 

Initial melting 94 120 

Melting 94 30 

Annealing 60 30 

Extension 45 180 

Repeat steps 2-4, 35 times NA NA 

Final extension 72 300 

Storage 4  

 

Table 2.3a. Transferrin binding protein A amplification and sequencing primers 

Forward external primer 5’ CGGCACCGCTCCTTCCGATGCCG 3’ 

Reverse external primer 5' 

GGAAATGAAGTTCTAAACGTCCAAACGCCGCAAATGC

CGTC 

TGAAAGGCGGATAACAATTTCACACAGG 3' 

Forward internal sequencing primer isotype II 5’ CGCATCGGCGGTGCGGAGG 3’ 

Forward internal sequencing primer isotype I 5’ CCTATTCGGGAAAAGACCATGCCC 3’ 

Reverse internal sequencing primer 5’ TCGCGATAGGCATTGTTG 3’ 

  

Table 2.3b. Transferrin binding protein B amplification and sequencing primers 

Forward external primer 5’ CAATCCATTGGTAAATCAG 3’ 

Reverse external primer 5’ GCCGTCTGAAGCCTTATTC 3’ 

Forward internal sequencing primer isotype I – 1  5’ CTAYAAAGGSARHRAWCCTTCC 3’ 

Forward internal sequencing primer isotype I – 2  5’ CCGATTTYGGKMTGACYAG 3’ 

Reverse internal sequencing primer isotype I – 1  5’ CCRCCTTCCTGATTGGAGG 3’ 

Reverse internal sequencing primer isotype I – 2  5’ CTGAAATGCCGCCTTATTGCC 3’ 

Forward internal sequencing primer isotype II – 1  5’ GACGGYTATATYTTYTATMAMGG 3’ 

Forward internal sequencing primer isotype II – 2  5’ GAAACCAARSAACATCCCTTTG 3’ 

Reverse internal sequencing primer isotype II – 1  5’ GAAGCATTGCCGCTCCAGC 3’ 

Reverse internal sequencing primer isotype II – 2  5’ CTGTTCCGCCGTTTKTACC 3’ 
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2.3 Phylogentic tree construction 

The Multiple Alignment using Fast Fourier Transform (MAFFT) sequence alignment algorithm 

as implemented at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mafft/, was used with default settings to  

generate DNA sequence alignments for each transferrin and lactoferrin receptor gene sequence 

(Katoh, Misawa et al. 2002). Despite the variety of different algorithms and tools for generating 

multiple sequence alignments all of them involve a similar series of steps. Initially, each of the 

sequences are aligned with each other in a pairwise manner. From the pairwise alignments a 

guide tree is established that pairs each sequence with its closest match in the data set. Each of 

the closest match sequences are then aligned with each other. These initial sets of aligned pairs 

are aligned with the pair to which it is most similar. This process is a progressive algorithm that 

is repeated until the entire data set is aligned. This is the approach used by several popular 

alignment programs such as T-Coffee and Muscle (Chenna, Sugawara et al. 2003; Edgar 2004). 

MAFFT is an iterative alignment algorithm that offers two advantages over the more traditional 

progressive alignment algorithm. MAFFT follows the same initial steps as a progressive 

alignment except when the final alignment is generated, it is used to generate a new guide tree 

and the process is repeated again with the improved guide tree. The algorithm iteratively 

regenerates the final alignment using the previous final alignment to establish an improved 

starting point. Secondly, MAFFT represents DNA and amino acid sequences as strings of 

vectors, where a particular vector corresponds to a property (size/charge/polarity/identity) of a 

particular item in the sequence. A fourier transform is then used to decompose the string of 

vectors into the frequencies and positions of particular properties, and these transformed values 

are used to compute the resulting alignment. This transformation allows for vast improvements 

in the speed of alignment calculations, making the typically slow iterative alignment approach 

practically applicable.  

 

The resulting alignments were then visually inspected and manually edited using the Geneious 

Pro software package (Drummond, Ashton et al. 2011). Alignment cleaning and phylogenetic 

tree construction were done with the suite of tools available at www.phylogeny.fr (Dereeper, 

Guignon et al. 2008). The G-Blocks algorithm was used to computationally remove regions of 

low confidence alignment prior to tree construction, this helps prevent bias in tree construction 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/mafft/
http://www.phylogeny.fr/
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due to poor quality alignment segments; typically large regions of alignment gaps (Castresana 

2000).  

 

Several algorithms for tree construction are made available on the phylogeny server: Neighbour 

Joining methods, parsimony methods, Bayesian statistical methods, and maximum likelihood 

methods. Briefly described, Neighbour Joining uses the input multiple sequence alignment to 

calculate a distance matrix which quantifies the difference between each sequence from each 

other sequence. All of the taxa that comprise the tree are arranged equidistant from each other in 

a star pattern. Next those taxa that are closest to each other in the distance matrix are collapsed 

together to form their own branch. This process is known as star decomposition and is repeated 

throughout the tree resulting in the final phylogenetic arrangement (Saitou and Nei 1987). 

Parsimony based methods use the input multiple sequence alignment to develop criteria sets and 

then cluster taxa together based on shared criteria. This process attempts to arrange the taxa in a 

manner that minimizes the number of evolutionary events required to generate the resulting 

diversity (Hein 1990). The maximum likelihood method assembles phylogenetic trees by 

sequentially adding taxa to the tree and assessing the likelihood of that particular placement 

under a set of assumed probabilities for specific evolutionary changes (Felsenstein 1981). 

Bayesian statistical methods attempt to incorporate prior knowledge into probabilistic models 

(Yang and Rannala 1997). A simple example of a Bayesian approach can be described with a 

coin toss analogy. A typical coin toss has a 50% chance of the coin landing on one side or the 

other. However, if the coin were to be weighted in a certain way, the probability could be altered. 

The Bayesian approach would allow for knowledge about the weighted coin to be incorporated 

into the probability of the coin toss result. With respect to phylogenetics, an initial set of trees are 

generated from the dataset and used to establish a prior probability of where each particular taxa 

are placed. This prior probability is then incorporated into an algorithm similar to the maximum 

likelihood approach described previously.   

 

A recent study comparing the ability of a tree predicted by the previously listed algorithms to 

match an in silico generated model tree revealed that Bayesian statistical methods were the most 

accurate followed closely by maximum likely hood methods (Hall 2005). While slightly more 
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accurate, Bayesian methods are computationally complex, and few implementations capable of 

processing greater than 32 sequences are widely available to the public. For these reasons, the 

phylogenetic trees for this study were generated from the DNA sequence alignments of each 

gene component using the maximum likelihood method PHYML as implemented on the 

Phylogeny.fr server (Dereeper, Guignon et al. 2008). Each tree was generated using the general 

time reversible (GTR) substitution model and the approximate likelihood ratio (aLRT) test was 

used to assess the statistical strength of each tree’s topology (Tavaré 1986; Anisimova and 

Gascuel 2006). To clarify, substitution models define the rates/probabilities of a specific 

evolutionary change (for example this model would define the probability of change from a 

guanine to a cytosine). Early substitution models assumed an equal chance of change from any 

one nucleotide to another, while this approach was simple to understand and implement it was 

not biologically relevant. The GTR model accounts for different rates of change between 

different nucleotides, allows for the occurrence of unobserved changes, and accounts for changes 

that may have restored the original nucleotide. Despite some drawbacks it remains one of the 

most widely used and best supported models of evolutionary change in the literature to date 

(Sumner, Jarvis et al. 2012). The aLRT branch support test evaluates the final tree and reports 

how well supported each branch is based on the evolutionary model applied. This is done 

because Maximum likelihood is a greedy algorithm that assembles locally optimal branch 

patterns as an approximation of the globally optimal tree, and employing the aLRT identifies 

those branches that may be less well supported when they are assessed in the context of the full 

tree. The other commonly used method to evaluate trees is bootstrapping (Felsenstein 1985). 

Bootstrapping randomly selects subsets of each sequence in the input alignment and re-plots the 

tree for each subset of sequences. Branch support is then determined by the proportion of times a 

particular branch is present in the set of trees generated. Bootstrapping and aLRT report similar 

values with the primary advantage of aLRT being speed of calculation as only one tree needs to 

be generated.  

 

The resulting phylogenetic trees were analyzed with FigTree V4.0, developed by Andrew 

Rambaut at the Institute of Evolutionary Biology in Edinburgh. Though the user community has 

requested one, there is currently no citation available for this program. The output trees consist 
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of the arrangement of taxa with respect to their predicted evolutionary relationships, and the 

support values for the placement of a particular branch in the tree. For this analysis the 

approximate likelihood ratio test quantifies the support for a particular branch placement. As 

described above, this value represents the probability that a specific branch exists under the 

model of evolution used. A branch with 100% support indicates that under the selected model of 

evolution that particular branch would always be present and a biologically relevant evolutionary 

pathway can be inferred. Branch support values of 0% indicate that the placement of a branch in 

the tree completely arbitrary and does not represent a meaningful evolutionary change 

(Anisimova and Gascuel 2006). FigTree V4.0 was also used to export each phylogenetic tree in a 

circular layout, and Adobe Illustrator CS2 was used for annotation and figure production.    

 

2.4 Structural visualization and modeling 

The three dimensional crystal structure for transferrin binding protein A (TbpA) has been 

determined for Neisseria meningitidis strain K454 (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012), and transferrin 

binding protein B structures have been solved for meningococcal strains M982 (Calmettes, 

Alcantara et al. 2012), and MC58 (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012). These structures were made 

publically available on the Protein Data Bank (PDB) site 

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do. For this project, the structures were used in conjunction 

with sequence data to identify which structural components correlate to sequence variations. All 

structural models were analyzed using the open source Pymol software, and the annotated 

structure figures presented in this thesis were produced with Pymol and Adodbe Illustrator CS2.   

 

At the time of writing, structures for the N. meningitidis lactoferrin binding proteins have not 

been determined, though a structure for the N lobe component of lactoferrin binding protein B 

from Moraxella bovis has recently been solved (Arutyunova, Brooks et al. 2012). For the 

purpose of this research, homology modeling methods were used to predict the structures of the 

lactoferrin binding proteins (Kelley and Sternberg 2009). Homology modeling computationally 

maps the sequence of a protein with an unknown structure onto a known structure. With the 

limited number of structural folds observed in nature, modeling based on this approach can be 

very effective in situations where the core structural elements, those features with defined 

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do
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secondary structures, are highly homologous between the known and unknown proteins. In this 

study, in vitro and in silico evidence has implied that the lactoferrin receptor proteins are highly 

homologous with the transferrin receptor proteins, particularly with respect to the core structural 

elements (Beddek and Schryvers 2010; Noinaj, Cornelissen et al. 2013), suggesting that 

homology modeling may be effective for generating predicted structures.  

 

Homology modeling was employed here to generate predicted structures of the lactoferrin 

binding proteins. A detailed discussion of which specific lactoferrin proteins were used is present 

in Chapter 4. The Phyre2 algorithm as available at 

http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/html/page.cgi?id=index, was used with default settings for 

modeling the lactoferrin binding proteins from the submitted amino acid template sequences 

(Kelley and Sternberg 2009). Briefly, PHYRE employs a dataset of known structures, from 

which a library of structural features and their associated sequences are generated. An input 

query sequence is compared against this library and the highest matching structural features are 

organized and assessed to produce a structural model. In assessing generated models, it useful to 

compare the amino acid sequence identity between the query sequence and the template 

sequence. Higher conservation suggests the model may be more accurate. It is also useful to 

investigate the sequence identity conservation between specific secondary structure features 

(alpha helixes and beta strands) between the query and template. Cases where there are 

substantial gaps in these parts of the alignments, indicates those features may be less accurate. It 

should be noted that while the modeled structures are likely inaccurate with respect to the shapes 

of unstructured regions, accurate information regarding the relative locations of structural 

features is present. This information provides a useful context for discussions regarding the 

distribution of sequence variability across structural features.  

 

2.5 Multiple sequence alignment generation and conservation analysis 

Amino acid multiple sequence alignments were generated from the transferrin and lactoferrin 

receptor sequences using the MAFFT alignment algorithm (Katoh, Misawa et al. 2002). Each 

final alignment was manually inspected, edited, and analyzed using the Geneious Pro software 

package (Drummond, Ashton et al. 2011). Alignments were generated with the BLOSUM62 

http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre2/html/page.cgi?id=index
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scoring matrix originally described by Henikoff & Henikoff (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992). This 

matrix was has been ubiquitously used in the literature and performs well with sequence datasets 

of moderate diversity (Henikoff and Henikoff 1992). Briefly described, the BLOSUM matrixes 

define scores for the probability of any amino acid changing to any other amino acid, based on 

naturally observed changes. Generally, as the BLOSUM number lowers the more appropriate 

that particular matrix becomes for highly divergent sequence data sets. Previous observations 

have suggested high degrees diversity in the lactoferrin and transferrin receptor genes making 

high BLOSUM matrixes, such as BLOSUM80, poor choices. However, each of these sequences 

are from the same species, and lower matrixes, such as BLOSUM45, would be more appropriate 

for data sets including different of species. As a result, the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix was 

used for this project.  

 

Interestingly, the BLOSUM matrixes have not only been employed as widely used alignment 

scoring systems (Styczynski, Jensen et al. 2008), these scores have also been used as a measure 

of amino acid property conservation. BLOSUM accounts for biochemical and stereochemical 

similarity between residues better than many other conservation scoring methods (Mihalek, Res 

et al. 2007). For this project, the conservation of amino acid biochemical properties at each 

position in an alignment was determined with the Python MolecBio package developed by Dave 

Curran (Curran 2012). In addition to being a convenient interface for using collection of 

common molecular analysis programs, this package also possesses a custom function that has 

been used here to calculate a normalized BLOSUM62 conservation score for each position in the 

Tbp and Lbp alignments. Specifically, this score corresponds to the standard deviation of the 

distributed BLOSUM62 representation of the amino acids in an alignment column normalized to 

be between 0 and 100. The set of scores for each alignment was exported to Microsoft Excel to 

generate the conservation plot figures presented in Chapters 3 and 4.  

 

These conservation scores were also mapped onto the structural file for each transferrin binding 

protein and one of each of lactoferrin binding protein structure models. The criteria for selecting 

the specific Lbp structural models for this analysis are described in Chpater 4. Conservation 

mapping on the structure was accomplished with an addition to the MolecBio package written 
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for specifically for this research project (APPENDIX A). The function replaces the temperature 

value for each amino acid in the structural information, .pdb, file with the conservation score of 

the residue at that particular site in the alignment. The Pymol software was used to color the 

structure by the temperature values, resulting in a structure image that is color coded based on 

conservation. The conservation colored structures were analyzed with Pymol, and exported to 

Adobe Illustrator CS2 for annotation and figure production.   

 

2.6 Final data set 

The final sequence dataset for this project consists of: 174 lactoferrin binding protein A 

sequences, 61 from the Schryvers collection and 113 from the BIGSDB, 202 lactoferrin binding 

protein B sequences, 98 from the Schryvers collection and 104 from the BIGSDB, 213 

transferrin binding protein A sequences, 80 from the Schryvers collection and 133 from the 

BIGSDB, 229  transferrin binding protein B sequences, 69 from the Schryvers collection and 160 

from the BIGSDB. It is not unexpected that number of sequences available in the public database 

for each protein is different. This dataset accumulates over time as individual researchers 

contribute data at different points. With respect to the Schyrvers lab set, 98 strains were available 

for use in this study. The lbpB gene was successfully obtained for the full set, whereas only 

subsets of the other receptor genes were obtained. Several attempts were made to obtain the 

sequences for the remaining lbpA, tbpA and tbpB genes without success. In each case, it was 

possible to amplify a PCR product of the correct size, however sequencing attempts consistently 

returned results of unacceptable quality. This process eventually reached a point of diminishing 

returns, in that the expected gain of the extra data no longer justified the costs. 
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Chapter Three: STRUCTURAL, FUNCTIONAL AND EVOLUTIONARY PATTERNS OF 

THE NEISSERIA MENINGITIDIS TRANSFERRIN RECEPTOR 

3.1 Background 

The meningococcal transferrin receptor complex consists of two protein components identified 

as transferrin binding protein A (TbpA) and transferrin binding protein B (TbpB) (Schryvers 

1989). Transferrin binding protein A is a transmembrane pore that both pirates iron from 

circulating host transferrin and provides the conduit through which hijacked iron traverses the 

outer membrane. Transferrin binding protein B is an outer membrane anchored lipoprotein that 

attaches preferentially to iron loaded host transferrin and facilitates iron uptake by TbpA (Noinaj, 

Buchanan et al. 2012).  

 

At the time of writing, crystal structures have been solved for one Neisseria meningitidis TbpA 

(Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012), two Neisseria meningitidis TbpBs (Calmettes, Alcantara et al. 2012; 

Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012), two Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae TbpBs (Moraes, Yu et al. 

2009; Calmettes, Yu et al. 2011), one Actinobacillus suis TbpB (Calmettes, Yu et al. 2011), and 

one Haemophilus parasuis TbpB (Curran 2012). These structural studies identify the specific 

domains and features that comprise each of the transferrin binding proteins. The key regions of 

TbpA are identified on the annotated Neisseria meningitidis TbpA structure depicted in Figure 

3.1a. TbpA consists of a 22 stranded transmembrane barrel domain with 11 extracellular loop 

regions. Of these, loops 2, 3, and 5 are the largest and possess the majority of contact points with 

human transferrin. Loop 3 in particular includes an alpha helix feature identified as playing a 

substantial role in iron acquisition. In addition to the 11 barrel loops, a single large loop extends 

extracellularly from the plug domain embedded in the transmembrane pore. Seven residues near 

the peak of this loop have been identified as playing an important role in TbpA iron sequestration 

(Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012). While there are no other structures of TbpA, the organization of 

barrel, plug, and extracellular loops is consistently observed in the structures of other TonB 

activated transmembrane proteins (Beddek and Schryvers 2010).   
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A 

 
B 

 

Figure 3.1: Feature annotated crystal structures of the Neisseria meningitidis transferrin 

binding A and B proteins 

A) Depicts the crystal structure of the TbpA from N. meningitidis strain K454 (Noinaj, Easley et 

al. 2012). The notable features are color coded and annotated: blue regions identify extra-

membrane unstructured loop regions, green identifies the transmembrane beta strands, and the 

peripalsmic loop regions, and red identifies the plug domain. B) Depicts the TbpB from N. 

meningitidis strain M982 (Calmettes, Alcantara et al. 2012). Notable structural features are color 

coded and annotated: green identifies the barrel domains, blue identifies the handle domains, and 

red identifies the linker strand between the lobes.   
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Interestingly, despite substantial sequence variation between TbpBs the overall structural 

organization is highly conserved (Calmettes, Yu et al. 2011). TbpB is consistently composed of 

two structurally similar lobes arranged orthogonally to each other and connected by a flexible 

unstructured linker peptide (Fig 3.1b). Each lobe, identified as the N lobe and C lobe 

respectively, is further subdivided into a handle and barrel domain. In both lobes, the 8 beta 

stranded barrels are on the outer edges, with the 4 stranded N lobe handle and 6 stranded C lobe 

handle located between the two barrels (Moraes, Yu et al. 2009; Calmettes, Alcantara et al. 

2012). Comparisons between the structures from the different species, identified that the most 

notable variations were in the shapes and orientations of the unstructured N lobe loops, an 

unexpected observation as these regions include the contact points with human transferrin 

(Calmettes, Yu et al. 2011). TbpB is attached to the outer membrane via a flexible anchor 

peptide region. This peptide was previously thought only to hold TbpB to the outer membrane, 

but recent evidence has suggested that it interacts with TbpA to facilitate the conveyance of 

human transferrin between the receptor proteins (Yang, Yu et al. 2011; Curran 2012).  

 

Within Neisseria meningitidis two distinct lineages of transferrin binding protein B have been 

described (Rokbi, Renauld-Mongenie et al. 2000; Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008). These lineages 

identified, as isotype I and isotype II, are traditionally differentiated from each other based on 

size. The istoype I tbpB gene consists of ~1.8Kb and is smaller than the ~2.4 Kb isotype II 

variant. Some functional differences in transferrin mediated iron uptake have been correlated 

with the TbpB isotypes. In vivo evidence has demonstrated both TbpA and TbpB were required 

for infection (Baltes, Hennig-Pauka et al. 2002), however in vitro experiments have yielded 

mixed results. TbpB was shown to be required for growth dependent upon exogenous hTf for 

isotype I possessing N. meningitidis strain B16B6 (Irwin, Averill et al. 1993; Renauld-Mongenie, 

Poncet et al. 2004). However, under the same conditions TbpB was not required for the growth 

of other strains of N. meningitidis, N. gonorrheae, Haemophilus influenzae or Moraxella 

catarrhalis (Anderson, Sparling et al. 1994; Gray-Owen, Loosmore et al. 1995; Luke and 

Campagnari 1999). Interestingly, TbpB isotypes have also been shown to correlate with 

epidemiological factors, to date the isotype I variant has only been observed in ST-11 N. 

meningitidis isolates (Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008).  
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While several studies have investigated different facets of variability within the N. meningitidis 

TbpBs (Rokbi, Mazarin et al. 1993; Mazarin, Rokbi et al. 1995; Rokbi, Maitre-Wilmotte et al. 

1995; Legrain, Rokbi et al. 1998; Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008), very few have examined TbpA. 

Previous studies in variability have further lacked detailed structural information, as a result, the 

specific regions that vary within the N. meningitidis Tbps have not yet been clearly identified. 

Additionally, there is very little information, beyond size, detailing the features that define an 

isotype I or isotype II TbpB, and no study to date has determined if the isotype trend observed in 

TbpB is present in TbpA. The results discussed in this section make use of an extensive sequence 

data set, and the recently solved TbpA and TbpB structures to investigate both the evolutionary 

relationships within and between each transferrin receptor component, as well as the distribution 

of variability across each protein’s structural features. Together, these results examine how the 

transferrin binding protein components have varied, and the factors that may restrain their 

variability.  

 

3.2 Evolutionary trends in N. meningitidis transferrin receptor complex 

The data set of 229 tbpB gene sequences were used to generate the maximum likelihood 

phylogenetic trees depicted in Figures 3.2 – 3.4. In this data set, 160 sequences were obtained 

from the BIGSDB public database, these are identified in each tree as “NMBIGSDB” followed 

by an “_” and the number of the sequence in the database. The remaining 69 sequences were 

obtained directly from meningococcal strains available to the Schryvers lab. These sequences are 

identified in the tree by the name of the strain from which they were isolated. Criteria for 

selecting sequences from the public database and the methods used to obtain the sequences from 

the Schryvers lab collection are detailed in Chapter 2.   

 

The topology of the tbpB phylogenetic tree identifies four distinct branches, color labeled with 

two shades of green, one of blue, and one of gold (Fig 3.2). Based on gene size and literature 

identifications, the tbpBs present in the green clades can be identified as isotype II variants, 

while those in the gold clade are isotype Is. The tbpB variants identified in the blue clade appear 

to be evolutionary intermediates between the isotype I and isotype II variants, though based on 
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gene size they can be identified as isotype IIs. Analysis of the support values indicates that these 

four main branches have strong statistical support, with lower support only present in the blue 

clade. Within each clade the support values vary greatly and some are quite low (<0.3), as a 

result conclusions regarding trends within the clades are less well supported. When the tree was 

regenerated using only the N lobe component of the tbpB gene the blue clade shifted to the same 

root branch as the isotype I tbpBs (Fig 3.3). Aside from the branch swap, within both trees the 

topology and branch support identifying the four clades is maintained, as are the tbpBs 

comprising each clade. The topology of the tree generated from only the C lobe component is 

notably different from both the intact and N lobe trees (Fig 3.4). Analysis of the C lobe tree 

clustering identifies only two groups, each of which corresponds perfectly to isotype I (gold 

clade) and isotype II (green clade) variants. Similar to the intact and N lobe trees, the initial 

branches are well supported but branches within the clades are less well supported and reliable 

conclusions about patterns within these clades cannot be made. Those tbpBs present in the blue 

clade of the intact/N tree are distributed throughout the isotype II branch of the C lobe tree. The 

Newick format text versions of each tbpB tree are present in Appendix B.   
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Figure 3.2: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the intact Neisseria meningitidis tbpB 

gene family 

Leaf labels identify each of the 229 tbpB sequences present in this data set. Four notable 

branches of intact tbpB genes are identified by the topology of this tree. The green and blue 

color-coded branches correspond to istoype II tbpB gene variants. The gold region corresponds 

to the isotype I tbpB genes. Red colored leaf labels identify those strains possessing an isotype I 

tbpB gene for which the corresponding tbpA gene sequence is present. Green colored leaf labels 

identify those strains possessing isotype II tbpB genes for which a corresponding tbpA gene 

sequence is present. Leaves marked with a black circle identify the tbpB genes used to generate 

the representative amino acid sequence alignments. Stars identify edges with 100% aLRT 

support, purple circles identify the specific edge associated with a support value. 
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Figure 3.3: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the N lobe region of the Neisseria 

meningitidis tbpB gene 

Leaf labels identify each of the 229 sequences for which tbpB gene was present in this dataset. 

Four notable branches of tbpB N lobes are identified by the topology of this tree. The branch 

color scheme is matched to the intact tbpB tree (Fig 3.2), such that all sequences are in the same 

color-coded branch for each tree. Stars identify edges with 100% aLRT support. 
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Figure 3.4: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the C lobe region of the Neisseria 

meningitidis tbpB gene 

Leaf labels identify each of the 229 tbpB gene sequences. Two notable branches of tbpB C lobes 

are identified by the topology of this tree and color coded as green and gold. Stars identify edges 

with 100% aLRT support. 
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The tbpA maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was generated with 133 sequences obtained 

from the BIGSDB, and 80 sequences determined from the Schryvers collection. It is important to 

note here that while the sequence identification convention described earlier is maintained, 

sequences from the public database are not equivalent between the tbpB and tbpA trees. To 

clarify, NMBIGSDB_x in the tbpB tree would not necessarily be matched to NMBIGSDB_x in 

the tbpA tree. The numbers in these labels identify the number of the sequence in the public 

database, and these numbers do not represent tbpA and tbpB genes from the same isolate. The 

opposite is true for the sequences determined from the Schryvers collection, in that sequences 

identified by the same name in both trees represent tbpA and tbpB sequences obtained from the 

exact same isolate. Sequences matched in this way are color coded (Fig 3.2 and 3.5); strains with 

isotype II tbpBs have green labels both the tbpA and tbpB trees, while those strains with isotype I 

tbpBs have red labels. The Newick format text versions of the tbpA tree is present in Appendix 

B.   

 

Analysis of the tbpA tree identifies only two distinct branches, colored in green and gold. 

Comparisons between the tbpB (Fig 3.2 – 3.4) and tbpA (Fig 3.5) trees reveals that each strain 

possessing an isotype I tbpB, possesses a tbpA present in the gold colored clade, and each strain 

possessing an isotype II tbpB possesses a tbpA present in the green colored clade. While the four 

clades present in the tbpB intact and N lobe trees are not represented in the tbpA tree, the two 

groups identified in the tbpB C lobe tree are perfectly matched by the tbpA tree. The two primary 

clades identified within the tbpA tree have 100% branch support, indicating that those 

evolutionary divisions are likely to be accurate. Within the two clades branch support values 

varied substantially and as a result no conclusions could be drawn.  

 

To further examine the evidence of matching isotype phylogenetic clusters in both transferrin 

binding proteins, the public database sequences were investigated to identify if any of the genes 

were found with a mismatched partner protein. In all cases where matched tbpA and tbpB genes 

were identifiable, save one exception, the matching TbpA and TbpB isotype trend described here 

was maintained. In the outlier case, NMBIGSDB_1, part of the isotype I gold cluster in the tbpB 

tree (Fig 3.2) was found to match with both NMBIGSDB_1 (found in the green clade) and 
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NMBIGSDB_2 (found in the gold clade) in the tbpA tree (Fig 3.5). Investigation into the isolates 

in which this discrepancy was observed revealed conflicting results. Specifically, in the public 

database the green clade clustering TbpA NMBIGSDB_1, was reported to be from isolates 

38V1, 500, 90/18311, D1, MA-5756, and NG P20. These are the same isolates for which the 

tbpA gene sequence was determined as part of the Schryvers collection, all of which (except 

strain 500 for which no sequence is available) have been shown to possess tbpAs that cluster in 

the gold clade (Fig 3.5). From this it is reasonable to identify the outlier as an error in the public 

database, and exclude it from the analysis.  
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Figure 3.5: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the Neisseria meningitidis tbpA gene 

family 

Leaf labels identify each of the 213 tbpA gene sequences. Two notable branches of tbpA genes 

are identified by the topology of this tree; color-coded green and gold. Green colored leaf labels 

identify strains possessing an isotype II tbpB gene. Red labeled leaves identify strains possessing 

isotype I tbpB genes. Leaves marked with a black circle identify tbpA genes used to generate the 

representative amino acid alignments. Stars identify edges with 100% aLRT support. 
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3.3 Sequence variability and distribution within each transferrin receptor component 

When the full dataset of N. meningitidis TbpA sequences are aligned, 57.3% of the amino acid 

residues are identical. When the TbpAs within each branch (Fig 3.5) are aligned independently, 

71.7% of the residues in the green clade sequences are identical and 91.8% of the residues in the 

gold clade sequences are identical. While only 57.3% of the residues are identical in the full 

dataset, the biochemical properties of each residue appear to be highly conserved between TbpA 

variants (Fig 3.6). Disagreement between sequence identity values and conservation scores 

indicate that while specific amino acids may have changed, the properties of the amino acids are 

conserved. With respect to the TbpA structural components, the transmembrane beta barrel 

appears to be highly conserved, as are the periplasmic loops. Indeed most of the protein is highly 

conserved with notable spikes in variation localized to the large extracellular loops 2, 3 and 5 

(Fig 3.6a). Interestingly, there is a notable point of variation within the functionally important 

loop 3 alpha helix. For all of sequences present in the gold clade (Fig 3.5), a component of this 

helix is simply missing, save two variants from the public database where this region is present 

but completely unique in sequence. Within these loops the variable regions are specifically 

located to the most extracellular and outward facing regions (Fig 3.6b).  
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A 

 

 
B 

Figure 3.6: Normalized conservation plots of the Neisseria meningitidis transferrin binding 

protein A sequence variability  

A) Blosum 62 conservation scores for each TbpA amino acid within the aligned set of 213 TbpA 

sequences, normalized to a 0-100 range. The X-axis identifies the amino acid position in the 

alignment of the full sequence set, and the labels above the plot identify important structural 

features. B) The same Blosum62 conservation scores mapped on to the annotated strain K454 N. 

meningitidis transferrin binding protein A structure. In each panel red colored regions correspond 

to a low conservation score (<33.33), yellow regions depict a moderate conservation score 

(33.33< and <66.66), and green regions identify high conservation scores (>66.66).    
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TbpB is substantially less conserved than TbpA having only 21.0% of its residues identical 

within the full data set. When the TbpB isotypes are investigated independently the results 

identify that 33.6% of residues are identical within the isotype II variants, and 52.8% of residues 

are identical within the isotype I variants. Structurally, the variability appears to be mostly 

localized to the N lobe handle domain and the loop regions of the N lobe barrel domain (Fig 3.7). 

The C lobe is generally more highly conserved with respect to residue properties than the N lobe, 

but the handle domain possesses a single region of very low conservation. The anchor peptide is 

highly conserved near its start, but has a high degree of variability as the start of the N lobe is 

approached. An opposite trend is observed in the linker peptide, which is less conserved near the 

N lobe, but highly conserved closer to the C lobe. 

 

To further investigate its variability, TbpB was divided into its component lobes for the full data 

set and for each isotype. Structural components were divided based on the sub domain defining 

regions identified Figure 3.8. Within the full set of TbpBs 19.9% of N lobe residues are 

conserved and 22.1% of C lobe residues are conserved. In the isotype II TbpB set, 27.1% of N 

lobe residues are identical and 34.6% of C lobe residues are identical. The proportion of identical 

sites is greater in the isotype I set, with 51.4% of N lobe residues conserved, and 59.4% of C 

lobe residues conserved.     
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A 

 
B 

Figure 3.7: Normalized conservation plots of the Neisseria meningitidis transferrin binding 

protein B sequence variability  

A) Blosum 62 conservation scores for each TbpB amino acid within the aligned set of 229 TbpB 

sequences, normalized to a 0-100 range. The X-axis identifies the amino acid position in the 

alignment of the full sequence set, and the labels above the plot identify important structural 

features. B) The same Blosum 62 conservation scores mapped on to the annotated strain M982 

N. meningitidis transferrin binding protein B structure. In each panel red colored regions 

correspond to a low conservation score (<33.33), yellow regions depict a moderate conservation 

score (33.33< and <66.66), and green regions identify high conservation scores (>66.66).    
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3.4 Isotype specific transferrin binding protein B features 

To identify the defining features between the isotype I and isotype II N. meningitidis TbpBs the 

full alignment of 229 sequences was analyzed for consistently observed variations. However, it 

is unfeasible to present alignments of this size, and as a result representative sequences are 

presented here to highlight the key findings (Fig 3.8). From the full alignment, four 

representative TbpB sequences were selected: three isotype II sequences (from strains M982, 

S3131 and BZ169) and one isotype I sequence (from strain B16B6) (Fig 3.8). These sequences 

were selected as they each represent one of the four clades of tbpB described previously (these 

sequences are marked with a black circle in Fig 3.2), they were all sequenced from the Schryvers 

collection, the structure for M982 in complex with human transferrin has been solved 

(Calmettes, Alcantara et al. 2012), the B16B transferrin receptors have been historically used in 

functional experiments (Irwin, Averill et al. 1993), and lastly a matching TbpA is present in this 

dataset for each of these TbpB. With the exception of BZ169, which was selected primarily for 

meeting the first two criteria.  

 

The first 20 amino acids of the anchor peptide region are highly conserved within all the TbpBs, 

while the remaining 35 residues are highly conserved within each isotype, but not conserved 

between the isotypes. The isotype I anchor peptide is five amino acids longer at the end of the 

anchor peptide than the istoype II variant. Within the N lobe handle and barrel there is very little 

conservation within the isotype II variants or between the istoypes. Amongst the 23 residues 

identified as interacting with hTf none are completely conserved across the entire set of TbpBs. 

The only regions of higher conservation observed in the N lobe are present in the beta strands 

near the end of the barrel region. 

 

The early part of the linker region between the two lobes of TbpB is highly conserved within 

isotype I, but shows little conservation within isotype II or between isotype II and isotype I. 

Within the C lobe handle region there is a high degree of sequence conservation between the 

isotype II sequences, and two stretches of substantial size difference between the isotype II and 

isotype I. These regions appear to map primarily to unstructured, flexible regions of the C lobe 
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handle domain (Figs 3.1b, 3.7b) The beta barrel domain of the C lobe shows a high degree of 

conservation both within the isotype II sequences, and between the isotypes.  
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Figure 3.8: Representative Neisseria meningitidis transferrin binding protein B amino acid 

sequence alignment 

Representative TbpB amino acid sequences were selected as described previously. Briefly, three 

TbpAs (M982, S3131, and BZ169) represent the branches of isotype II strains, and B16B6 

represents the isotype Is. The alignment is color coded to match Fig 3.1b; the green background 

shows the barrel domains, the blue background identifies the handle domains, the yellow 

background depicts the anchor peptide, and the red background shows the linker region. Black 

colored sequence depicts conservation between all three representatives, green shows 

conservation within only isotype II strains, and gray shows no conservation. The black arrows 

represent beta strands, the white bars represent alpha helices, and the black circles identify 

residues involved in the interaction between M982 TbpB and human transferrin.  
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3.5 Structural features defining the transferrin binding protein A phylogenetic clades 

To identify the features that define the two branches of tbpA reported in earlier, the full 

alignment of 213 TbpA sequences was investigated. As in the previous section, displaying this 

alignment here is unfeasible and a representative subset is instead presented to identify key 

observations (Fig 3.9). The selected representatives consist of two green clade TbpAs (MC58 

and S3131) and one gold clade TbpA (B16B6). The S3131 and B16B6 variants were selected as 

their matched TbpBs are presented in Fig 3.8 and discussed in the previous section. The MC58 

TbpA was selected as it has an identical amino acid sequence to the K454 TbpA, for which the 

structure in complex with human transferring (hTf) has been solved (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012), 

and the MC58 tbpB is a part of this dataset. Lastly, each of these sequences were determined as 

part of this thesis, and not obtained from the public database.  

 

Analysis of the TbpA sequences from the full set of strains identified several features unique to 

those TbpAs from the gold clade. The differences are located in the variable extracellular loops 

2, 3, and 5. Loops 2 and 5 are ~5 amino acids longer in the TbpAs from M982 and S3131. In 

loop 3, the B16B6 variant lacks ~5 amino acids that make up alpha helix present in this loop. Of 

the 77 residues identified as involved in the interaction between TbpA and hTf, 37 are 

completely conserved within all 213 sequences. The residues involved in the plug domain 

interaction are completely conserved, but the residues in loop 5 show a great deal of variability. 

Interestingly, the in the functionally important loop 3 alpha helix are not fully conserved 

amongst the M982 and S3131 TbpAs, and are completely absent in the B16B6 TbpA. These loop 

3 residues are completely absent in all gold clade TbpAs, save two public database sequences 

where the amino acid composition is completely unique within this feature.  
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Figure 3.9: Representative Neisseria meningitidis transferrin binding protein A amino acid 

sequence alignment 

Representative TbpA amino acid sequences were selected as described previously. Briefly, two 

TbpAs (MC58, and S3131) represent the isotype II strains, and B16B6 represents the isotype I 

strains. The alignment is color coded to match Fig 3.1a; green background regions correspond to 

the barrel and periplasmic components, the blue background identifies the loop domains, and the 

red background defines the plug domain. Black colored sequence depicts conservation between 

all three representatives, green colored sequence shows conservation within only the isotype II 

strains, and gray colored sequence identifies no conservation. The black arrows represent beta 

strands, the white bars represent alpha helices, and the black circles identify residues involved in 

the interaction between MC58 TbpA and human transferrin.  
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3.6 Discussion 

The results presented here explore the patterns of sequence and structural variation within the 

Neisseria meningitidis transferrin receptor proteins. Previous studies, and the results presented 

here demonstrate that TbpB exhibits a very high degree of variation (Rokbi, Mazarin et al. 1993; 

Mazarin, Rokbi et al. 1995; Rokbi, Maitre-Wilmotte et al. 1995; Legrain, Rokbi et al. 1998; 

Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008). This variability is likely the result of the extensive and highly 

efficient genetic variation machinery possessed by N. meningitidis (Bowler, Zhang et al. 1994; 

Joseph, Schwarz et al. 2011). Further, given the immunogenic potential (Gorringe, Borrow et al. 

1995), and surface exposure of TbpB (Noinaj, Buchanan et al. 2012), it is reasonable to 

hypothesize that the extensive observed variability has been driven by host immune selective 

pressures, and restrained by structural/functional necessity. The pattern of variation resulting 

from these pressures is interesting in that the functional regions of the N lobe are those that 

exhibit the most variation, while the C lobe, whose function is not yet fully understood, is much 

more highly conserved (Fig 3.7 and 3.8). This pattern would suggest that the hTf binding 

function is not wholly dependent on specific residues, but rather on an overall structural shape 

and orientation, as was proposed with a series of porcine pathogen TbpBs (Calmettes, Yu et al. 

2011). The C lobe may be more conserved for several reasons; firstly, this lobe may not be as 

accessible to the host immune system and as a result variability has not been selected for, or 

secondly, the yet unknown function of the C lobe introduces a residue specific constraint that has 

selected against variation.  

 

Within the different variants of N. meningitidis TbpB there have been two distinct lineages 

identified on the basis of size, antigenic, and functional differences (Irwin, Averill et al. 1993; 

Rokbi, Renauld-Mongenie et al. 2000; Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008). The results discussed here 

have identified that the size difference between the two isotypes results from isotype I variants 

possessing substantially smaller C lobe handle regions (Fig 3.8). Other defining differences are 

that isotype I variants possess a longer anchor peptide and a shorter linker region than their 

isotype II counter parts. Comparisons of the N lobes between isotypes did not readily identify 

specific regions that define the differences between isotypes. Comparisons of the phylogenetic 

patterns of the N (Fig 3.3) and C lobes (Fig 3.4) appear to suggest that the N lobe may actually 
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be interchangeable between the isotypes, and therefore would not contribute to consistently 

differentiating isotype I from isotype II. Additionally, the phylogenetic clustering for the C lobe 

tree identified two branches that correlated perfectly to TbpB isotypes. One model of the TbpB – 

TbpA – hTf iron acquisition process suggests that the anchor peptide of TbpB is wrapped around 

the C lobe (Yang, Yu et al. 2011). Under this model, the isotype specific variations observed in 

the anchor peptide, C lobe, and linker region may be a set of differences that compensate for 

each other, allowing the isotype I TbpB to complete its function.  

 

Transferrin binding protein A exhibits substantially less sequence variation than transferrin 

binding protein B (Fig 3.6 and 3.7). The variability observed is strongly correlated to the large, 

flexible, exposed loops that extend out beyond the membrane (Fig 3.6). This distribution 

supports the notion that the variability is a result of immune selective pressure on regions of the 

protein that are accessible to host antibody. Comparison of the tbpA and tbpB phylogenetic tree 

topology revealed that those strains possessing isotype I TbpB variants formed a unique cluster 

in the trees for both proteins. This was particularly notable between the tbpA and tbpB C lobe 

trees, which possessed identical topology. Examination of the full dataset of TbpAs identified 

several consistent differences between TbpAs in each of the two clades; the first is that within 

those TbpAs from isotype II strains, loop 2 is slightly larger, the second is that the alpha helix 

present in loop 3 of the TbpAs from isotype II strains is not present, or drastically altered, in the 

TbpAs from the isotype I strains, and lastly the isotype II strain TbpAs possess a slightly larger 

loop 5. All of these differences appear in regions that have been identified as interacting with hTf 

in the solved structure of an isotype II TbpA variant (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012). In particular the 

loop 3 alpha helix plays an important role in triggering hTf to release iron. The lack of this 

region may suggest that the TbpA from isotype I strains employ a different mechanism to 

accomplish this same task, or is in some way impaired relative to the TbpAs from isotype II 

strains.  

 

Previous studies have identified that strain B16B6, which possesses an isotype I TbpB variant, 

was unable to grow with exogenous hTf as the sole source of iron when TbpB was not present. 

Under the same conditions the isotype II strain, M982, was able to grow without TbpB (Irwin, 
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Averill et al. 1993; Renauld-Mongenie, Poncet et al. 2004). While this may be the result of 

factors related to the particular strains genetic background, the results presented here argue that it 

is  differences in the TbpA proteins that explain this observation. In particular, the drastic 

differences of the loop 3 alpha helix in the isotype I strains. This notion is further supported by 

the observation that all observed strains possessing an isotype I TbpB also possesses the unique 

variant of TbpA. The unique TbpA may be less effective due to the loop 3 alpha helix variations 

and as a result, a particular variant of TbpB may be required to compensate. This observation 

offers a reasonable hypothesis as to why the B16B6 strain was impaired by a lack of TbpB, while 

other N. meningitidis strains were not.  

 

The results presented here clearly describe the distribution of sequence variability and 

conservation within the defined structural features of both N. meningitidis transferrin receptor 

proteins. This analysis also clearly defines the key differences between the isotype I and isotype 

II TbpB variants, as well as suggests that interchanges of the N and C lobe components may be 

possible between isotypes. Further, based on consistent phylogenetic and sequence variation 

observations there does indeed appear to be an isotype I variant of TbpA. Lastly and most 

notably, these results suggest that a functional restraint may be imposed on the C lobe of TbpB 

by the nature of TbpA.  
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Chapter Four: STRUCTURAL, FUNCTIONAL AND EVOLUTIONARY PATTERNS OF 

THE NEISSERIA MENINGITIDIS LACTOFERRIN RECEPTOR 

4.1 Background 

Neisseria meningitdis possesses a two protein receptor system that enables iron uptake from 

human lactoferrin (hLf) (Schryvers and Morris 1988). Based on sequence and functional 

homology with transferrin binding protein A, lactoferrin binding protein A (LbpA) is proposed to 

be a TonB dependent transmembrane pore that interacts with lactoferrin and conducts 

sequestered iron to the periplasmic space (Beddek and Schryvers 2010; Noinaj, Cornelissen et al. 

2013). This conclusion is further supported by studies that have confirmed LbpA is necessary for 

iron uptake from exogenous human lactoferrin (Bonnah and Schryvers 1998)  

 

Recent structural data presented for the Moraxella bovis lactoferrin binding protein B (LbpB) 

suggests LbpB possesses a similar structure to TbpB (Arutyunova, Brooks et al. 2012). The 

partial solved structure is the N lobe component of LbpB, consisting of a barrel and handle 

domain with nearly identical secondary structure organization to TbpB. Combined with 

previously reported sequential and functional homology (Beddek and Schryvers 2010; Noinaj, 

Cornelissen et al. 2013), it is reasonable to conclude that LbpB is an outer membrane anchored 

lipoportein organized into two structurally similar lobes each consisting of a handle and barrel 

domain. The most notable difference between LbpB and TbpB is the presence of the large and 

small negatively charged regions in LbpB. Based on relative sequence location these regions are 

believed to be present in the C lobe component, and as such may represent a substantial source of 

structural difference between the LbpB and TbpB C lobes. 

 

With respect to function, the role of LbpB appears to be more complex than TbpB. While the 

presence of LbpB facilitates the uptake of iron from lactoferrin, it does not appear to be 

necessary (Bonnah, Wong et al. 1999). Experimental evidence has indicated that in addition to 

facilitating iron uptake, LbpB may play a role in protection against host immune cationic and 

immunomodulatory peptides; in particular lactofericin, a cationic derivative of human lactoferrin 

(Morgenthau, Adamiak et al. 2012).  This function has been attributed primarily to the large 

negatively charged region of LbpB (Morgenthau, Beddek et al. 2013). 
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Given the observed functional and structural similarity between the lactoferrin receptor and 

transferrin receptor proteins, as well as the demonstrated immunogenicity of the lactoferrin 

receptor proteins (Pettersson, Kortekaas et al. 2006), it is reasonable to hypothesize that the 

lactoferrin receptor is under similar contradictory immune selective and functional pressures as 

the transferrin receptor. To date, few studies have investigated the variability within the 

meningococcal lactoferrin receptor proteins across a broad variety of strains (Beddek and 

Schryvers 2010). Those studies that have, reported substantial size variations in the large 

negative region, but they have not identified the nature of variation in this region nor have they 

been able to identify the structural regions to which variability is localized. Further, lacking any 

substantial sets of sequence data, no studies have yet investigated the phylogenetic relationships 

within the lactoferrin receptor genes or determined if the isotype phenomenon observed in the 

transferrin receptor is present. 

 

The results discussed here make use of an extensive, globally representative sequence dataset to 

generate structural homology models for several variants of each of the lactoferrin binding 

proteins, explore the evolutionary relationships within and between the lactoferrin receptor 

genes, and determine the distribution of sequence variability within the predicted structural 

features. These results aim to describe how the lactoferrin receptor proteins have varied and what 

factors may constrain their variability. Understanding this information not only provides valuable 

insights into an important host – pathogen interface, it also provides guidance for the potential 

design of a lactoferrin receptor based vaccine.     

    

4.2 Lactoferrin receptor sequence variation  

Within the full dataset of LbpA amino acid sequences 84.4% of the residues are identical. For the 

LbpB dataset only 32.6% of residues are identical. Manual analysis of the LbpA sequence 

alignments does not identify any notable sequence motifs that may define variant groups. 

However, several observations can be made regarding the LbpB sequence dataset. LbpB 

possesses a large grouping of negatively charged amino acids, identified as the large negatively 

charged region, which varies substantially in size between LbpB variants. Contrary to the initial 
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hypothesis, the sequence variability in this region is not simply in size but also in amino acid 

composition. While this region is composed of an abundance of glutamic (E) and aspartic acid 

(D) residues, there does not appear to be any pattern or organization to their distribution. In fact, 

less than 1% of the amino acids in this region are conserved across the full dataset.  

 

Approximately two thirds of the LbpBs in the data set also possess a smaller negatively charged 

region downstream of the larger one. Similar to the large negative region, this component varies 

greatly in size between LbpB variants, but unlike the large negative region, is composed of a 

limited set of residues organized in a repeating sequence. The negative residues in the small 

region are in a repeating pattern of glutamic (E) or aspartic (D) acid followed by valine (V) or 

alanine (A). This region also showed higher conservation than the large negative region, in that 

14.3% of the residues were conserved. The majority of those LbpB variants lacking the small 

negatively charged region possessed an insert of 5 – 12 amino acids approximately 100 positions 

upstream from where the small negative region would be. This insert region was found only in 

variants lacking the small negative region, though some LbpB variants lack both. Within the 

insert region there is no clear pattern of amino acid charge, size, or polarity.  
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4.3 Lactoferrin binding protein B homology modeling and structural conservation 

  

A B 

 

 

C D 

Figure 4.1: Lactoferrin binding protein B structural homology models 

Structural feature annotated homology models of four representative LbpB variants. The N and C 

lobe barrel domains are colored in green, the handle domains are colored in blue, and the region 

linking the two lobes is colored in red. The large and small negative regions are colored in 

orange, and the insert motif is identified in yellow. The black colored regions identify where the 

small negative region, or insert region, is located in those variants lacking either or both of those 

features. The LbpB variants are each from the Schryvers collection, specifically from the strains: 

A) 79128, B) 931905, C) EG011 and D) MA-5756.  
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Homology models were made of a representative set of LbpBs and their matching LbpAs. The 

models were generated using the PHYRE algorithm with the MC58 TbpB structure a template 

for the LbpBs (Fig 4.1) (Noinaj, Cornelissen et al. 2013). More details on this process are 

provided in Chapter 2. The LbpB variants presented here were selected as representative of the 

models generated in this analysis. Specifically, one was selected for each of the following 

combinations: lacking both the small negative and insert regions (Fig 4.1a), possessing the small 

negative region and lacking the insert region (Fig 4.1b), lacking the small negative region and 

possessing the insert region (Fig 4.1d). A fourth variant was included to represent a cluster not 

represented by the other three (Fig 4.1c). Each LbpB consists of an arrangement of structural 

features homologous to the template TbpB. These models identify the relative locations and sizes 

of each of the notable regions. Those being the N and C lobe handle and barrel domains, as well 

as the large negatively charged region, the small negatively charged region, and the insert region.  

 

In the LbpB models, the large negatively charged region is consistently placed as part of the C 

lobe handle domain. However, the shape and orientation of this region cannot be determined by 

homology modeling and is not present in any of the models (Fig 4.1). This is due to both the 

TbpB template model lacking defined structure in these regions, and substantial differences 

between the TbpB and LbpB sequences in these regions (Fig 4.2). Further, there was an only an 

average sequence identity of 20% between the TbpB template sequence and each the LbpB query 

sequences. The low identity between the template and query sequences means caution must be 

used in interpreting the structure models. However, in the case of the negatively charged regions, 

experimental evidence has indicated that stable LbpBs can be produced when these regions are 

removed (Morgenthau, Beddek et al. 2013). This suggests that these features are fairly 

unstructured flexible loops that do not play a critical role in the structural backbone of the 

protein, and as such the predicted core protein folds are likely reliable for providing context to 

sequence variability.    

 

The second, and smaller, negatively charged region is consistently observed as part of beta strand 

35, and its accompanying loop region, in the barrel domain of the C lobe (Fig 4.1). However, 

given that the small negative region is another substantial source of difference between the LbpB 
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sequence and TbpB structural template, no comments can be made on the precise orientation, 

and secondary structure elements within this region. Those strains lacking the small negative 

region can possess an insert motif located ~100 amino acids upstream. Structurally, this maps to 

the loop component of beta strand 28 of the C lobe barrel domain. The insert region is only 5 – 

12 amino acids in length, and is spatially positioned near to the small negatively charged region 

(Fig 4.1). However, the same care taken with interpreting the orientation and shape of the small 

and large negative regions must be taken with interpreting the orientation of the insert region. 

 

Conservation analysis of the variability within the LbpB family demonstrates that the N lobe 

(39.1% identical amino acids) is more conserved than the C lobe (26% identical amino acids) 

(Fig 4.3). Within the N lobe, greater variability is observed in the handle domain than the barrel 

domain. Specifically, the N lobe varies in the loops at the top of both the handle and barrel, and 

as well as in a prominent alpha helix in the handle region. The greater variability observed in the 

C lobe is clearly the result of the two negative regions, and the insert region. When these features 

are excluded the conservation of the C lobe increases to 55.9% of amino acids being identical. 

Interestingly, comparing the sequence analysis and the conservation analysis reveals that, while 

both negatively charged regions possess an abundance of negatively charged amino acids, there 

is little conservation of this property within a particular position. Rather, the overall negative 

charge of this region is maintained by a diverse combination of sequence arrangements. Lastly, 

while there are points of relatively higher variability, most of the unstructured regions in both 

lobes demonstrate moderate to high sequence variation.  
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Figure 4.2: Representative Neisseria meningitidis lactoferrin binding protein B amino acid 

sequences aligned with transferrin binding protein B 

Representative LbpB amino acid sequences, selected as described previously, aligned with 

transferrin binding protein B, for which the structure is known. The alignment is color coded to 

match the structures in Fig. 4.1; green backgrounds identify barrel domains, the blue identifies 

handle domains, bold sequence is conserved in all of the variants, the orange boxes identify the 

negative regions and the yellow box identifies the insert region. Secondary structure features are 

depicted as black arrows for beta strands, and a white bar for alpha helixes.  
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A 

 

B 

Figure 4.3: Normalized conservation plots of the Neisseria meningitidis lactoferrin binding 

protein B sequence variability  

A) Blosum 62 conservation scores for each LbpB amino acid within the aligned set of 202 LbpB 

sequences, normalized to a 0-100 range. The X-axis identifies the amino acid position in the 

alignment, and the labels above the plot identify important structural features. B) The same 

Blosum 62 conservation scores mapped on to the annotated strain 79128 N. meningitidis LbpB 

structure model. In each panel red colored regions correspond to a low conservation score 

(<33.33), yellow regions depict a moderate conservation score (33.33< and <66.66), and green 

regions identify high conservation scores (>66.66).    
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4.4 Lactoferrin binding protein A homology modeling and structural conservation 

 
 

A B 

 
 

C D 
Figure 4.4: Lactoferrin binding protein A structural homology models 

Structural feature annotated homology models of four representative LbpA sequences. 

Extracellular loop regions are colored blue, the transmembrane barrel is colored in green, and the 

plug domain is colored in red. The loop three alpha helix and plug domain loop are important 

functional features in the TbpA template from which these models were generated. The LbpA 

variants are each from the Schryvers collection, specifically from the strains: A) 79128, B) 

931905, C) EG011 and D) MA-5756.   

 

Homology models of the N. meningitidis lactoferrin binding protein A were generated with the 

PHYRE algorithm using the strain K454 transferrin binding protein A structure as a template 

(Fig 4.4) (Noinaj, Easley et al. 2012). The LbpA sequence variants were selected from the 

matching strains for generating the LbpB homology models; those being N.meningtidis strains 
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79128, 931905, EG011, and MA-5756. The sequence homology between the LbpA query 

sequences and the TbpA template sequence were (~40% sequence identity) substantially higher 

than in the LbpB models. Further, the TbpA structure also possessed fewer unstructured regions, 

and a better overall alignment with the LbpA variants (Fig 4.5). As a result, the modeled LbpAs 

are likely more reliable than the modeled LbpBs, supporting the use of the LbpA models for 

exploring the structural distributions of sequence variability. Though it should be noted that 

meaningful functional identifications could not be made from these models.  

 

There is very little size variation, and a high amount of amino acid property conservation within 

the meningococcal LbpAs (Figs 4.5 and 4.6). The transmembrane barrel, and periplasmic loops 

are nearly perfectly conserved within the full set. Variation is localized primarily to extracellular 

loops 2, 3 and 5, and interestingly to a stretch of the plug domain that corresponds to the putative 

TonB activation site. Based on the distribution of variability as mapped to the structural model 

(Fig 4.6b), the most variable regions are the loops that extend the farthest from the membrane. 

This is supported by the lack of variability observed in loops 6 – 11, which are orientated closer 

to the membrane. Notably, within LbpA, and unlike in TbpA, there is little to no variation 

observed in the loop 3 alpha helix.  
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Figure 4.5: Representative Neisseria meningitidis lactoferrin binding protein A amino acid 

sequences aligned with transferrin binding protein A 

Representative LbpA amino acid sequences, selected as described previously, aligned with 

transferrin binding protein A, for which a structure is known. The alignment is color coded to 

match the structures in Fig. 4.3; the green backgrounds identify barrel domains, the blue 

identifies extracellular loop regions, and the bold sequence is conserved in all of the sequences. 

Secondary structure features are depicted as black arrows for beta strands, and a white bar for 

alpha helixes.  
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A 
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Figure 4.6: Normalized conservation plots of the Neisseria meningitidis lactoferrin binding 

protein A sequence variability 

A) Blosum 62 conservation scores for each LbpA amino acid within the aligned set of 174 LbpA 

sequences, normalized to a 0-100 range. The X-axis identifies the amino acid position in the 

alignment, and the labels above the plot identify important structural features. B) The same 

Blosum 62 conservation scores mapped on to the annotated strain 79128 N. meningitidis LbpA 

structure model. In each panel red colored regions correspond to a low conservation score 

(<33.33), yellow regions depict a moderate conservation score (33.33< and <66.66), and green 

regions identify high conservation scores (>66.66).  
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4.5 Evolutionary trends in the lactoferrin receptor proteins 

The maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree depicted in Figure 4.7 was generated with the 

complete dataset of 202 lactoferrin binding protein B genes, and the tree depicted in Figure 4.8 

was generated with the complete set of 173 lactoferrin binding protein A sequences. Those 

sequences from the public database are labeled as NMBIGSDB followed by an underscore, and 

the number of the sequence in the database. Sequences from the Schryvers set are labeled with 

the name of the strain from which the lactoferrin binding protein gene was isolated. Therefore, 

leaf labels from the Schyrvers set that are the same between trees, depict genes that are from the 

same isolate. This convention allows easy identification of those lbpA and lbpB genes that cluster 

together or differently in each tree. Note, the details of how each of the lactoferrin binding 

protein genes were selected from the public database and how the gene sequences for the 

Schryvers collection were obtained are detailed in Chapter 2. 

 

Analysis of the trees reveals four notable clusters of lbpB genes (Fig 4.7) and no clearly defined 

clusters of lbpA genes (Fig 4.8). Each of the four clades of lbpB are well supported by the 

selected model, each having a 100% likelihood of existing as placed within the dataset. Within 

the four lbpB clades, particularly the green clade, the support values vary drastically (0% to 

100%) and no relevant conclusions can be made. The branches of the lbpA tree are generally 

poorly supported, with 0% likelihood for several of the initial branches. This level of support 

indicates that there is very little diversity with which to assign evolutionary distances and the tree 

drawing algorithm simply arbitrarily assigned an initial branching pattern as all initial patterns 

would be equally poorly supported.  

 

The variants selected for homology modeling each represent one of the four clades (Fig 4.1), and 

are identified on the phylogenetic lbpB tree with a black circle. Comparing the clustering of 

genes between the two trees does not identify any groups of genes that cluster together in both 

trees. Additionally, comparison between the lbpB tree (Fig 4.7) and the tbpB tree (Fig 3.2) shows 

that there is no observable correlation between the transferrin receptor isotypes and the 

lactoferrin receptor variants. The results also demonstrate that lbpB variants lacking the small 

negatively charged region are present in only three of the fourt clades. lbpBs from the red clade 
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all possess a small negative region (Fig 4.7). When the N and C lobes of LbpB are used 

independently to generate phylogenetic trees, the N lobe tree topology matches the intact tree 

topology (Fig 4.9) while the C lobe tree possesses a topology different from both the lbpB and 

lbpA trees (Fig 4.10). Notably, the LbpB C lobe from strain P2996 appears to be an outlier from 

the other C lobes. However, the sequence properties that contribute to this observation are not 

readily observable. The branch placement within the lbpB N lobe tree is similar to that of the 

intact tree. Branches identifying the four primary clades are well supported with highly variable 

support values within individual clades. The branches of the C lobe of lbpB are very poorly 

supported, suggesting that the branch placements in this tree are arbitrary and no relevant 

conclusions can be drawn from the topology. The Newick text format for each of the lactoferrin 

receptor gene phylogenetic trees are provided in Appendix B. 
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Figure 4.7: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the intact Neisseria meningitidis lbpB 

gene family 

Leaf labels identify each of the 202 lbpB gene sequences depicted in this tree. Four notable 

branches are present in the topology of t his tree, colored as red, gold, blue and green. The red 

colored leaf labels identify those lbpBs from strains which possess isotype I transferrin receptors, 

and the green colored leaf labels identify those lbpBs from strains possessing isotype II 

transferrin receptors. White stars identify those lbpBs lacking a small negative region, and the 

black circles identify those lbpB variants selected for homology modeling, and depicted in the 

representative alignments (Fig 4.2). Stars identify edges with 100% aLRT support, purple circles 

identify the specific edge associated with a support value.  
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Figure 4.8: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the intact Neisseria meningitidis lbpA 

gene family 

Leaf labels identify each of the 174 lbpA gene sequences depicted in this tree. The leaf labels are 

colored to match the four branch clusters of lbpB identified in Figure 4.7. The black circles 

identify those lbpA sequences selected for homology modeling, and depicted in the 

representative alignments (Fig 4.5). Stars identify edges with 100% aLRT support, purple circles 

identify the specific edge associated with a support value. 
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Figure 4.9: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the N lobe component of the Neisseria 

meningitidis lbpB gene family 

Leaf labels identify each of the 202 lbpB gene N lobe sequences depicted in this tree. The leaf 

labels are colored to match the four lbpB branch clusters identified in Figure 4.7. Stars identify 

edges with 100% aLRT support, purple circles identify the specific edge associated with a 

support value.  
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Figure 4.10: Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the C lobe components of the 

Neisseria meningitidis lbpB gene family  

Leaf labels identify each of the 202 lbpB gene C lobe sequences depicted in this tree. The leaf 

labels are colored to match the four lbpB branch clusters identified in Figure 4.7. Stars identify 

edges with 100% aLRT support, purple circles identify the specific edge associated with a 

support value. 

 

4.6 Discussion 

Based on comparison with the known TbpB structures (Calmettes, Alcantara et al. 2012; Noinaj, 

Easley et al. 2012) the lactoferrin binding protein B is predicted to consist of two structurally 

similar halves termed the N and C lobe, where each of lobe consists of a barrel domain and a 
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handle domain (Fig 4.1). Branching off of the handle domain of the C-lobe is a large stretch of 

negatively charged amino acids that has been proposed to be associated with LbpB mediated 

protection from cationic peptides (Morgenthau, Beddek et al. 2013). Approximately two thirds of 

LbpBs also possess a smaller negatively charged region branching off of the C lobe barrel region 

in the opposite direction of the large negative region (Fig 4.1). The majority of those lbpBs not 

possessing the small negative region possess a small, insert motif approximately 100 amino acids 

upstream from where the small region would be (Fig 4.2). This insert region appears to be a loop 

positioned similarly to the small negative region, only extending from an upstream beta strand of 

the barrel (Fig 4.1). The similar positioning of this insert to the small negatively charged region 

and in its presence in the majority of LbpBs lacking the small negatively charged region, 

suggests that this insert may be playing some compensatory role for the lack of the small 

negative region. When the sequence variability of the whole LbpB was analyzed, most of the 

flexible loop regions and even some of the beta strands were seen to experience moderate to high 

variability (Fig 4.3). This observation makes sense given that LbpB is largely exposed on the 

surface of N. meningitidis, and is predicted to be highly accessible to the host’s immune system.  

 

The variability of LbpB became more interesting when the sequence diversity was analyzed in 

component parts. Analysis of the N and C lobe independently suggested that, in contradiction to 

what was observed with TbpB, the C lobe was more variable than the N lobe (Fig 4.3).  

However, this observation was only the result of the two negative regions and the insert region 

being present in the C lobe. When the negative regions are removed, the C lobe becomes more 

highly conserved than the N lobe. It is still unclear why this greater conservation is observed in 

the C lobe, but one possible reason may be presence of the negative regions. These regions are 

quite large and highly charged, possibly making them immunodominant over other parts of the C 

lobe, or they may physically interfere with the binding of antibodies to other C lobe regions, 

thereby protecting those regions from the selective pressure to vary. When the large negative 

region is analyzed independently, it is by far the most variable feature of the protein.   

 

These results suggest that the overall structure and function of the N. meningitidis LbpB is very 

tolerant to change, such that the structure and function of LbpB can be maintained by multiple 
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arrangements of amino acids. It is also apparent that the observed variability is not simply the 

result of one highly variable or exposed component. Operating under the model that sequence 

variation is localized to sites of immune recognition, the implication of these observations is that 

entire LbpB protein is susceptible to immune recognition. 

 

Using phylogenetic analyses the intact lbpB can be divided into four groups of variants (Fig 4.7). 

The results show that these groups are not formed by the diversity of the highly variable 

negatively charged region, or by any of the other variable components found in the C lobe (ie the 

small negative region or insert region). Rather the groups are formed primarily by the patterns of 

variability in the N lobe (Fig 4.7 and 4.9). These results further demonstrate that there is no 

correlation between the isotypes identified in the transferrin receptor system, and the clades 

identified in the lactoferrin receptor system. This suggests that the two receptor systems have 

been able to undergo homologous exchange independent of each other. Analysis of the lbpB tree 

further demonstrates that the presence or absence of the small negatively charged region does 

correlate with the clades of lbpB variants. In particular there is one clade in which all of the 

variants possess the small negative region (Fig 4.7). However, while this is a notable 

observation, the presence of variants both possessing and lacking the small region in the other 

clades suggests this observation may be the result of chance rather than a legitimate impediment 

to horizontal exchange.  

 

Based on comparisons to known TonB-dependent receptors the predicted model for lactoferrin 

binding protein A is comprised of a 22 beta strand transmembrane pore with 11 extracellular 

loops and a plug domain. The variability analysis determined that loops 2 – 5 showed the most 

variation, and correspondingly were also the largest and likely are the most exposed. It was 

interesting to note that while loop 4 was predicted to be significantly larger than loops 2 or 3, it 

was significantly less variable. This result suggests that there may be a functional constraint on 

this loop such as an interaction with lactoferrin or LbpB. Loops 1 and 6 – 11 are substantially 

less variable and may be protected from the immune system’s selective pressures by the 

positioning of the larger loops. These results concur with previously reported observations that 
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the variability of LbpA is localized to the extra cellular loop regions (Pettersson, Kortekaas et al. 

2006).  

 

Interestingly, the results discussed here identify a patch of variability located prior to the plug 

domain, immediately upstream from the putative TonB box region. The variable region starts 

approximately 5 positions upstream from the purported TonB box motif, KEVTV, which is quite 

well conserved in our LbpA data set. This variability also appears to be part of the mature coding 

sequence as the variable region occurs one to two amino acids after the predicted signal peptide 

cleavage site. The variability of this region when combined with LbpA’s demonstrated 

independence of TonB dependent growth, supports a hypothesis that LbpA may be capable of 

utilizing another system homologous to TonB (Desai, Garges et al. 2000). Alternatively, the 

TonB interaction may be happening only in the highly conserved parts of the region, or the TonB 

interaction may be tolerant to variation. 

 

Given that the process of homolgous recombination is capable of generating variants rapidly, the 

structure and function LbpA must be very intolerant to change in order to have maintained its 

high sequence conservation.  Further, when the LbpB variant group was mapped onto the LbpA 

tree no distinct co-evolutionary trends were apparent (Fig 4.8). This would suggest that there is 

no correlation between LbpA variant and LbpB variant, as was observed with the transferrin 

receptor proteins. However, given that the branching pattern of the intact LbpB is defined 

primarily by the N lobe this analysis does not account for correlations that may exist between 

LbpA variant and other components of LbpB.  

 

The analysis discussed here clearly identifies the evolutionary trends and distribution of 

sequence variability within the N. meningitidis lactoferrin receptor genes. The data suggests that 

while variation in LbpA is highly constrained, it is wide spread throughout LbpB, in particular in 

the large and small negatively charged regions; which not only vary in composition but also in 

size. From these results, it is also apparent that there exists no evidence of a co-evolutionary 

constraint between the A and B lactoferrin binding proteins, nor does the isotype constraint 

identified in the transferrin receptor system apply. In summation, the variation in the lactoferrin 
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receptor system appears only to be constrained by functional, and structural features applying to 

each protein independently.   
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Chapter Five: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

5.1 Patterns of sequence and structural variation within the N. meningitidis transferrin and 

lactoferrin receptor systems 

To survive in the iron deficient environment of the human host Neisseria meningitidis has 

evolved several systems to acquire necessary iron from host storage and transport proteins 

(Perkins-Balding, Ratliff-Griffin et al. 2004). Two notable systems for meningococcal iron 

uptake are the transferrin and lactoferrin receptors. These systems are each two-component outer 

membrane complexes that enable N. meningitidis to acquire iron from circulating human 

transferrin (hTf) and lactoferrin (hLf) (Schryvers and Morris 1988; Schryvers and Morris 1988). 

The importance of these systems has been well investigated through several live infection 

experiments. The results of which have suggesting that both transferrin binding protein A and B 

are required for the development of infection (Baltes, Hennig-Pauka et al. 2002), and that while 

lactoferrin binding proteins are not required, their presence confers a survival advantage 

(Anderson, Hobbs et al. 2003). With respect to the gonococcal human infection model, the 

results demonstrated that either of the transferrin or lactoferrin receptors were required, 

suggesting that within the human host both systems play important roles.     

 

Interestingly, despite the functional importance of these proteins, extensive sequence variation 

has been reported in each system, particularly in the B components (Mazarin, Rokbi et al. 1995; 

Harrison, Maiden et al. 2008; Beddek and Schryvers 2010). This observed variability is 

hypothesized to be a result of host immune selective pressures (Gorringe, Borrow et al. 1995; 

Pettersson, Kortekaas et al. 2006), and N. meningitidis’s highly efficient natural transformation 

system (Joseph, Schwarz et al. 2011). In the human host environment, N. meningitidis is under 

two contradictory selective pressures; pressure to vary these receptors to evade host immunity, 

and pressure to prevent variation in order to maintain necessary functions. The purpose of this 

research endeavour has been to investigate the patterns of sequence and structural variation 

which have arisen within these receptor systems; with a particular focus on the factors that may 

constrain variability and aid in the design of broadly protective meningococcal vaccines. 
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The transferrin receptor complex is composed of A and B protein components (Noinaj, 

Buchanan et al. 2012). Transferrin binding protein A acquires iron from host transferrin and is 

the transmembrane conduit through which iron is conveyed to the periplasm. Transferrin binding 

protein B is a bilobed, membrane-anchored lipoprotein that facilitates iron uptake by selectively 

attaching to iron loaded transferrin and passing it to TbpA. The results presented here have 

demonstrated that the sequence variability within the meningococcal TbpBs is most prominent in 

the functionally important N lobe loop regions. They have further demonstrated that the 

sequence variation between the two isotypes of TbpB are more substantial than the differences 

within each isotype, and that the most consistent distinction between the isotypes is a 

combination of variations in the anchor peptide, linker peptide, and C lobe loop regions. In the 

case of TbpA, the variations were mostly localized to the large, extracellular loops; specifically 

loops 2, 3, and 5. Interestingly, a corresponding isotype I variant of TbpA was identified to be 

consistently lacking the key functional loop 3 alpha helix. 

 

When the phylogenetic relationships amongst the transferrin receptor proteins were investigated 

a clear isotype trend was observed between the A and B protein components. More specifically, 

the evolutionary pattern of the TbpB C lobe and TbpA were identical suggesting that there may 

be a co-evolutionary relationship. Comparison of the N and C lobe phylogenetic trees identified 

a group that possessed an isotype I N lobe, but an isotype II C lobe. This observation has two 

implications: that the N and C lobe are capable of interchanging between isotypes, and that it is 

the C lobe that may functionally determine if a TbpB is either isotype I or isotype II. Analyses of 

the transferrin receptor system indicates that the TbpB C lobe variability may be constrained by 

TbpA. This is particularly interesting as the function of the C lobe has not yet been fully 

determined, and there is no evidence of an interaction between the C lobe and TbpA.  

 

Similar to the transferrin receptor system, the lactoferrin receptor complex consists of two 

components: a transmembrane protein A component and a membrane anchored lipoprotein B 

component. At the time of writing structures for the N. meningitidis LbpA and LbpB have not 

been determined, therefore as a part of this project homology models have been generated for 

each protein with the corresponding transferrin binding proteins used as templates. While these 
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models are insufficiently accurate to make meaningful functional observations, they are suitable 

for demonstrating the relative positioning of structural features.  

 

These results identify three important differences between TbpB and LbpB: the large negatively 

charged region, the small negatively charged region, and the newly identified insert motif present 

only in those LbpBs lacking the small negative region. Structural modeling indicates that the 

large negatively charged region is located in the handle domain of the LbpB C lobe, while the 

insert region and the small negative charged region are located in similar positions in the C lobe 

barrel domain. Within the family of N. meningitidis LbpBs the most variable components are the 

large and small negative regions, though they exhibit different patterns of variation. The large 

negative region consists of an abundance of negatively charged residues in no particular pattern 

and with a seemingly random distribution, whereas the small negative region consists of a 

repeating motif. When these regions are excluded the C lobe becomes much more highly 

conserved, and similar to TbpB, most of the variability is observed in the N lobe loop regions. 

Analysis of LbpA suggests this protein is highly conserved, and variability was only located in 

loops 2, 3 and 5.  

 

Phylogenetic analysis of the LbpB identified four clades of variants, none of which corresponded 

to the isotype trend observed in the transferrin receptors. LbpB variants possessing or lacking the 

small negatively charged region were found in each of the clades save one, where all of the 

LbpBs possessed the small negatively charged region. Comparison between the LbpB and LbpA 

trees demonstrated no evidence of co-evolution between the two components. Similarly, no 

matching trends were observed between the N and C lobe LbpB and LbpA trees. Investigation of 

the N and C lobe LbpB trees indicates that the branching pattern of the intact LbpB is dictated by 

the variability of the N lobe, whose branching pattern was a perfect match. The unique topology 

of the C lobe tree suggests that the N and C lobe domains of LbpB are capable of independent 

evolution, and do not constrain each other.  
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5.2 Future directions 

The results discussed here provide some insights into the factors that may constrain and dictate 

how antigenic variability is distributed within the lactoferrin and transferrin receptor systems, but 

more work is required to validate and investigate these trends. Notably, it would be logical to 

replicate the in vitro transferrin binding protein dependence experiments (Irwin, Averill et al. 

1993; Renauld-Mongenie, Poncet et al. 2004) to investigate the efficacy of meningococcal 

strains with isotype mismatched TbpAs and TbpBs. This could be taken a step further to 

investigate the effectiveness of different sub combinations, for example an isotype I C lobe, with 

an isotype II N lobe and isotype I TbpA. The results these investigations would provide more 

information as to whether the isotype trend truly represents a functional constraint on variation, 

or if the trend has been observed only due to a lack of sufficient homology for exchange. Along 

this line of reasoning, it may also be informative to introduce random variations to the highly 

conserved loop regions of LbpA and TbpA, to determine if the observed conservation is a result 

of functional constraint, or simple chance.   

 

Another interesting line of exploration would be to identify the structural units of exchange 

comprising each receptor protein. Previous work with a similarly surface exposed meningococcal 

protein, factor H binding protein (fHbp), has demonstrated that fHbp actually consists of a series 

of five interchangeable modules, with each module flanked by invariable sequence (Beernink 

and Granoff 2009). Variations observed in fHbp occur by different combinations individual 

module variants, such that different protein variants are defined by different combinations of 

interchangeable modules. Similar work along this line of reasoning employed a computational 

model to demonstrate that variations occurring by swapping structural models were favourable 

over variations within modules that may disturb structurally important interactions (Meyer, 

Silberg et al. 2003). Investigation into the presence of these modules would allow for more 

robust descriptions of the receptor proteins can vary, provide more detailed options for 

investigating epidemiological correlations with specific structural components, and allow for a 

more thorough exploration of the specific components that co-vary within and between the 

transferrin and lactoferrin receptor proteins.    
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APPENDIX A: PYTHON CODE – CONSERVATION ANNOTATED PDB FILE 

STRUCTURE GENERATION 

def scoretoresi(seq, scores): 

    """Matches a conservation score list to a position in the sequence from an alignment""" 

    print seq 

    alignedscores = [] 

    for resi, score in zip(seq[0], scores): 

        if resi != '-': 

            alignedscores.append(score) 

    return alignedscores 

 

def printatom(filename, scores): 

    """Reads the input pdb file and outputs a copy with the beta score values replaced with the 

conservation scores""" 

    f = open(filename, 'rb') 

    o = open('out.pdb', 'wb') 

    lines = f.readlines() 

    prefix = ['ATOM  '] 

    bvaliter = -1 

    currentresi = '' 

    for line in lines: 

        if line[:6] in prefix: 

            if currentresi != line[22:26]: 

                bvaliter = bvaliter + 1 

                if scores[bvaliter] < 100: 

                    currentscore = ' ' + '%.2f' % scores[bvaliter] 

                else: 

                    currentscore = '' + '%.2f' % scores[bvaliter] 

                print line[:60] + currentscore + line[66:80] 

                o.write(line[:60] + currentscore + line[66:80] + '\n') 

                currentresi = line[22:26] 

            else: 

                if scores[bvaliter] < 100: 

                    currentscore = ' ' + '%.2f' % scores[bvaliter] 

                else: 

                    currentscore = '' + '%.2f' % scores[bvaliter] 

                print line[:60] + currentscore + line[66:80] 

                o.write(line[:60] + currentscore + line[66:80] + '\n') 

        else: 

            print line 

            o.write(line) 

    f.close() 

    o.close() 
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APPENDIX B: NEWICK FORMAT PHYLOGENETIC TREES 

B.1. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the intact Neisseria meningitidis tbpB gene 

family 

((((((((((((NmBIGSDB_335:0.02273,(NmBIGSDB_408:0.00151,NmBIGSDB_299:0)0.98:0.03598)1:0.1168,((((NmBIGSDB_66:0.05602,(((Nm

BIGSDB_383:0.03633,((NmBIGSDB_63:0,(NmBIGSDB_58:0,BZ163:0)0.81:0.00151)0.98:0.02063,((NmBIGSDB_79:0,(NmBIGSDB_115:0,P
3006:0)1:0.02002)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_90:0,FH#18270:0)0.73:0.0015)0.99:0.02667)0.91:0.01668)0.99:0.03554,(NmBIGSDB_89:0.09484,NmBIG

SDB_8:0.05087)0.94:0.06563)1:0.05548,(NmBIGSDB_336:0.04693,(NmBIGSDB_346:0.1112,NmBIGSDB_74:0.02082)0.81:0.01767)0.98:0.0

322)1:0.06149)0.88:0.01597,((NmBIGSDB_302:0.04059,(NmBIGSDB_392:0.01396,NmBIGSDB_119:0.02278)1:0.07522)0.77:0.03374,(NmBI
GSDB_67:0.02797,(NmBIGSDB_43:0,NmBIGSDB_341:0)0.92:0.019)1:0.06238)0.96:0.03285)0.81:0.01164,((NmBIGSDB_97:0,NmBIGSDB_

347:0)1:0.1052,M992:0.04509)1:0.09502)0.97:0.03533,(((NmBIGSDB_57:0,(NmBIGSDB_109:0,(79126:0,79128:0)0:0)1:0.05443)1:0.033,(LC

DC#88169:0,LCDC#88252:0)0:0.00046)1:0.05795,NmBIGSDB_72:0.06727)0.99:0.05596)0.29:0.02326)0.87:0.02175,((NmBIGSDB_99:0,Nm
BIGSDB_70:0)0.99:0.03624,((NmBIGSDB_60:0,34WRR:0.00455)0:0,NmBIGSDB_337:0.0015)1:0.1192)0.49:0.02687)0.98:0.02757,((((NmBI

GSDB_375:0.0561,NmBIGSDB_397:0.08385)1:0.0462,(((NmBIGSDB_378:0.04782,(((NmBIGSDB_379:0.06283,(NmBIGSDB_245:0,(NmBI

GSDB_93:0,931905:0.00149)0:0)0.98:0.02229)0.96:0.0209,(NmBIGSDB_54:0,D8:0)1:0.05004)0.87:0.01227,NmBIGSDB_82:0.0598)0.71:0.01
148)0.013:0.00274,((NmBIGSDB_345:0.06218,NmBIGSDB_34:0.03966)0.8:0.00697,(NmBIGSDB_401:0.1216,NmBIGSDB_395:0.03318)0.5

4:0.00163)1:0.04219)0.81:0.00824,(((((((NmBIGSDB_405:0,NmBIGSDB_25:0)0.92:0.00872,M1080:0.02328)0.97:0.01613,((NmBIGSDB_120:

0,NG144/82:0)1:0.04747,NmBIGSDB_83:0.06162)0.93:0.01975)0.5:0.00199,((NmBIGSDB_100:0,(((NmBIGSDB_48:0.02323,NmBIGSDB_1
05:0.04229)0.94:0.02132,((NmBIGSDB_69:0.0374,(NmBIGSDB_104:0.1045,NmBIGSDB_118:0.05476)1:0.05439)0.98:0.04328,NmBIGSDB_

259:0.1483)0.98:0.0367)0.9:0.02067,NmBIGSDB_101:0.00925)1:0.07127)1:0.1027,NmBIGSDB_377:0.02563)1:0.07513)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_15:
0,020:0)1:0.03145)0.93:0.01339,NmBIGSDB_13:0.1067)0.92:0.01789,NmBIGSDB_73:0.06776)0.96:0.0438)0.85:0.01423)0.98:0.03209,((((Nm

BIGSDB_402:0.01534,NmBIGSDB_295:0)1:0.09234,(NmBIGSDB_391:0,NmBIGSDB_387:0)1:0.03974)0.98:0.04052,(NmBIGSDB_301:0.05

257,((NmBIGSDB_102:0,120M:0)0.87:0.01067,((NmBIGSDB_384:0,(NmBIGSDB_2:0,(NmBIGSDB_380:0,MC58:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB
_88:0,312901:0)0.92:0.00603)1:0.04339)0.94:0.01762)0.95:0.01897)0.82:0.01261,NmBIGSDB_64:0.03117)0.97:0.03323)0.97:0.02597,((((Nm

BIGSDB_242:0.0816,(NmBIGSDB_39:0.04544,3662:0.02697)0.98:0.03724)0.6:0.0325,(((NmBIGSDB_68:0.0526,(NmBIGSDB_116:0,(NmBI

GSDB_11:0,6748:0)0.81:0.0015)1:0.03606)0.96:0.02026,(NmBIGSDB_398:0,(NmBIGSDB_331:0,NmBIGSDB_385:0)0:0)0.99:0.02734)0.83:0
.00751,(NmBIGSDB_61:0.04594,(NmBIGSDB_49:0.02143,(NmBIGSDB_24:0,00153:0)1:0.04459)0.99:0.03457)0.93:0.01549)0.94:0.0251)0.2

7:0.01237,NmBIGSDB_403:0.06019)0.84:0.01076,(M982:0.09656,(3_6:0.05743,NmBIGSDB_386:0.08247)0.91:0.0427)0.91:0.02717)0.92:0.01

36)0.99:0.04588)0.92:0.02207,((NmBIGSDB_18:0.02772,NmBIGSDB_132:0.03694)1:0.06515,((NmBIGSDB_87:0.0615,S3032:0.07044)0.98:0
.04876,((NmBIGSDB_376:0.03606,M136:0.2167)0.95:0.04597,(P3459:0.01238,P2396:0)1:0.04697)0.88:0.03381)0.94:0.04709)0.89:0.02166)1:

0.03769,((((((NmBIGSDB_320:0.03098,(NmBIGSDB_394:0,NmBIGSDB_399:0)0.93:0.01225)0.96:0.02118,NmBIGSDB_223:0.03584)0.96:0.

02073,(NmBIGSDB_381:0.06709,NmBIGSDB_95:0.084)0.94:0.022)1:0.07618,(NmBIGSDB_390:0.02467,(NmBIGSDB_234:0.03421,NmBIG

SDB_409:0.1287)0.98:0.02968)1:0.07107)0.43:0.02162,(NmBIGSDB_411:0.02563,(M978:0.07329,(NmBIGSDB_53:0.06456,(NmBIGSDB_20

:0.01563,NmBIGSDB_382:0.04698)0.95:0.02134)0.93:0.02295)0:0.00085)0.97:0.02547)1:0.05738,((((NmBIGSDB_348:0.02621,((NmBIGSDB

_326:0.02446,(NmBIGSDB_75:0.01202,NmBIGSDB_111:0.09729)0.95:0.02502)0.99:0.02747,NmBIGSDB_206:0.06275)0.84:0.01449)0.87:0.
01949,(NmBIGSDB_103:0,129E:0)1:0.04225)0.67:0.0085,NmBIGSDB_21:0.06173)0.91:0.02262,NmBIGSDB_94:0.0805)0.82:0.01048)0.78:0.

02182)0:0.00408,((NmBIGSDB_62:0.02197,((NmBIGSDB_92:0,400:0)0.96:0.01304,(NmBIGSDB_17:0.00145,S5611:0.00311)0.99:0.02255)1:

0.03387)0.93:0.01394,(((NmBIGSDB_86:0.05127,NmBIGSDB_78:0.02104)0.65:0.01319,NmBIGSDB_98:0.03126)0.69:0.01546,((NmBIGSD
B_16:0,(NmBIGSDB_393:0,254:0)0:0)0:0,M990:0.04303)0.97:0.01833)0:0)0.99:0.04239)1:0.2171,((NmBIGSDB_400:0.06961,((((NmBIGSDB

_5:0.04298,((NmBIGSDB_96:0.01327,(NmBIGSDB_396:0,NmBIGSDB_332:0)1:0.03201)0.88:0.01133,(NmBIGSDB_80:0.06753,(NmBIGSD

B_23:0,(CE1431:0,H44/76:0)0:0)0.98:0.03051)1:0.06467)1:0.07865)0:0,NmBIGSDB_91:0.1006)1:0.06206,(NmBIGSDB_65:0.01729,(NmBIG
SDB_76:0,8680:0)1:0.04203)0.96:0.0221)0.99:0.04307,(NmBIGSDB_81:0.08511,P2996:0.03865)0.86:0.01663)0.92:0.02692)0.58:0.0385,(((N

mBIGSDB_389:0.07019,((NmBIGSDB_215:0.01552,NMXYZ:0.05248)0.91:0.02683,((NmBIGSDB_85:0,92001:0)0:0,S3131:0.00299)0.96:0.0

2026)0.91:0.0154)0.71:0.0109,(NmBIGSDB_71:0.05422,((NmBIGSDB_56:0.07902,((((NmBIGSDB_117:0,(NmBIGSDB_107:0,(NmBIGSDB_
7:0,(NmBIGSDB_3:0,(A4/M1027:0,(026:0,(C751:0,(1014:0,255:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,((NmBIGSDB_19:0,(NmBIGSDB_9:0,(NmB

IGSDB_14:0,(010:0,(S4355:0,(H1964:0,(7891:0,(00154:0,(F6124:0,IAL2229:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,LCDC#88137:0.00755)0.81:

0.0015)0:0,G2136:0.0015)0:0,243:0.00151)0.75:0.00927)1:0.05569,(NmBIGSDB_106:0,11_004:0)0.92:0.01068)0.82:0.00852)0.91:0.013)0.13:0
.01658,(NmBIGSDB_37:0.04525,NmBIGSDB_407:0.04897)0.96:0.02778)0.89:0.02366)1:0.2795)1:0.5155,(((NmBIGSDB_388:0.00148,(NmBI

GSDB_406:0,(NmBIGSDB_349:0,NmBIGSDB_312:0)0:0)0:0)0.95:0.02488,(NmBIGSDB_55:0,(NmBIGSDB_4:0,NmBIGSDB_29:0)0:0)1:0.0

8221)0.82:0.02517,NmBIGSDB_404:0.04479)0.81:0.01405)0.9:0.04265,(NmBIGSDB_59:0,BZ169:0)1:0.06977)0.63:0.01414,NmBIGSDB_77:
0.00065)1:1.383,((NmBIGSDB_122:0.07225,NmBIGSDB_121:0.1684)1:0.3965,(NmBIGSDB_135:0.0368,((NmBIGSDB_182:0.01289,NmBIG

SDB_208:0.01486)1:0.05689,(NmBIGSDB_265:0.03266,(NmBIGSDB_162:0.00516,(NGP20:0.00152,(NmBIGSDB_84:0,(NmBIGSDB_1:0,(

MA-
5756:0,(D1:0,(M597:0,(90/18311:0,(B16B6:0,(NMRUGrpY:0,(BRAZ10:0,(500:0,(B2RR:0,(B1SR:0,(116:0,M1011:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:

0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.03493)1:0.4917)0.97:0.03566)0.98:0.04478)1:0.2833)1:2.046); 
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B.2. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the N lobe region of the Neisseria 

meningitidis tbpB gene 

((((((((((((((((NmBIGSDB_331:0,(NmBIGSDB_385:0,NmBIGSDB_68:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_398:0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_61:0.01757,(NmBIGSD

B_49:0,(NmBIGSDB_24:0,00153:0)0:0)0.91:0.00582)0.86:0.00569)0.85:0.0076,(NmBIGSDB_116:0,(NmBIGSDB_11:0,6748:0)0.81:0.00187)0
.99:0.01793)0.9:0.00964,NmBIGSDB_386:0.02196)0.59:0.00894,(((M982:0.02886,NmBIGSDB_403:0.02198)0.83:0.00899,(NmBIGSDB_39:0.

00191,3662:0.00186)1:0.04315)0.71:0.01793,(NmBIGSDB_242:0.03799,NmBIGSDB_409:0.04753)0.91:0.01946)0.45:0.00705)0.96:0.02226,(3

_6:0.01235,((NmBIGSDB_57:0,(NmBIGSDB_109:0,(79126:0,79128:0)0:0)0:0)0.89:0.00375,(LCDC#88169:0,LCDC#88252:0)0:0)1:0.08923)0.
81:0.02255)0.83:0.00763,(((((((NmBIGSDB_69:0.00188,NmBIGSDB_402:0)0.33:0.00189,NmBIGSDB_295:0.0115)0.89:0.01148,NmBIGSDB

_72:0.06185)0.96:0.02234,(NmBIGSDB_375:0.05267,NmBIGSDB_397:0.04953)0.99:0.05546)0.72:0.00726,(NmBIGSDB_64:0.00463,((NmBI

GSDB_301:0,(NmBIGSDB_102:0,(120M:0,(NmBIGSDB_384:0,(NmBIGSDB_2:0,(((NmBIGSDB_88:0,312901:0)0.93:0.00186,MC58:0)0:0,N
mBIGSDB_380:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_391:0,NmBIGSDB_387:0)1:0.02796)0.99:0.01834)0.97:0.0188)0.9:0.01393,(((NmBIG

SDB_101:0,NmBIGSDB_100:0)1:0.02905,NmBIGSDB_378:0.00658)0.71:0.01108,((((NmBIGSDB_48:0.00186,(NmBIGSDB_379:0,(NmBIG

SDB_245:0,(NmBIGSDB_93:0,931905:0.00186)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_82:0.00374)0.78:0.00331,(NmBIGSDB_105:0,(NmBIGSDB_54:
0,D8:0)0.89:0.00373)1:0.02395)0.32:0.00495,(((NmBIGSDB_87:0.01727,S3032:0.0203)0.99:0.03556,((P3459:0.01564,P2396:0)0.89:0.00795,((

NmBIGSDB_376:0.00577,M136:0.00374)0.85:0.01029,NmBIGSDB_401:0.07612)0.84:0.01939)0.83:0.01097)1:0.04988,((NmBIGSDB_345:0.

00762,NmBIGSDB_34:0.00378)0.75:0.00377,NmBIGSDB_395:0.00387)0.56:0.00196)1:0.05058)0.81:0.00954)0.98:0.02842)0.97:0.02868,((N
mBIGSDB_13:0.01762,((NmBIGSDB_377:0,NmBIGSDB_83:0.00765)0.65:0.00189,((NmBIGSDB_15:0,020:0)0.83:0.00189,((NmBIGSDB_12

0:0,NG144/82:0)0.97:0.00959,(NmBIGSDB_405:0,(NmBIGSDB_25:0,M1080:0.00188)0:0)0.99:0.01156)0.74:0.00189)0:0)0.86:0.0137)1:0.038

34,NmBIGSDB_73:0.002)0.93:0.0197)0.98:0.02487)0.99:0.03612,((NmBIGSDB_99:0,NmBIGSDB_70:0)0.97:0.02273,((NmBIGSDB_60:0,N
mBIGSDB_337:0.00188)0:0,34WRR:0.00188)1:0.07466)0.9:0.0181)0.97:0.03216,(NmBIGSDB_18:0,NmBIGSDB_132:0.00376)1:0.0516)0:0.0

0086,((((((NmBIGSDB_67:0.00186,(NmBIGSDB_43:0,NmBIGSDB_341:0)0:0)0.86:0.01213,((NmBIGSDB_302:0.0099,(NmBIGSDB_118:0,(
NmBIGSDB_392:0,NmBIGSDB_119:0)0:0)0.71:0.00167)0.99:0.03186,(NmBIGSDB_66:0.0146,(NmBIGSDB_97:0,(NmBIGSDB_347:0,M992

:0)0:0)1:0.05398)0.96:0.02327)0.37:0.02286)1:0.05819,((NmBIGSDB_346:0.00186,NmBIGSDB_336:0.0056)0:0,NmBIGSDB_74:0.00374)0.9

4:0.02155)0.91:0.02552,NmBIGSDB_104:0.03366)0.96:0.04035,(NmBIGSDB_89:0.00831,(((NmBIGSDB_383:0.00188,(NmBIGSDB_63:0,(N
mBIGSDB_58:0,(BZ163:0,(NmBIGSDB_79:0,(NmBIGSDB_90:0,FH#18270:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.9:0.00376,(NmBIGSDB_115:0,P3006:0)0

:0)1:0.06144,NmBIGSDB_8:0)1:0.08248)0.98:0.0416)0.94:0.02127,(((NmBIGSDB_95:0.02119,NmBIGSDB_381:0.02489)0.97:0.025,((NmBI

GSDB_394:0,NmBIGSDB_399:0)0.83:0.00188,(NmBIGSDB_223:0,NmBIGSDB_320:0)0:0)0.89:0.01)0.99:0.04742,(NmBIGSDB_335:0.0030
8,(NmBIGSDB_408:0.0019,NmBIGSDB_299:0)0.74:0.00265)1:0.1232)0.88:0.01724)0.99:0.04086)0.98:0.0371,(((((NmBIGSDB_259:0.01752,(

NmBIGSDB_348:0.00765,(NmBIGSDB_103:0,129E:0)0.82:0.00191)0:0)0.97:0.00971,(NmBIGSDB_206:0.04164,NmBIGSDB_21:0.00547)0.

91:0.00789)0.78:0.0035,NmBIGSDB_234:0.01588)0.98:0.02032,(NmBIGSDB_326:0.00575,(NmBIGSDB_75:0,NmBIGSDB_111:0.01144)0.9
7:0.01548)0.91:0.00969)0.53:0.00962,NmBIGSDB_94:0.05901)0.94:0.02272)0.63:0.00769,(NmBIGSDB_411:0.00624,((NmBIGSDB_382:0.00

19,(NmBIGSDB_20:0.0038,(NmBIGSDB_53:0.0059,NmBIGSDB_390:0.02417)0.85:0.00385)0.68:0.00193)0:0,M978:0.00381)0.89:0.00732)1:

0.06545)0.46:0.00486,((((NmBIGSDB_62:0.0019,((NmBIGSDB_98:0,(NmBIGSDB_78:0,(NmBIGSDB_16:0,(NmBIGSDB_393:0,254:0)0:0)0:

0)0:0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_92:0,400:0)0.91:0.0019)0:0)0.82:0.00354,NmBIGSDB_86:0.01)0.63:0.0019,(NmBIGSDB_17:0.0018,S5611:0.00395)0.

98:0.01226)0.85:0.00947,M990:0.01997)0.85:0.02236)0.99:0.3212,(((NmBIGSDB_76:0,8680:0)0.9:0.007,(((NmBIGSDB_91:0.0117,NmBIGS

DB_65:0)0.81:0.00352,((P2996:0.00385,NmBIGSDB_81:0.00191)0.16:0.00194,NmBIGSDB_5:0)1:0.02437)0.99:0.02118,NmBIGSDB_400:0.0
2124)0.6:0.00356)0.89:0.02638,((((NmBIGSDB_23:0,(CE1431:0,H44/76:0)0:0)0.95:0.01032,((NmBIGSDB_96:0.00573,NmBIGSDB_215:0)0:

0,(((NmBIGSDB_396:0,NmBIGSDB_332:0)0.97:0.00576,(NmBIGSDB_85:0,92001:0)0:0)0:0,S3131:0.0038)0.84:0.00189)0.93:0.00908)0.88:0.

00567,(NmBIGSDB_80:0.00384,NMXYZ:0)1:0.02973)0.94:0.01214,((((NmBIGSDB_407:0.00205,NmBIGSDB_389:0.04212)0.97:0.01172,N
mBIGSDB_71:0.00352)0.74:0.0025,(NmBIGSDB_37:0.00406,(NmBIGSDB_106:0,11_004:0)0.82:0.00357)0.73:0.0033)0.87:0.01018,((NmBIG

SDB_56:0,(NmBIGSDB_117:0,(((((((((((NmBIGSDB_19:0,(NmBIGSDB_9:0,(NmBIGSDB_14:0,(010:0,(S4355:0,(H1964:0,(7891:0,(00154:0,(

F6124:0,IAL2229:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,LCDC#88137:0.0097)0.78:0.00192,255:0)0:0,1014:0)0:0,243:0)0:0,C751:0)0:0,026:0)0:
0,A4/M1027:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_3:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_7:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_107:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,G2136:0.00192)1:0.03888)0.92:0.01126)0.44:0.0

1391)1:0.4808)1:0.6104,(((NmBIGSDB_59:0,BZ169:0)0.97:0.02754,(NmBIGSDB_77:0,((NmBIGSDB_404:0.00171,(NmBIGSDB_55:0,(NmB

IGSDB_4:0,NmBIGSDB_29:0)0:0)1:0.01698)0.67:0.00381,(NmBIGSDB_388:0,(NmBIGSDB_406:0,(NmBIGSDB_349:0,NmBIGSDB_312:0)
0:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.04061)0.64:0.01101)0:0,((NmBIGSDB_122:0.05205,NmBIGSDB_121:0.1104)1:0.06173,((NmBIGSDB_182:0.00188,NmBIGS

DB_208:0)1:0.05167,(NmBIGSDB_265:0.07155,(NmBIGSDB_135:0.01461,(NmBIGSDB_162:0,(NGP20:0,(NmBIGSDB_84:0,(NmBIGSDB_

1:0,(MA-
5756:0,(D1:0,(M597:0,(90/18311:0,(B16B6:0,(NMRUGrpY:0,(BRAZ10:0,(500:0,(B2RR:0,(B1SR:0,(n116:0,M1011:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0

:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.92:0.02203)1:0.6739)0.22:0.01068)0.85:0.01882)0.99:0.04416)1:0.2217)1:0.3576); 
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B.3. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the C lobe region of the Neisseria 

meningitidis tbpB gene 

(((((((((((((((((NmBIGSDB_19:0,(NmBIGSDB_107:0,(NmBIGSDB_9:0,(NmBIGSDB_7:0,(NmBIGSDB_3:0,(NmBIGSDB_14:0,(010:0,(S4355

:0,(G2136:0,(A4/M1027:0,(026:0,(C751:0,(H1964:0,(1014:0,(255:0,(7891:0,(00154:0,(F6124:0,(IAL2229:0,LCDC#88137:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0
)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_117:0)0:0,243:0.0027)0:0.00032,(((((((((NmBIGSDB_58:0,BZ163:0)0.93:

0.00271,(NmBIGSDB_63:0,NmBIGSDB_61:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_335:0.00271)1:0.0531,((((((NmBIGSDB_245:0,(NmBIGSDB_93:0,931905

:0)0:0)0.78:0.0054,(NmBIGSDB_103:0,129E:0)0:0)0.9:0.0147,(NmBIGSDB_55:0,(NmBIGSDB_4:0,NmBIGSDB_29:0)0:0)0.98:0.02292)0.73:
0.01409,NmBIGSDB_83:0)0.85:0.00958,(NmBIGSDB_116:0,(NmBIGSDB_11:0,6748:0)0:0)0.35:0.00152)1:0.05605,(NmBIGSDB_102:0,120

M:0)0:0)0.69:0.00799)0.89:0.01791,(((NmBIGSDB_408:0,NmBIGSDB_299:0)0.99:0.04136,((((NmBIGSDB_215:0,NmBIGSDB_242:0.02624)

0.84:0.00751,(NmBIGSDB_223:0.03568,((NmBIGSDB_66:0.00579,NmBIGSDB_379:0.0189)0.81:0.00715,(NmBIGSDB_132:0.01901,((M982
:0.06033,(NmBIGSDB_8:0.03864,NmBIGSDB_53:0.03317)0.49:0.01318)0.82:0.0115,(NmBIGSDB_407:0,NmBIGSDB_89:0)0.99:0.03731)0.0

49:0.0062)1:0.05194)0.98:0.03529)0.95:0.0267)0.83:0.00932,(((NmBIGSDB_59:0,BZ169:0)0.44:0.00195,(NmBIGSDB_120:0,NG144/82:0)1:0.

03473)0.9:0.01082,(NmBIGSDB_389:0.05556,((NMXYZ:0,NmBIGSDB_49:0)0.95:0.02235,NmBIGSDB_78:0.0235)0.45:0.01795)0.82:0.0106
3)0.82:0.00977)0.94:0.02158,(NmBIGSDB_86:0.06568,(P3459:0,P2396:0)0.99:0.03777)0.85:0.01534)0.69:0.00858)0.92:0.02202,(NmBIGSDB

_71:0.05612,(((NmBIGSDB_94:0.04833,M990:0.01223)0.55:0.00329,(NmBIGSDB_16:0,(NmBIGSDB_393:0,254:0)0:0)0.83:0.00996)0.95:0.0

2977,NmBIGSDB_21:0.02249)0.9:0.01945)0.85:0.0156)0.92:0.0216)0:0.00957,(NmBIGSDB_302:0.00972,3662:0.01254)1:0.04042)0:0.00113,(
NmBIGSDB_401:0.05396,(NmBIGSDB_398:0,(NmBIGSDB_331:0,NmBIGSDB_385:0)0:0)0.35:0.00354)1:0.04762)0.9:0.0122,(NmBIGSDB_

106:0,11_004:0)0.82:0.00575)0.91:0.01392,(NmBIGSDB_85:0,(S3131:0,92001:0)0:0)0.51:0.00232)1:0.03406)0.95:0.02955,((P2996:0.01418,N

mBIGSDB_382:0.03372)0.95:0.03217,NmBIGSDB_376:0.0144)0.98:0.04116)0.84:0.01531,(M978:0.02358,((NmBIGSDB_394:0,NmBIGSDB
_399:0)0.97:0.03207,((((((NmBIGSDB_18:0,NmBIGSDB_68:0.04103)0.8:0.00611,(NmBIGSDB_57:0.03273,(((NmBIGSDB_115:0,P3006:0)0.

77:0.00298,(((LCDC#88169:0,(LCDC#88252:0,(NmBIGSDB_79:0,(NmBIGSDB_90:0,(FH#18270:0,(NmBIGSDB_384:0,(NmBIGSDB_2:0,(N
mBIGSDB_380:0,MC58:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_88:0,312901:0)0.94:0.0054)0:0,NmBIGSDB_72:0.01654)0.99:0.0191)

0.4:0.00297,(NmBIGSDB_404:0.00217,NmBIGSDB_381:0.02577)0.88:0.00844)0.71:0.00273)0.82:0.00766)0.99:0.03637,(NmBIGSDB_336:0.

01428,NmBIGSDB_98:0.00501)0.92:0.01376)0.8:0.01111,(((NmBIGSDB_37:0.03615,NmBIGSDB_73:0.05625)0.66:0.01038,3_6:0.06448)0.9:
0.02873,((NmBIGSDB_409:0.0427,NmBIGSDB_81:0.03382)0:0.00066,(NmBIGSDB_234:0,(NmBIGSDB_390:0,(NmBIGSDB_109:0,(79126:

0,79128:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.98:0.03243)1:0.07993)0.83:0.01437)0.97:0.03049,((NmBIGSDB_77:0,(((NmBIGSDB_402:0.00268,00153:0)0:0,NmBI

GSDB_24:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_295:0)0.98:0.0137)0.78:0.01064,M992:0.08525)0.92:0.02676)0.34:0.00929,((((NmBIGSDB_39:0.05612,(NmBIG
SDB_391:0,NmBIGSDB_387:0)1:0.0632)0.028:0.00954,((NmBIGSDB_92:0,400:0)0.93:0.02464,(NmBIGSDB_17:0,S5611:0)0.39:0.00379)0.9

9:0.04884)0.63:0.00678,(NmBIGSDB_320:0,NmBIGSDB_386:0.08307)0.98:0.03102)0.88:0.0159,(NmBIGSDB_87:0.0031,(NmBIGSDB_400:

0.00569,(NmBIGSDB_388:0,(NmBIGSDB_406:0,(NmBIGSDB_349:0,NmBIGSDB_312:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.03368)0.55:0.00222)0.36:0.00867)0.85:
0.02182)0.97:0.04789)0.87:0.02142)0.98:0.04199)0.96:0.03159,(((((NmBIGSDB_60:0,NmBIGSDB_337:0)0:0,34WRR:0.00549)1:0.04949,Nm

BIGSDB_301:0.03927)0:0.00052,S3032:0.08863)0.63:0.02504,((NmBIGSDB_99:0,NmBIGSDB_70:0)0.93:0.015,NmBIGSDB_62:0.02425)0.9

3:0.01572)0:0.00024)0.95:0.04391,((((((((((NmBIGSDB_76:0,8680:0)0.8:0.01287,(NmBIGSDB_111:0.08786,M136:0.528)0.98:0.08514)0:0.00

277,NmBIGSDB_56:0.00874)0.92:0.01024,((NmBIGSDB_378:0.00262,NmBIGSDB_395:0)0.98:0.0183,NmBIGSDB_206:0.01183)0.87:0.009

41)0.61:0.00864,((NmBIGSDB_326:0.00268,(NmBIGSDB_15:0,020:0)0.97:0.01103)0:0,(((NmBIGSDB_43:0,NmBIGSDB_341:0)0.76:0.0038,

NmBIGSDB_403:0.03412)0.89:0.01112,(NmBIGSDB_397:0.01136,M1080:0.00832)0.95:0.01497)0.54:0.00993)0.96:0.0277)0:0,NmBIGSDB_
411:0.00261)0.98:0.01725,(NmBIGSDB_95:0.04788,NmBIGSDB_82:0.02831)0.94:0.0246)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_74:0.00492,NmBIGSDB_383:0.0

4218)0.95:0.01693)0.91:0.03385,NmBIGSDB_64:0.05316)0.33:0.00178,((NmBIGSDB_34:0.04203,(NmBIGSDB_54:0,(D8:0,NmBIGSDB_20:

0)0:0)0.99:0.03573)0.95:0.02659,(((NmBIGSDB_75:0.00809,NmBIGSDB_65:0.03508)0.09:0.01111,((NmBIGSDB_67:0.00263,NmBIGSDB_3
75:0)0.94:0.01394,(NmBIGSDB_405:0,NmBIGSDB_25:0)0.83:0.00784)0.93:0.01567)0.43:0.0027,(((NmBIGSDB_119:0.013,NmBIGSDB_345

:0.01192)0.88:0.0213,(NmBIGSDB_392:0.03625,NmBIGSDB_13:0.04685)0.32:0.00409)1:0.08892,NmBIGSDB_348:0.00663)0.95:0.02764)0.3

1:0.00171)0.89:0.03029)0.72:0.00889)1:0.1382,((((NmBIGSDB_97:0,NmBIGSDB_347:0)1:0.08923,(NmBIGSDB_396:0,NmBIGSDB_332:0)0
.99:0.03946)0.63:0.00772,NmBIGSDB_96:0.01153)0.79:0.0058,((NmBIGSDB_5:0.0264,NmBIGSDB_100:0.04245)0.78:0.01155,NmBIGSDB

_346:0.04504)0.96:0.03905)0:0)0.9:0.03344,NmBIGSDB_377:0.01912)1:0.1107,NmBIGSDB_80:0.0276)0.76:0.0238,(NmBIGSDB_91:0.0539

5,NmBIGSDB_259:0.02218)0.87:0.01098)0.91:0.0167,NmBIGSDB_105:0.01552)0.97:0.03133,NmBIGSDB_48:0.02379)0.39:0.0056,(NmBIG
SDB_23:0,(CE1431:0,H44/76:0)0:0)1:0.05756)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_101:0,(NmBIGSDB_104:0.0326,(NmBIGSDB_69:0,NmBIGSDB_118:0)0.98:

0.02925)0.96:0.03017)0.34:0.0242)1:8.715,((NmBIGSDB_135:0.04983,((NGP20:0.00266,(NmBIGSDB_84:0,(NmBIGSDB_1:0,(MA-

5756:0,(D1:0,(M597:0,(90/18311:0,(n116:0,(B16B6:0,(NMRUGrpY:0,(BRAZ10:0,(500:0,(B2RR:0,(B1SR:0,M1011:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0
:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.81:0.00595,(NmBIGSDB_182:0.0074,((NmBIGSDB_265:0,NmBIGSDB_208:0.01639)0.89:0.00818,NmBIGSDB_

162:0.00535)0.97:0.01727)0.53:0.00894)0.84:0.04861)0.17:0.4071,(NmBIGSDB_122:0.05044,NmBIGSDB_121:0.09199)0.98:2.754)1:6.925); 
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B.4. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the Neisseria meningitidis tbpA gene family 

((((((((((((NmBIGSDB_35:0.00244393,(NmBIGSDB_34:0.00179189,D8:0.00925035)10.240688:0.00033865)116.696576:0.0092107,(NmBIGS

DB_349:0.00974478,NmBIGSDB_380:0.00962094)8.243316:0.0015488)1.145762:0.00216284,(NmBIGSDB_223:0.00803856,M978:0.010370
33)8.439562:0.00049944)30.462593:0.00160541,((((((NmBIGSDB_75:0.01397064,NmBIGSDB_358:0.01658516)30.969819:0.00185098,(NmB

IGSDB_357:0.00407176,NmBIGSDB_263:0.0046184)23.286602:0.00459722)9.075236:0.00256811,NmBIGSDB_85:0.01142981)41.777720:0.

00148364,((NmBIGSDB_59:0.01730063,(NmBIGSDB_234:8.372e-
05,NmBIGSDB_87:0.00037133)54.562258:0.00977162)1.557453:0.00037052,LCDC#89554:0.00968889)0.000000:0.0014126)12.180333:0.000

92266,(NmBIGSDB_17:0.00549289,NmBIGSDB_372:0.00458001)120.697925:0.00887365)0.000000:0.00029358,((NmBIGSDB_269:0.00334

362,(NmBIGSDB_167:0.00086097,(P3459:0.00046465,P2396:1e-
08)22.603798:0.00141955)44.713404:0.00465793)154.623031:0.00983806,(NmBIGSDB_367:0.01027514,(NmBIGSDB_39:0.00423837,((NmB

IGSDB_373:0.00038062,(NmBIGSDB_76:0.00046258,NmBIGSDB_233:1e-08)0.000000:7.446e-05)0.000000:8.245e-

05,34WRR:0.00034753)3.864574:0.00213442)44.718468:0.00549207)0.000000:5.1e-
05)9.538166:0.00120205)6.093574:0.00036433)1.509472:0.00048133,((((((((P2996:0.00991156,(NmBIGSDB_84:0.00017012,P3006:0.0002824

4)9.201369:0.00523645)44.017522:0.00380883,(NmBIGSDB_356:0.00042846,NmBIGSDB_355:2.604e-

05)101.331102:0.01095808)16.138096:0.00138019,(1014:0.01149736,(243:0.01208977,(((255:0.00698986,026:0.00127934)0.000000:0.000370
58,(NmBIGSDB_5:1e-08,M982:1e-

08)15.008807:0.0001515)0.000000:0.00041769,A4/M1027:0.00120445)0.000000:0.00028994)5.652153:0.0010683)98.370446:0.00979045)20.3

39283:0.00241134,(((NmBIGSDB_48:0.01754949,((((NmBIGSDB_363:0.01238994,(NmBIGSDB_10:0.00808218,((NmBIGSDB_86:0.001301
81,NmBIGSDB_374:0.00141768)43.349697:0.00386046,(FH#18270:0.00269714,S3032:0.01151596)7.523854:0.00195944)9.076364:0.002894

68)0.000000:0.00105792)0.000000:0.00022296,NmBIGSDB_354:0.01253668)16.497337:0.00251753,(NmBIGSDB_19:0.00018181,00153:0.00

027272)132.113528:0.01170054)0.000000:0.00017836,(NmBIGSDB_42:0.01204156,(NmBIGSDB_157:0.01037552,3662:0.0141102)38.10587
4:0.0030474)18.792276:0.0020685)0.000000:0.00130075)0.000000:0.00028021,((NmBIGSDB_147:0.00887168,((NmBIGSDB_69:1e-

08,400:1e-
08)99.126156:0.00557812,(NmBIGSDB_116:0.00285981,NMXYZ:0.00310906)0.000000:0.00066041)69.346972:0.00501561)0.000000:0.0016

5457,M990:0.01062012)133.430088:0.00518143)20.946249:0.00082281,(NmBIGSDB_60:0.01211776,NmBIGSDB_43:0.01235997)55.457995:

0.00472711)0.000000:0.00041207)16.734955:0.0012935,(NmBIGSDB_32:0.01142048,((AK22:0.00824888,(NmBIGSDB_67:0.0048892,(NmBI
GSDB_61:0.00015568,(79126:0.00013374,79128:0.00032225)2.032789:0.00011132)25.722427:0.00196491)0.289663:0.00243141)10.826049:0

.00405614,((NmBIGSDB_62:0.00017286,92001:0.00210933)3.934487:0.00046787,S3131:0.00068516)112.202430:0.00865934)31.007098:0.00

307782)42.846296:0.00394584)0.000000:0.00051004,((((NmBIGSDB_364:0.00046633,NmBIGSDB_236:1e-08)0.000000:2.175e-
05,NmBIGSDB_359:0.00043395)73.586327:0.00517919,(NmBIGSDB_287:0.00278444,(NmBIGSDB_64:0.00019965,SB25:0.00025539)0.000

000:0.00180906)0.000000:0.00537585)27.683095:0.00416653,(NmBIGSDB_65:0.00038021,NZ94/155:0.00326989)28.344897:0.00890497)67.

410537:0.00510582)62.974841:0.00266216,(((((NmBIGSDB_57:0.0117226,(((((NG080:0.00321774,NG144/82:0.00134212)0.000000:3.795e-
05,NmBIGSDB_136:0.0004264)0.000000:2.885e-05,BZ83:1e-08)0.000000:8.95e-06,NmBIGSDB_36:1e-08)0.000000:2.496e-

05,NmBIGSDB_351:0.00043015)11.929062:0.01085284)73.669600:0.00779667,(NmBIGSDB_44:0.00257188,((NmBIGSDB_16:0.00030976,2

54:0.00059452)9.742847:0.00199891,(NmBIGSDB_15:1e-08,020:1e-

08)40.688455:0.00243795)0.000000:0.0010209)34.566232:0.00962313)36.808921:0.0034711,(((NmBIGSDB_58:0.00442188,NmBIGSDB_376

:0.00520029)58.264839:0.00577951,(NmBIGSDB_362:0.00686202,(NmBIGSDB_49:0.00090696,NmBIGSDB_40:0.00091068)98.015544:0.00

881179)42.288774:0.00399956)17.024146:0.00183759,(((NmBIGSDB_366:0.00571996,NmBIGSDB_71:0.00575077)0.000000:0.00246084,((N
mBIGSDB_72:0.00013498,(NZ91/40:0.00088442,931905:0.00184894)6.386237:0.00032923)8.162837:0.00027518,NmBIGSDB_30:7.923e-

05)111.969643:0.00808068)23.721130:0.00222831,(NmBIGSDB_50:0.0068959,NmBIGSDB_11:0.0045609)70.080913:0.00689401)0.000000:0

.00074141)0.000000:0.00031253)0.000000:0.00054358,(NmBIGSDB_228:0.01523468,(((NmBIGSDB_378:0.0063496,(NmBIGSDB_73:0.0029
3599,NmBIGSDB_285:0.00345058)83.080461:0.0049523)86.336531:0.00453115,(NmBIGSDB_286:0.00582178,((NmBIGSDB_83:1e-

08,196/87:1e-08)29.537319:0.00127362,(NmBIGSDB_79:1e-

08,129E:0.00046117)0.000000:0.00054438)87.322860:0.00589795)0.000000:0.0017098)11.445743:0.00315817,(NmBIGSDB_82:0.0058987,(N
mBIGSDB_6:0.00014993,((120M:0.00045379,S5611:0.00045663)0.000000:8.62e-06,6748:1e-

08)0.000000:0.00030527)98.204787:0.00800983)43.589985:0.00322479)2.005371:0.00106174)5.875098:0.00094302)0.469196:0.00067261,((N

mBIGSDB_283:0.00743124,(NmBIGSDB_46:0.00541409,(((IAL2229:0.00439406,(((((((00154:0.00325574,LCDC#88137:1e-
08)0.000000:3.155e-05,F6124:1e-08)0.000000:1.587e-05,11-004:1e-08)0.000000:7.99e-06,S4355:1e-08)0.000000:4.02e-06,7891:1e-

08)0.000000:2.02e-06,H1964:1e-08)0.000000:1.01e-06,010:1e-08)0.000000:0.00017089)0.000000:9.61e-

06,14/1455:0.00211308)0.000000:0.00010939,NmBIGSDB_9:0.00020417)157.225602:0.0102199)53.190664:0.00322057)0.000000:0.00068556
,M136:0.01217323)92.555127:0.00426547)19.716425:0.00037894)0.000000:0.00135022,((((NmBIGSDB_348:0.01567315,(NmBIGSDB_63:7.

461e-

05,G2136:0.00585786)84.378105:0.0101286)32.437887:0.00252719,((((NmBIGSDB_173:0.01317092,(((NmBIGSDB_284:0.00866874,NmBIG
SDB_370:0.00973645)7.412497:0.00120418,((NmBIGSDB_347:0.00643864,((NmBIGSDB_247:0.00900573,NmBIGSDB_369:0.00893451)6.4

06238:0.00156751,(NmBIGSDB_70:0.01050804,NmBIGSDB_14:0.00789722)5.602771:0.00174949)5.714453:0.00084528)15.327665:0.00104

173,(NmBIGSDB_352:0.01036957,(NmBIGSDB_131:0.01070285,(NmBIGSDB_353:0.00703601,(NmBIGSDB_18:0.00016887,(CE1431:1e-
08,H44/76:0.00373724)2.484073:0.00028699)52.218139:0.00845964)14.817162:0.0018848)125.710417:0.00806847)0.000000:0.00068706)0.00

0000:0.00077339)0.354213:0.00081314,NmBIGSDB_54:0.00961824)0.000000:0.00071023)0.000000:0.00141342,(NmBIGSDB_365:0.014074

63,NmBIGSDB_80:0.01181564)44.185453:0.00138178)75.900720:0.00246517,((NmBIGSDB_55:0.01018656,NmBIGSDB_53:0.01006141)13.
228117:0.0034894,NmBIGSDB_13:0.00903489)0.398605:0.00114853)36.411471:0.00267903,(NmBIGSDB_88:0.01406552,(NmBIGSDB_377

:0.00627074,(NmBIGSDB_20:0.00161015,(NmBIGSDB_56:1e-08,NGPB24:1e-

08)74.582022:0.00478488)88.418196:0.00834788)24.082527:0.00243793)4.533736:0.00181112)20.997114:0.00084756)0.000000:0.00039886,(
(NmBIGSDB_45:0.00156936,NmBIGSDB_226:0.00071096)167.072637:0.01275262,M1080:0.01100519)23.865451:0.00238339)0.000000:0.00

116965,NmBIGSDB_26:0.01054015)18.837081:0.00122597)14.071083:0.00044791)0.000000:0.00083598,(((B6116/77:0.01597724,(NmBIGS

DB_38:0.00029607,BZ163:0.00107105)0.000000:0.00487339)150.770774:0.01018293,(NmBIGSDB_8:0.00956696,NmBIGSDB_371:0.010703
24)0.000000:0.00169727)24.323610:0.00150574,(((((NmBIGSDB_350:0.01528004,(NmBIGSDB_41:0.00805037,NmBIGSDB_379:0.0113101
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4)0.000000:0.00150088)49.313274:0.00277984,((NmBIGSDB_375:0.0072719,(NmBIGSDB_361:0.00280095,3-

6:0.00637966)13.171687:0.0030047)32.123219:0.00106728,NmBIGSDB_313:0.00704189)0.000000:0.00102954)0.000000:0.00037532,(NmBI
GSDB_319:0.01111049,NmBIGSDB_74:0.00590621)8.774237:0.0015584)0.000000:0.00128806,NmBIGSDB_52:0.0129908)3.416131:0.00071

879,NmBIGSDB_77:0.01217655)6.554150:0.0011283)49.761932:0.00248207)46.070141:0.0040971,(NmBIGSDB_368:0.00147104,NmBIGSD

B_360:0.00216847)96.651052:0.01367652)168.653961:0.01028261,(NmBIGSDB_51:0.01064707,(K454:0.00068452,(NmBIGSDB_1:1e-
08,MC58:1e-08)0.310785:0.0002259)152.174511:0.01765314)39.827287:0.00340585)2.532928:0.00234261,(LCDC#89169:1e-

08,LCDC#88252:1e-

08)62.997390:0.01041839)74.450282:0.00527808,(NmBIGSDB_47:0.00403034,((((L93/4286:0.00586071,NmBIGSDB_68:0.00011725)9.7609
50:0.0003519,NmBIGSDB_115:1e-

08)25.348630:0.00173416,(NmBIGSDB_66:0.00019611,312901:0.00117102)23.878680:0.00132166)15.012240:0.00239734,NmBIGSDB_7:0.0

0313567)33.447833:0.00354277)30.450694:0.00539775)0.000000:0.00103062,NmBIGSDB_37:0.01019426)2360.967144:0.139509745,((((((((((
(((((NMRUGrpY:0.00046133,N16T2K:0.0004559):3.19e-06,M597:0.00045555)0.000000:0.00010921,M1011:1e-08)0.000000:5.544e-

05,B1SR:1e-08)0.000000:2.786e-05,B2RR:1e-08)0.000000:1.4e-05,n116:1e-08)0.000000:7.03e-06,BRAZ10:1e-08)0.000000:3.53e-06,D1:1e-

08)0.000000:1.77e-06,NGP20:1e-08)0.000000:8.9e-07,90/18311:1e-08)0.000000:4.5e-07,MA-5756:1e-
08)0.000000:0.00022905,38V1:0.00022945)0.000000:0.00013455,(NmBIGSDB_2:1e-08,B16B6:1e-

08)11.958578:0.00032388)0.000000:0.00027903,F1576:0.00062092)5.189546:0.02356395,(NmBIGSDB_92:0.01696812,NmBIGSDB_89:0.023

32313)2.888470:0.01177953)16.210739:0.164342615)RT; 
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B.5. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the intact Neisseria meningitidis lbpB gene 

family 

(((((((((((((80049:0,(S3131:0,(010:0,(H1964:0,(14/1455:0,(7891:0,(S4355:0,(92001:0,(11-

004:0,(00153:0,(00154:0,(F6124:0,(IAL229:0,LCDC#88137:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_8:0)0.8:0.00077
,((NmBIGSDB_28:0,(AK22:0,(G2136:0,A4/M1027:0)0:0)0.92:0.00077)0:0,NGH36:0)0:0)0.99:0.01778,((NmBIGSDB_4:0,(1014:0,(026:0,(205

9001:0,(690:0,(C751:0,(243:0,255:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.86:0.0063,NmBIGSDB_253:0.0469)1:0.06199)0.99:0.02495,(NmBIGSDB_12:0,(

NmBIGSDB_180:0,(254:0,020:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.02052)0.9:0.01132,((((34WRR:0.043,NmBIGSDB_37:0.07745)1:0.03649,NmBIGSDB_186:0.042
33)0.41:0.01781,((NmBIGSDB_51:0,M597:0)0.53:0.00056,(MA-

5756:0,90/18311:0)0.76:0.00097)1:0.0407)0.96:0.01791,(NmBIGSDB_265:0.03843,(((NmBIGSDB_218:0,NmBIGSDB_127:0)0.81:0.00076,(N

mBIGSDB_189:0,(NmBIGSDB_56:0,E26:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.03755,(((((NmBIGSDB_250:0,NmBIGSDB_23:0)1:0.04089,(NmBIGSDB_269:0.0060
8,(NmBIGSDB_16:0.00319,(NmBIGSDB_45:0,NGF26:0)0.99:0.00922)1:0.0446)1:0.0531)0.97:0.01991,(NmBIGSDB_187:0.02709,(NmBIGS

DB_47:0.00517,(NmBIGSDB_52:0,297-

0:0)0.9:0.00492)1:0.04196)0.85:0.01398)0.98:0.01892,((P3459:0,P2396:0)1:0.09243,NmBIGSDB_20:0.03944)1:0.03555)0.88:0.01176,(((NmBI
GSDB_271:0.03571,(NmBIGSDB_59:0,(NmBIGSDB_17:0,(860800:0,(139M:0,(NmBIGSDB_18:0,S5611:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.03477)0.96:0.0

1693,NmBIGSDB_53:0.03147)0.9:0.01046,(NmBIGSDB_19:0.04973,NmBIGSDB_181:0.03963)0.99:0.02154)0.85:0.00929)0.99:0.02611)1:0.0

395)0.93:0.01274)1:0.03061)1:0.05104,(NmBIGSDB_70:0.0379,(NmBIGSDB_2:0.04868,NmBIGSDB_6:0.0573)0.98:0.03538)1:0.08309)0.97:
0.01827,((((NmBIGSDB_240:0.00076,NZ94/155:0.00076)0:0,SWZ107:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_68:0)1:0.03639,NmBIGSDB_220:0.03048)0.81:0.00

367)1:0.07345,((NmBIGSDB_137:0.04979,FH#18270:0.01939)0.98:0.01912,NmBIGSDB_72:0.0197)0.76:0.01222)0.84:0.00645,((((NMRUGrp

Y:0.09336,(NmBIGSDB_48:0,(NmBIGSDB_24:0,(NmBIGSDB_5:0,(D1:0,(M1011:0,(38VI:0,(NGP20:0,(500:0,(BRAZ10:0,(B16B6:0,(116:0,(
N16T2K:0,B1SR:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.89:0.00154,M978:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_111:0.00076)1:0.07564,(NmBIGSD

B_255:0.03419,(NmBIGSDB_268:0.00929,NmBIGSDB_258:0.0204)0.96:0.01576)0.88:0.01319)0.28:0.00538)0.94:0.01302,((NmBIGSDB_71:
0.03424,NmBIGSDB_251:0.041)0.96:0.01384,(NmBIGSDB_212:0.1016,(((NmBIGSDB_264:0.05208,((NmBIGSDB_42:0,BZ147:0)1:0.07334,

S3032:0.02093)0.89:0.01227)0.66:0.03691,NmBIGSDB_57:0.02928)0.99:0.03395,(NmBIGSDB_40:0,D8:0)1:0.03411)0.98:0.02303)0.86:0.017

44)0.91:0.01301)0.51:0.01472,((054:0.06486,(NmBIGSDB_140:0.03959,(NmBIGSDB_217:0,(NmBIGSDB_13:0,NGH15:0)0:0)1:0.03964)0.96
:0.02357)0.94:0.0232,((NmBIGSDB_73:0,EG011:0)0.91:0.0044,(NmBIGSDB_266:0,NmBIGSDB_141:0)0.73:0.00178)1:0.09418)0.96:0.02952

)1:0.00269,((((NmBIGSDB_76:0,528:0)0.97:0.02102,M136:0.1406)1:0.08141,(((((NmBIGSDB_242:0.04299,NMXYZ:0.04873)0.99:0.02499,(

NmBIGSDB_67:0.06279,M990:0.02418)0.35:0.00716)1:0.02099,(((((((NmBIGSDB_260:0.00077,NmBIGSDB_58:0.00077)0:0,LCDC#88252:0
)0:0,LCDC#89169:0)0:0,LCDC#89554:0)0:0,6748:0)0:0,BZ133:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_15:0)1:0.04725)0.3:0.00302,(NmBIGSDB_261:0.00366,((N

mBIGSDB_267:0,NmBIGSDB_182:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_263:0.00076)0.86:0.00256)0.99:0.01956)0.97:0.01324,(((NmBIGSDB_54:0,(79126:0,7

9128:0)0:0)1:0.0535,((NmBIGSDB_32:0.04778,(NmBIGSDB_50:0,8680:0)1:0.03386)0.99:0.02506,(((((NmBIGSDB_29:0,(88/03415:0,312901:
0)0:0)0:0,((NmBIGSDB_259:0,((NmBIGSDB_249:0.00076,AK50:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_33:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_272:0.00307)0.85:0.00076)0.8

5:0.00389,M992:0.05488)1:0.02176,NmBIGSDB_206:0.00884)0.84:0.00438,NmBIGSDB_209:0.01547)0.97:0.01752)1:0.06005)0.69:0.01137,(

(((((NmBIGSDB_79:0.00076,NmBIGSDB_69:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_66:0.00076)1:0.03321,(NmBIGSDB_74:0.00765,(NmBIGSDB_49:0,NGE30:

0)0.99:0.01195)0.98:0.01454)0.91:0.00865,(NmBIGSDB_46:0,NGH41:0)1:0.03834)0.82:0.00487,(NmBIGSDB_231:0.06213,NmBIGSDB_219

:0.04616)0.54:0.00281)0.99:0.01656,((NmBIGSDB_75:0,NG4/88:0)1:0.02603,(NmBIGSDB_41:0,F1576:0)1:0.03936)0.98:0.01567)0.93:0.0110

3)0.89:0.00899)0.99:0.03048)0.99:0.02359,((NmBIGSDB_252:0.08116,((NmBIGSDB_3:0,(((((NG144/82:0.00076,MC58:0)0:0,BZ169:0)0:0,N
GPB24:0)0:0,196/87:0)0:0,EG329:0)0:0)1:0.03283,(NmBIGSDB_7:0.02717,(P2996:0.2485,(NmBIGSDB_256:0.1032,((NmBIGSDB_35:0,(BZ

10:0,P3006:0)0:0)0:0,B6116/77:0.00466)0:0)0.98:0.05383)0.99:0.07024)0:0.00141)0.99:0.02048)0.98:0.01877,((((NmBIGSDB_65:0,931905:0)

1:0.04732,NmBIGSDB_270:0.0187)0.77:0.01292,(NmBIGSDB_44:0.02132,M1080:0.03927)0.99:0.02249)1:0.03045,(((NmBIGSDB_78:0,8600
60:0)1:0.0512,3662:0.04253)1:0.03875,((NmBIGSDB_208:0,NmBIGSDB_43:0)1:0.03975,((NmBIGSDB_77:0,322/85:0)0.97:0.01633,(((NmBI

GSDB_10:0,129E:0)1:0.07795,(NmBIGSDB_14:0,120M:0)0:0.00033)1:0.06391,(NmBIGSDB_257:0.01646,(NmBIGSDB_55:0,L93/4286:0)1:0

.06206)1:0.05404)0.36:0.01832)1:0.06159)0.96:0.02557)0.91:0.01212)1:0.05493)0.99:0.02432)1:0.06243); 
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B.6. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the intact Neisseria meningitidis lbpA gene 

family 

((((((((((((((6748:2e-08,(S5611:2e-08,LCDC-89554:2e-08)0.000000:2e-08)0.000000:2e-08,((NmBIGSDB_19:0.000442,NmBIGSDB_13:2e-

08)0.000000:3.36e-06,LCDC-88252:2e-08)0.000000:5.16e-
06)10.198734:0.0005704,139M:0.00075635)13.404836:0.00366693,(((NmBIGSDB_252:0.0091737,NmBIGSDB_263:0.00373591)46.073784:0.

0035872,(NmBIGSDB_156:0.00109622,(NmBIGSDB_67:5.229e-05,EG011:2e-

08)0.000000:0.00023027)10.430300:0.00238002)12.378773:0.00167233,((NmBIGSDB_18:2e-08,020:1.497e-
05)116.458373:0.00785037,(((NmBIGSDB_61:0.00044822,NmBIGSDB_33:2e-08)0.000000:1.373e-

05,NmBIGSDB_85:0.00042749)0.000000:4.653e-05,88-30415:2e-

08)44.158681:0.00709879)14.167049:0.00098708)94.405702:0.00284219)0.000000:0.00095778,(NmBIGSDB_21:0.00918831,(NmBIGSDB_86
:8.247e-05,931905:2e-

08)26.864609:0.00327273)3.281975:0.00259418)1.116701:0.00116693,(((((NmBIGSDB_265:0.01340482,(NmBIGSDB_251:0.00153188,NmBI

GSDB_247:0.0051111)0.339690:0.00300961)135.191144:0.01129253,((M992:0.01419298,(NmBIGSDB_49:0.00486406,(NmBIGSDB_73:8.55
9e-05,NGE30:2e-

08)104.986756:0.00760501)0.000000:0.00023597)20.682750:0.00081915,NmBIGSDB_90:0.0056606)39.884853:0.0037037)6.833161:0.000735

74,((NmBIGSDB_259:0.00819747,NmBIGSDB_209:0.00601676)1.015665:0.00033324,(NmBIGSDB_6:0.00283755,(NmBIGSDB_30:8.832e-
05,NGH36:2e-

08)47.374214:0.00336646)46.324676:0.00394422)2.505371:0.00332302)66.252464:0.00347731,NmBIGSDB_63:0.01657337)1.266238:0.00186

029,(NmBIGSDB_10:0.00467125,NmBIGSDB_256:0.00686369)0.000000:0.00113765)88.131587:0.00316506)3.429183:0.00087117,((NmBIG
SDB_9:0.02328556,(NmBIGSDB_62:0.00526186,NMRUGrpY:0.00271424)0.000000:0.00550999)30.701062:0.00608001,((NmBIGSDB_168:0

.00045175,L93-4286:2e-08)0.000000:5.38e-06,NmBIGSDB_84:2e-
08)49.534878:0.00980369)61.842678:0.00424604)2.253504:0.00234446,((NmBIGSDB_69:7.533e-05,NG4-88:2e-

08)94.981727:0.00886534,((NmBIGSDB_228:2e-08,NmBIGSDB_220:0.00045066)100.284429:0.00914552,(NmBIGSDB_81:8.456e-05,322-

85:2e-08)50.280383:0.0073755)0.000000:0.00090096)3.323075:0.00122991)0.000000:0.00038318,((NmBIGSDB_71:8.73e-05,NGH41:2e-
08)28.572106:0.00847598,((NmBIGSDB_221:0.0063592,(((NmBIGSDB_89:8.278e-05,860060:2e-

08)4.222475:0.00451885,M1080:0.00707962)18.571072:0.0026561,(NmBIGSDB_254:0.00222845,(NmBIGSDB_147:8.759e-05,P2396:2e-

08)1.557782:0.00353999)31.707649:0.00493074)0.000000:0.00095658)0.000000:0.0034925,(NmBIGSDB_64:0.00568403,NmBIGSDB_87:0.0
0631559)16.482449:0.00463223)8.591613:0.00146818)99.229070:0.00388742)41.366538:0.00222063,((((NmBIGSDB_261:0.01181336,NmBI

GSDB_264:0.01150152)21.708649:0.00579161,NmBIGSDB_198:0.00620884)3.997604:0.00190653,((NmBIGSDB_66:0.01274327,(((NmBIG

SDB_5:0.00045323,NmBIGSDB_1:2e-08)0.000000:9.989e-05,NG144-82:2e-
08)0.000000:0.00044292,EG329:0.00133115)111.358721:0.01131609)3.918128:0.00121025,NmBIGSDB_233:0.00928677)11.886858:0.001994

98)20.536801:0.0014185,(NmBIGSDB_68:0.00538377,(NmBIGSDB_83:8.667e-05,312901:2e-

08)108.723781:0.01069812)42.789956:0.0034219)12.038419:0.00243151)0.000000:0.00028836,(((NmBIGSDB_79:0.02252671,NmBIGSDB_2

48:0.01354669)42.517805:0.00502942,(((NmBIGSDB_65:0.01057514,(NmBIGSDB_224:0.00942652,((NmBIGSDB_88:8.696e-05,E26:2e-

08)11.491301:0.00166717,M990:0.00054506)303.350733:0.02381943)4.903714:0.00043392)32.147108:0.00289369,NmBIGSDB_28:0.012260

41)34.776503:0.00302393,((FH-18270:0.01085724,NmBIGSDB_226:0.00879251)0.000000:0.00043763,(((NmBIGSDB_76:2e-
08,SWZ107:1.707e-05)83.365333:0.00762523,NZ94-

155:0.00618201)0.000000:0.00262473,(NmBIGSDB_205:0.00868441,P2996:0.01009003)22.288850:0.00307194)47.900773:0.0023187)0.0000

00:0.00092726)0.000000:0.00107576)0.000000:0.00322758,NmBIGSDB_50:0.01617724)75.716661:0.00185396)32.069922:0.00333916,(NmBI
GSDB_257:0.01801925,((NmBIGSDB_208:0.01747875,(NmBIGSDB_232:0.00808483,NmBIGSDB_35:0.00750038)13.875524:0.00574863)8.

297253:0.00315639,(NmBIGSDB_77:8.691e-05,528:2e-

08)151.908141:0.01686126)27.352059:0.00166635)5.822203:0.00248263)52.452613:0.00397798,(((NmBIGSDB_262:0.01297468,NmBIGSDB
_258:0.0093515)0.000000:0.00401298,(NmBIGSDB_15:0.00259081,(NmBIGSDB_70:9.456e-05,NGF26:2e-

08)43.378584:0.00228386)71.567021:0.00618648)130.253729:0.00851777,(NmBIGSDB_250:0.01370686,((NmBIGSDB_74:9.12e-05,297-

0:2e-08)7.335513:0.00040231,NmBIGSDB_44:3.907e-
05)70.085748:0.01222358)0.000000:0.00097878)5.543633:0.00409056)0.000000:0.001066345,(((((((NmBIGSDB_92:2e-08,8680:2e-

08):0.03526344,NmBIGSDB_197:0.01422565)308.851471:0.00558941,(((NmBIGSDB_260:0.00333327,NmBIGSDB_200:0.00508214)99.1642

82:0.01611717,(NmBIGSDB_7:9.209e-05,120M:2e-08)93.761948:0.01420071)37.623112:0.00331456,(NmBIGSDB_91:8.604e-05,860800:2e-
08)62.974651:0.01287987)0.000000:0.00108811)23.555927:0.00185364,NmBIGSDB_51:0.02310161)4.354594:0.00271051,((((NmBIGSDB_7

5:0.01597059,(NmBIGSDB_25:8.74e-05,NGH15:2e-

08)68.165923:0.0169406)0.000000:0.00467257,3662:0.01575495)0.000000:0.0015713,(NmBIGSDB_246:0.01805349,((NmBIGSDB_60:9.342e
-05,G2136:2e-08)0.000000:4.7e-05,B6116-77:2e-

08)66.995519:0.01669498)32.330766:0.00329618)4.099990:0.00065555,NMXYZ:0.01076978)28.577604:0.00277859)21.780862:0.00123667,((

((((n054:0.02390839,(NmBIGSDB_55:8.621e-05,D8:2e-
08)197.689096:0.02451316)49.890526:0.00430899,((NmBIGSDB_157:0.01800256,(NmBIGSDB_17:8.962e-05,1014:2e-

08)204.956127:0.0164012)8.030728:0.0009434,((NmBIGSDB_14:9.156e-05,129E:2e-

08)109.531719:0.01730722,NmBIGSDB_249:0.02165491)40.566449:0.0001436)11.932663:0.00187147)1.788978:0.00175183,NmBIGSDB_23
:0.02641149)12.850566:0.00094565,((NmBIGSDB_20:0.01491509,S3032:0.01619521)24.774403:0.00392674,NmBIGSDB_161:0.01234046)27

.583964:0.00298243)12.978297:0.00195007,(((NmBIGSDB_24:0.01830028,(NmBIGSDB_11:2e-08,(7891:2e-08,IAL2229:2e-

08)0.000000:2.184e-
05)18.159810:0.01412585)96.214124:0.01091766,NmBIGSDB_234:0.01921082)0.000000:0.00015974,((NmBIGSDB_22:0.0121854,34WRR:0.

01652202)0.000000:0.00290341,(NmBIGSDB_80:2e-08,(79126:2e-08,79128:0.0004532)0.000000:2.526e-

05)106.745708:0.01522394)51.254268:0.00392519)24.185155:0.00228006)0.000000:0.00090125,(NmBIGSDB_253:0.01425257,((NmBIGSDB
_36:0.01209581,(NmBIGSDB_41:0.0036326,(NmBIGSDB_245:0.00465401,((NmBIGSDB_58:2e-
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08,NmBIGSDB_201:0.00044654)0.000000:8.398e-05,P3006:2e-

08)0.000000:0.00132717)0.000000:0.00145191)1.566202:0.00586868)11.370209:0.00409237,M136:0.01284687)0.000000:0.00243612)44.9430
39:0.00535472)0.000000:0.00220971)4.738614:0.0005396,(((NmBIGSDB_78:0.02614639,(NmBIGSDB_59:2e-08,BZ147:2.16e-

05)101.713790:0.01919166)0.000000:0.00532541,NmBIGSDB_140:0.01201003)45.407505:0.00584534,((NmBIGSDB_167:0.00763983,(NmBI

GSDB_72:0.00553533,(NmBIGSDB_56:9.815e-05,F1576:2e-
08)59.419262:0.00693682)0.334122:0.0050168)7.237368:0.00651398,(NmBIGSDB_255:0.00809062,((((NmBIGSDB_120:0.00043033,(90-

18311:2e-08,M597:2e-08)0.000000:1.164e-05)0.000000:7.73e-06,NmBIGSDB_57:2e-08)0.000000:0.00040429,(NmBIGSDB_82:2e-08,MA-

5756:2e-08)7.582908:3.745e-05)121.913066:0.00460009,((((B1SR:0.00034038,M1011:2e-08)0.000000:0.00017136,D1:2e-
08)0.000000:0.00011364,NmBIGSDB_8:0.00010729)1.380112:0.00032817,(NmBIGSDB_26:8.36e-05,M978:2e-08)0.000000:5.775e-

05)0.000000:0.00158896)0.000000:0.00159149)102.631642:0.0126779)17.892629:0.00241916)63.913423:0.00222865)0.000000:0.001233745)

RT; 
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B.7. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the N lobe component of the Neisseria 

meningitidis lbpB gene family 

(((((((((n1014:0,(n026:0,(n2059001:0,(n690:0,(C751:0,(n243:0,(n255:0,(NmBIGSDB_28:0,(NmBIGSDB_8:0,(NGH36:0,(AK22:0,(G2136:0,(A4

/M1027:0,(n80049:0,(S3131:0,(n010:0,(H1964:0,(n14/1455:0,(n7891:0,(S4355:0,(n92001:0,(n11-
004:0,(n00153:0,(n00154:0,(F6124:0,(IAL229:0,LCDC#88137:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0

)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_4:0)0:0,((NmBIGSDB_12:0,(NmBIGSDB_180:0,(n254:0,(n020:0,NmBIGSDB_253:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.

01833,(((((NmBIGSDB_16:0,(NmBIGSDB_45:0,NGF26:0)0.78:0.00141)1:0.04728,((NmBIGSDB_51:0,M597:0)0:0,(MA-
5756:0,n90/18311:0)0.82:0.0028)0.88:0.00739)0.3:0.00743,((NmBIGSDB_37:0.00496,(n34WRR:0,(P3459:0,P2396:0)1:0.06897)1:0.02796)0.94

:0.01419,NmBIGSDB_186:0.03319)0.19:0.0203)0.97:0.02399,(((((NmBIGSDB_265:0.01004,(NmBIGSDB_19:0.01121,NmBIGSDB_181:0.01

53)0.33:0.0062)0.56:0.00442,NmBIGSDB_53:0.00925)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_271:0.0018,(NmBIGSDB_59:0,(NmBIGSDB_17:0,(n860800:0,(n139
M:0,(NmBIGSDB_18:0,S5611:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.92:0.00545)0.77:0.00272)0.99:0.01908,(NmBIGSDB_218:0,(NmBIGSDB_189:0,(NmBIGS

DB_127:0,(NmBIGSDB_56:0,E26:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.97:0.01765)0.97:0.0214,((NmBIGSDB_250:0,(NmBIGSDB_23:0,NmBIGSDB_187:0)0:0)0.

95:0.0091,((NmBIGSDB_47:0,(NmBIGSDB_52:0,n297-
0:0)0:0)1:0.03084,NmBIGSDB_269:0.00299)0.95:0.01178)0.96:0.01545)0.77:0.00592)0.94:0.02033,NmBIGSDB_20:0.02986)1:0.0383)0.81:0.

00382)1:0.1191,(NmBIGSDB_71:0.0103,((NmBIGSDB_111:0.00141,((NMRUGrpY:0,(NmBIGSDB_48:0,(NmBIGSDB_24:0,(NmBIGSDB_5:

0,(D1:0,(M1011:0,(n38VI:0,(NGP20:0,(n500:0,(BRAZ10:0,(B16B6:0,(n116:0,(N16T2K:0,B1SR:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0
:0)0.94:0.00285,M978:0)0:0)1:0.03451,(((((NmBIGSDB_240:0,(NmBIGSDB_68:0,(SWZ107:0,NZ94/155:0)0:0)0:0)0.91:0.00142,FH#18270:0)

0:0,NmBIGSDB_137:0.00575)0.42:0.00285,NmBIGSDB_72:0)0.98:0.01568,(NmBIGSDB_255:0,(NmBIGSDB_220:0,(NmBIGSDB_268:0,Nm

BIGSDB_258:0)0:0)1:0.01463)0.98:0.01468)0.95:0.01401)0.88:0.00859)0.22:0.00422)0.8:0.00611,NmBIGSDB_251:0.01204)0.89:0.01833,((((
NmBIGSDB_42:0,(BZ147:0,NmBIGSDB_264:0)0:0)0.79:0.0014,S3032:0)1:0.03458,NmBIGSDB_57:0.00856)0.94:0.01767,(NmBIGSDB_40:

0,D8:0)0.91:0.01446)0.99:0.05013)0.84:0.03768,((n054:0.01124,(NmBIGSDB_2:0.0087,(NmBIGSDB_70:0.00282,(NmBIGSDB_6:0,(NmBIGS
DB_140:0,(NmBIGSDB_217:0,(NmBIGSDB_13:0,NGH15:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.91:0.00436)1:0.03139)0.68:0.02154)1:0.04982,(NmBIGSDB_73:0,(

NmBIGSDB_266:0,(NmBIGSDB_141:0,EG011:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.09242)0.64:0.00938)0.66:0.01402,NmBIGSDB_212:0.09466)1:0.01302,((((NmB

IGSDB_76:0,n528:0)0.78:0.00336,M136:0.01547)1:0.0618,((((NmBIGSDB_54:0,(n79126:0,n79128:0)0:0)0.99:0.01523,((NmBIGSDB_75:0,N
G4/88:0)0.74:0.00127,(NmBIGSDB_41:0,F1576:0)0.87:0.00294)0.99:0.01846)0.24:0.0058,(((NmBIGSDB_50:0,n8680:0)1:0.02336,(((NmBIGS

DB_206:0.0028,NMXYZ:0)0.94:0.0091,NmBIGSDB_67:0.00529)0.91:0.00734,NmBIGSDB_209:0.00382)0.9:0.00727)0.9:0.00663,((((NmBIG

SDB_272:0,(NmBIGSDB_259:0,((NmBIGSDB_249:0.00141,AK50:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_33:0)0:0)0:0)0.84:0.0014,(NmBIGSDB_29:0,(n88/0341
5:0,(n312901:0,(M992:0,(NmBIGSDB_79:0,(NmBIGSDB_69:0,((((NmBIGSDB_66:0.0014,(NmBIGSDB_46:0,NGH41:0)0.85:0.0014)0:0,NGE

30:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_49:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_74:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.91:0.00442,NmBIGSDB_231:0.00594)0.79:0.00484,NmBIGS

DB_219:0.0267)0.99:0.0214)0.82:0.0057)0.85:0.01139,(NmBIGSDB_32:0.02247,((NmBIGSDB_242:0.00435,((NmBIGSDB_260:0,(NmBIGS
DB_15:0,(NmBIGSDB_58:0,(BZ133:0,(n6748:0,(LCDC#89554:0,(LCDC#89169:0,LCDC#88252:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.98:0.00561,M990

:0)0.95:0.007)0.48:0.00212,(NmBIGSDB_261:0,(NmBIGSDB_267:0,(NmBIGSDB_263:0,NmBIGSDB_182:0)0:0)0:0)0.31:0.00078)0.71:0.007

71)0.9:0.0128)1:0.07729)0.99:0.05249,((((NmBIGSDB_3:0,(NG144/82:0,(EG329:0,(n196/87:0,(NGPB24:0,(BZ169:0,MC58:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)

0:0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_7:0.00284,(P2996:0.00563,(NmBIGSDB_35:0,((B6116/77:0.0085,P3006:0)0:0,BZ10:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.0086)0.76:0.00135

)0.96:0.02487,NmBIGSDB_252:0.06322)0.83:0.01123,((((NmBIGSDB_65:0,n931905:0)1:0.02823,(NmBIGSDB_44:0.00471,M1080:0.0082)0.

93:0.00907)0.056:0.00476,((NmBIGSDB_55:0,L93/4286:0)0.99:0.01155,NmBIGSDB_270:0)0.82:0.00621)1:0.0583,(((((NmBIGSDB_10:0,(n1
29E:0,(NmBIGSDB_14:0,n120M:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.07277,(NmBIGSDB_256:0.00487,(NmBIGSDB_78:0,n860060:0)1:0.02046)0.53:0.00159)0.34:

0.0025,NmBIGSDB_257:0.00548)0.99:0.02118,n3662:0.02568)0.99:0.02712,((NmBIGSDB_77:0,n322/85:0)0.98:0.0156,(NmBIGSDB_208:0,N

mBIGSDB_43:0)1:0.02541)0.56:0.00869)0.46:0.00566)1:0.1129)0.99:0.05577)1:0.1282); 
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B.8. Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the C lobe components of the Neisseria 

meningitidis lbpB gene family  

(P2996:2.121,(NmBIGSDB_271:0.09322,(((NmBIGSDB_71:0.05787,((((NmBIGSDB_54:0,(79126:0,79128:0)0:0)1:0.0319,(NmBIGSDB_250:

0,NmBIGSDB_23:0)0:0)0.91:0.0224,NmBIGSDB_140:0.06012)0.96:0.02851,((((((NmBIGSDB_3:0,(NG144/82:0,(EG329:0,(196/87:0,(NGPB2
4:0,(BZ169:0,MC58:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.06124,(((((n054:0.03172,NmBIGSDB_255:0.04594)0.95:0.02063,((NmBIGSDB_73:0,(NmBIGS

DB_266:0,(NmBIGSDB_141:0,EG011:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.03406,NmBIGSDB_181:0.04954)0.37:0.00956)0.95:0.02602,NmBIGSDB_19:0.05022)

0.31:0.01288,(NmBIGSDB_46:0,NGH41:0)1:0.05763)0.88:0.01478,(NmBIGSDB_47:0.0066,(NmBIGSDB_52:0,297-
0:0)0.99:0.01605)0.98:0.02504)0.76:0.01982)0:0.00373,(((NmBIGSDB_75:0,NG4/88:0)1:0.0569,NmBIGSDB_268:0.04293)0.89:0.01975,((((N

mBIGSDB_270:0,(NmBIGSDB_267:0,NmBIGSDB_182:0)0:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_263:0.00167)0.85:0.0047,NmBIGSDB_261:0.00916)1:0.0302

3,((((NmBIGSDB_78:0,860060:0)1:0.05494,NmBIGSDB_72:0.02764)0.86:0.01423,(((NmBIGSDB_53:0.0576,(M990:0.05718,(NmBIGSDB_2
17:0,(NmBIGSDB_13:0,NGH15:0)0:0)0.92:0.01442)0.92:0.01599)0.92:0.01682,((NmBIGSDB_137:0.07704,(((NmBIGSDB_219:0.00168,NmB

IGSDB_187:0)1:0.04569,3662:0.0147)0.95:0.0164,((NmBIGSDB_41:0,F1576:0)0:0,FH#18270:0.01226)0.98:0.02063)0.86:0.0154)0.9:0.01933,

(NmBIGSDB_74:0.00305,(NmBIGSDB_49:0,NGE30:0)1:0.04157)1:0.03428)0.094:0.00548)0:0.00171,(((((((((NmBIGSDB_260:0.00169,LCD
C#88252:0)0:0,LCDC#89169:0)0:0,LCDC#89554:0)0:0,6748:0)0:0,BZ133:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_15:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_58:0.00169)0.91:0.01387,

(NmBIGSDB_59:0,(NmBIGSDB_17:0,(860800:0,(139M:0,(NmBIGSDB_18:0,S5611:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.77:0.00581)0.99:0.04337,NmBIGSD

B_7:0.01131)0.98:0.04118)0.99:0.0302)0.83:0.0161,(((NmBIGSDB_65:0,931905:0)0.99:0.02488,(((NmBIGSDB_79:0.00167,NmBIGSDB_66:0
)0:0,NmBIGSDB_69:0)0.98:0.02962,(NMXYZ:0.04317,(NmBIGSDB_258:0,(NmBIGSDB_111:0,(NmBIGSDB_48:0,(NmBIGSDB_24:0,(Nm

BIGSDB_5:0,(D1:0,(M1011:0,(38VI:0,(NGP20:0,(500:0,(BRAZ10:0,(B16B6:0,(n116:0,(N16T2K:0,(B1SR:0,M978:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:

0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.0237)1:0.03892)0.91:0.01647)0.92:0.02348)0:0,((((NmBIGSDB_208:0,NmBIGSDB_43:0)1:0.05233,((NmBIG
SDB_242:0.03129,NmBIGSDB_231:0.04779)0.69:0.01661,NmBIGSDB_57:0.01391)0.61:0.01562)0.92:0.02164,((NmBIGSDB_252:0.02148,N

mBIGSDB_20:0.06877)1:0.04427,((NmBIGSDB_218:0,NmBIGSDB_127:0)0.8:0.00167,(NmBIGSDB_189:0,(NmBIGSDB_56:0,E26:0)0:0)0:0
)0.98:0.02839)0.84:0.02819)0.67:0.01507,(((NmBIGSDB_10:0,129E:0)1:0.0634,S3032:0.03957)0.86:0.01747,(((((((NmBIGSDB_28:0,(((NmBI

GSDB_8:0,(80049:0,(S3131:0,(010:0,(H1964:0,(14/1455:0,(7891:0,(S4355:0,(92001:0,(11-

004:0,(00153:0,(00154:0,(F6124:0,(IAL229:0,LCDC#88137:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.84:0.00168,(AK22:0,(G213
6:0,A4/M1027:0)0:0)0.85:0.00168)0:0,NGH36:0)0:0)1:0.07342,((((NmBIGSDB_240:0.00168,NZ94/155:0)0:0,SWZ107:0)0:0,NmBIGSDB_68:

0)0:0,(NmBIGSDB_51:0,(MA-

5756:0,(90/18311:0,M597:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.01567)0.36:0.00193)1:0.04025,(NmBIGSDB_12:0,(NmBIGSDB_180:0,(254:0,020:0)0:0)0:0)0.68:0.
00307)0.91:0.02106,NmBIGSDB_220:0.02843)1:0.0442,NmBIGSDB_186:0.05106)0.83:0.00938,((((NmBIGSDB_265:0.00167,120M:0)0:0,N

mBIGSDB_14:0)0.98:0.01434,NmBIGSDB_209:0.02198)0.84:0.00545,(((NmBIGSDB_77:0,322/85:0)0.85:0.00167,NmBIGSDB_206:0)0.76:0.

00177,(NmBIGSDB_272:0.00676,(NmBIGSDB_259:0,(NmBIGSDB_249:0,(NmBIGSDB_29:0,(NmBIGSDB_33:0,(88/03415:0,(AK50:0,3129
01:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)1:0.01398)0.072:0.00139)0.78:0.00718)0.79:0.00837,(((((((NmBIGSDB_42:0,BZ147:0)0.99:0.02635,NmBIGSDB_

70:0.05475)0.79:0.00596,((NmBIGSDB_32:0.02135,(NmBIGSDB_55:0,L93/4286:0)0.95:0.00854)0:0,NmBIGSDB_257:0.00365)0.97:0.01583)

0:0.0033,(NmBIGSDB_50:0,8680:0)1:0.05646)0.98:0.05189,34WRR:0.0521)0.89:0.02772,M992:0.04986)0.87:0.0172,(NmBIGSDB_2:0.01372

,(((NmBIGSDB_6:0.02697,NMRUGrpY:0.04657)0.96:0.03806,M136:0.03074)0.98:0.0415,(NmBIGSDB_256:0.01966,(NmBIGSDB_37:0,(Nm

BIGSDB_35:0,(B6116/77:0,(BZ10:0,P3006:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.92:0.05019)0.94:0.02729)1:0.07344)0.95:0.02189)1:0.154)0.32:0.01413)0.98:0.

02903)1:0.03319)0.25:0.00464)0:0.00098)0.93:0.01651)0.61:0.00482,((P3459:0,P2396:0)1:0.05312,NmBIGSDB_67:0.0514)0.96:0.02739)0.97:
0.02383,(NmBIGSDB_44:0.04309,((((NmBIGSDB_4:0,(1014:0,(026:0,(2059001:0,(690:0,(C751:0,(243:0,255:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0:0)0.99:0.

03719,NmBIGSDB_253:0.05029)0.94:0.02169,(NmBIGSDB_40:0,D8:0)0.99:0.02729)0.93:0.01835,(NmBIGSDB_269:0.0085,(NmBIGSDB_1

6:0,(NmBIGSDB_45:0,(NGF26:0,NmBIGSDB_264:0)0:0)0:0)0.72:0.00174)1:0.06787)0.41:0.00725)0.93:0.01934)0.54:0.0027,(NmBIGSDB_7
6:0,528:0)1:0.03719)0.96:0.0185)0.3:0.00216)0.84:0.02169,NmBIGSDB_251:0.05425)0.88:0.01723,(NmBIGSDB_212:0,M1080:0.00336)0.98:

0.02976)0:0):1.528); 
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